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Introduction
With the advancement of research and development in multiprocessing systems,

researchers are focusing greater attention on the design of the interconnections between

components of a system. Reliability analysis and performance evaluation are the essential aspects

of any study into the effectiveness of a structure. We have begun investigating the reliability

problem for two types of multiprocessing interconnection schemes: multistage interconnecnion

networks and hypercubes. A group comprising Suresh Rai, Jerry L. Trahan, and three students:

T. Smailus, S. Ananthakrishnan, and P. Paragi, was formed to work on a range of subtopics.

Besides these, a Ph.D. student of Dr. Rai, S. Soh, and two M.S. students of Dr. Trahan, A.

Kulkarni and R. Ahmed, looked into some of the related aspects of the problem. Dr. Rai also

interacted with Dr. S. Latifi of the University of Nevada at Las Vegas to devise a strategy for

bounding hypercube reliability. A bibliography at the end of this report compiles our research

results obtained so far on the topic.

Results

MULTISTAGE INTERCONNECTION NETWORKS

We have established simple and efficient algorithms for terminal reliability (TR) and

broadcast reliability (BR) evaluation of the shuffle-exchange network with an extra stage (SENE)

[1-3]. In the SENE, each input is connected to each output by a pair of complete binary trees such

that the input is connected by a directed edge to each of the roots, and the leaves of both trees are

identical. These very regular paths from an input to the outputs offer us the structure necessary to

solve the TR and BR problems efficiently. We first developed a sum of disjoint products approach

to this problem (2]. Later, we developed an efficient algorithm for BR evaluation of an NxN

SENE by a recursive approach, resulting in a recurrence equation that can be evaluated within a

constant amount of time for each of log N levels of recursion [1]. This result establishes that the

problem of evaluating the broadcast reliability for a SENE is not only not NP-hard, as is the case

for a general network, but has a very efficient algorithm. We extended this algorithm to an

efficient algorithm for the K-terminal reliability problem.

If we consider a deterministic model for a network in which each component is given as

working or failed, then we can study a set of decision problems analogous to the reliability

problems of interest in the stochastic model. For example, a terminal decision problem is the

problem of determining whether a path exists from a specific source to a specific terminal, given a

network with a known set of failures. Efficient algorithms are of interest to determine whether a

given network with certain working and failed components at a certain point in time can effect a
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needed set of connections. These algorithms are also of interest as they may provide techniques

useful for the reliability evaluation of specific networks.

For MINs, we have developed a set of approaches for the terminal decision, broadcast

decision, and network decision problems, and for the general s, T decision problem for an input

set S and output set T [1]. These approaches are based on either testing for the existence of an

appropriate pathset or testing for the nonexistence of a cutset. For the broadcast and network

decision problems, the cutset approach leads to better algorithms as we can more concisely

describe and locate cutsets than pathsets.

HYPERCUBES

The decision problem for hypercubes is explored considering a deterministic model for the

system. A real world problem is modelled assuming a given set of failures in a cube, which may

be restricted to subcubc (a 0-subcube represents a node) failures only, or link failures only, or both

subcube and link failures. The failures could be of a permanent nature or of a temporary nature.

A permanent failure type refers to a complete outage scenario. A temporary fault is nothing but

unavailability of an i-subcube which is currently busy with some processes and is uijvolved in

executing an algorithm. The question is then asked how to determine the size and location of the

maximal dimension available (fault-free) subcube. To help answer this problem we have defined

two operators, namely, # and S. We used these operators to develop a method for identify all

maximal size, fault-free subcubes contained in a faulty cube [3]. (See attached report for details.)

Additionally, we have addressed the problem of dynamically allocating subcubes of a

hypercube to multiple tasks [4]. Our allocation algorithm falls into the category of available cube

techniques which offer the advantage of quickly recognizing whether or not a requested subcube is

available in the free list of subcubes. The allocation is done using a best-fit concept to select a

subcube for allocation, which in turn utilizes the notion of overlap-syndrome to quantify the

overlap among free subcubes. Our technique has full subcube recognition ability and thus

recognizes more subcubes as compared to bit mapped techniques: buddy, gray code and its

variants. We have also developed a corresponding deallocation algorithm. The algorithms work

with the previous method for handling faulty nodes and links in the hypercube.

A probabilistic model for hypercubes is considered in [5, 6]. The studies are confined to

terminal and network reliability evaluations for their exact and approximate expressions.

GENERAL

In addition, we have developed an efficient Boolean approach, called CAREL [7], to solve

reliability problems in general networks. The effect of preprocessing of path or cut terms on the

overall reliability expression is experimentally determined in [8]. Moreover, a capacity related
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reliability problem where two parameters such as availability of a link and its capacity are used to
quantify the reliability measure [9]. All these efforts are helpful in understanding different aspects

of the reliability evaluation problem.

Ongoing Efforts

We are currently pursuing the following directions in our work.

For MINs, the standard reliability analysis model assumes that only switches can fail, that

links are perfectly reliability, that failures are statistically independent, and that a switch is either

completely working or completely failed. Such restrictive assumptions are standard for reliability

analysis problems in general networks that are already intractable even with these assumptions. As

we have developed efficient algorithms for reliability analysis of MINs, we are seeking to loosen

these unrealistic restrictions on the analysis [101. Consequently, we are developing methods to

incorporate link failures, dependence between component failures, and multimode components into

the analysis. Currently, we are handling each assumption separately, but our intention is to

develop reliability evaluation methods incorporating all these more realistic assumptions. We are

also working to develop a network reliability evaluation algorithm for the SENE.

For hypercubes, our efforts are in two directions. First, we are working to improve our

subcube allocation and deallocation sciernes. Second, we are studying reliability evaluation of the

hypercube, working from the terminal reliability results obtained as stated above.
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ATARIC: An Algebraic Technique to Analyse Reconfiguration for
Fault Tolerance in a Hypercube

Suresh Rai and Jerry L. Trahan

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge, LA 70803

Abstract linear array, have made this topology an excellent
The hypercube architecture is a popular topology for candidat for many parallel processing applications [1-3].

many parallel processing applications. Several Conceptually, the hypercube interconnection network is a
researchers have analysed the performance and multidimensional binary cube with a processing element
dependability aspects of this architecture or its variants. (PE) at each of its nodes. An 'W' dimensional hypercube.
Fault tolerance by reconfiguration is another important B., has 21 processors and n2an" links. Each p r
problem in a large distributed computing environment, has 2 procssors and inseaprocessorforcotuuedpertinofh¢Iryerubmultiproc~essors has its own local memory and inte rprocessor
for continued operation of te hypercube muls communicanon is done by explicit message passing.
after the failure of one or more i-subcubes andlor link. Several variants to the hypercube topology such as
This paper considers the fault tolerance issue and presents cube-connected-cycles (CCC), generalized hypercube
an algebraic technique, called ATARIC, to analyse the
problem. ATAPJC (Algebraic Technique to Analyse (GHC), bridged hypercubc (BHC), twisted hypercube

Reconfiguration forfault tolerance In a &~ube) uses (THC), folded hypercube (FHC), and star graph [21 are

algebraic operators to identify the Iah ru b dimensi described in the literammre.
fault-frebra oerandr a ithus helps in ahiensiong a The suitability of a parallel architecture is evaluated
dgadt-ioneof.the s, and thusanelyse ta ahiei grace= Of by analyzing its performance and reliability aspects.
degradaton of the system. We analyse the complaety th Several researchers have investigated hypercube systems
our atgorithm. ATARIC is efficient as compared to the

algorithm of Ozganer and Aykanat [47, where the using performance metmcs such as number of nodes and

inclusion-exclusion principle is used. Examples links, connecuvity, diameter, average distance, cost.

illustrate the approach. expandability, etc. [3] with or without faults in Bn. Few
researchers have paid attenuon to dependability issues.
Dependability (in terms of reliability or availability)

1. Introduction prediction of a hypercube architecture uses a stochastic
graph model of Bn. Note that this prediction is qite

Hypercube multiproces~ors have been the focus of essential since hypercubes have the potential of use in

many researchers over the past few years. The appealing critical applications. Reliability (availability) prediction

properties of the hypercube such as node and edge is important for systems with short (long) mission

symmetry, logarithmic diameter, high fault resilience, times.

scalability. and the ability to host popular Fault tolerance by reconfiguration is another

interconnection networks, viz., ring, torus. tree. and important problem in a large distributed computing
environment, for continued operation of the hypercube
multiprocessor after the failure of one or more i-subcubes

This work was supported in part by the Air Force Office (a O-subcube is a node or PE) and/or links. Algorithms
of Scientific Research uider rnnt AFOFR,91.0025. for diagnosing faulty processors and links have been
Authors' e-mail addresses: Suresh Rai: given [5-7]. Once the faulty elements have been
suresh@ max.ee.lsu.edu: Jerry L. Trahan: identified, degradation can be achieved by
ahn@axe.suu gracefuld a
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reconfiguring the multiprocessor and the distrbuted product operation on two graphs (161. Let B,1 e moceie•
algorithm running on the multiprocessor 4] s.. n n I
Fortunateiy, most parallel algorithms can be formulated IVI = 2 and El = n ' 7he

graph G(V.E) is both node and link symmetrc. Eac.
with the dimension n of the hypercube being a parameter node in G(VkE) represents a processor and each edge

of the algonthm (8]. Hence, the reconfiguration problem represents a processor nde s e

in a hypercube multiprocessor reduces to finding the sents a link between a pair of processors. Nodes =

maximum dimensional fault-free subcube(s). A subcube assigned binary numbers from 0 to (2. - 1) such hat

is a subset of a hypercube which preserves the properties addresses of any two neighbors differ in only one bit
of the hypercube. position. Using an n-tuple, a PE in Bn is represented by

References (4.8] provide simple procedures to find (bn-l .bi.... . bo), where bi e {0.1). Two adjacent
the maximum dimension 'd" of a fault-free subcube. nodes which differ in the i-th bit are said to be in
However. as indicated by Ozgtuner and Aykanat (4], the direction i (0 ! i 5 n-1) with respect to each other. A
procedure of Becker and Simon [8] does not always find subcube in a hypercube Bn is a subset of a hypercube
the maximum dimension and, furthermore, does not which preserves the properties of a hypercube. It Is
construct the set of fault-free d-subcubes. Ozgtiner and represented by an n-tuple n0,1,x)n. Coordinate values
Aykanat [4] made use of the principle of inclusion- '0" and "I" can be referred to as fixed or bound
exclusion in algorithms that always find d and also the coordinates and "x' as free. An i-dimensional cube (ort-
number of fault-free d-subcubes or the complete set of subcube) in Bn has (n-i) bound coordinates and i free
falt-free d-subcubes.

This paper introduces a new algebraic technique to n-i r n
analyse reconfiguration for fault tolerance in a coordinates. Hence, there are 2 yi-i) different
hypercube. henceforth called as ATARIC. The ATARIC possible i-subcubes in Bn. We will use the terms node
addresses the dependability problem also. But. it is and 0-subcube interchangeably throughout the paper since
different from stochastic graph model based depend- they denote the same object. For links. we introduce a
ability measures such as K-terminal reliability, subcube different notanon to differentiate between a link and a I -
reliability, and task-based reliability presented in the sabcube. Here, a link has coordinate values as: 0, 1, and
literature (9-11). We present two operators. namely # q. For example, 100q denotes the link with end nodes
(sharp) and S (dollar), to help describe ATARIC. The # 1000 and 1001 in Figure 1. An n-oxple describing a link
operator is quite general and a modification to it finds use contains exactly one q. The position of the coordinate q
in PLA testing [12] and reliability computation of in one of the n coordinat positions indicates the
general networks [13,14,19]. Similar to the algorithm of adjacency direction for the end nodes. The reader is

gner and Aykanat [4], the propod technique is also suggested to refer to [16-18] for other interesung
formulated to run on a single processor which would pezes ofahypercube graph.
typically be the host or the resource manager in a
commercial hypercube system. 2.2. Fault models

The layout of the paper is as follows. Section 2
provides a discussion on the hypercube and its properties. The reconfiguration problem for hypercubes is
The ATARIC operators, # and S, are presented in Section explored considering the faults located at i-subcubes
3. Section 4 gives the algonthm and illustrates the and/or links. In Figure 1. when a 2-subcube x.l0 is
technique with examples. The complexity issues faulty, we assume that all the four nodes forming the 2-
described in Section 5 show that our method is more subcube along with their interconnecung links are
efficient than the previous approach [4]. Finally, Section unavailable. For i=l. a I-subcube consists of a link and
6 concludes the paper. An appendix provides a proof of its two end nodes. Thus, a faulty l-subcube assumes the
correctness of the algorithm. entire group consisting of the link and its two end nodes

2. Preliminaries are unavailable. Node failure is considered as a special
case of i-subcube fault. where i - 0. We assume that a

2.1. Hypercube concepts node and all edges connected to that node are removed
from the graph.

A link failure has the effect of deleting the parocular
An n-dimensional hypercube is defined as Bn = link from G(V.E). We consider a link failure to be total.

K2 xBn .I, where K7 is the complete graph with two i.e.. we do not assume the case where a full duplex link
nodes, B0 is a trivial graph with one node and x is the fails in one direcuon but functions in the other direcuon.



This assumpuon allows the use of an undirected graph as

anetwork model as opposed to a directed graph (5]. c" if ai S bi = y for anv i; else, let c, S fs = K Y .j

Nowe tat a link and/or node may be faulty due to the 7, where for some j, aj $ bj = r. and

presence of some hardware failure m the system. When 0{;ifajSbj = t for somejandaiSbi = for all j,

some task Ls currently being executed on an i-subcube. X = U a.-I ... ai'ta.a'-"ao; otherwise, where
the said i-subcube is temporanly unavailable and may be ieP P = fi I aiSbi = ai = 0 or 1}.
considered as faulty from the viewpoint of reconfiguring
the multiprocessor to run an additional task. v = (an- 1 j....ajO ,0.ap. 1,....no), and

LePA f1= 0000 and f,= 0100 be two faulty nodes in B4  Z I(n..l,....aj+1,1.aj....no). C2)

shown in Figure 1. The faulty processor f2 belongs to Note. both # and S operators are non-.commutauve (i.e.,

the 2.subcubes xxOO, xlxO, OxxO. xlOx. OxOx. OIxx and, ai o bi ; bi o ai , where Wo" may describe # or $

therefore, destroys these subcubes. The total number of operators). The following properues of the 'o" operator
follow immediately from the definition.1) Ci.Ofs~ir;ff crr~fs= 0

i-subcubes destroyed by a faulty processor is nl- i(4]. 2) c,.ofs 5 .• Cr

Note that the set of i-subcubes destroyed by a number of 3) cr of f fs o cr
faulty PEs may not be disjoint. For example, OxOx. 4) (cr o fs ) 0 fm ; cr o ( fs o fin); non-associmve
xxOO, and OxxO are also covered by the fault f1. In what

follows. we describe the coordinate # and S operations and 5) (ct'. s)ofm=(Cr ofm) t.) (fsofo)
discuss an efficient technique to locate the maximum 6) (Cr n fs ) o fm= (c o fm ) (fs o fin)

dimension (fault-free) subcube using these operators. From 5) and 6) it is obvious that the operators satisfy the
distributive law over the U and rn operations.

3. ATARIC operators Moreover, the following interesting property is also
possessed by these operators.

The # and S operators, defined below, are used to find 7) (Crtoofm=(CTOfm)Ofs
a non-fauhty maximum dimension subcube in the Miller (15] provides interesting reading material for some

presence of subcube and link failures. To give an of these properties.

algebraic definition we first define coordinate 4 and S 1 . Let 0100 be a faulty processing element in

operations as given in Table 1. Let cr and fs be two B4 . Using c1 = xxxx (i.e., B4 is assumed to be non-

cubes of length n such that faulty initianly) we have -
c = (an. .....ai..aOand cl # fl =Xxxx

fs = (bn..... bi....b o ). 0100

where aie {O,l,x) andbie [0.lx! (be {0,lqA) where
he fault type is a subcube (link) failure. The # operation lO11 ; using coordinate # operation.

between cf and fs is defined by r. From Equation (1) we get -
w sl # fl c = (IxxxxOxx, xxlx, xxxll.

1 E ia,2 In B5 , let xxlOx describe a subcube
c,?. • fai#bi = y for any i unavailability, Assuming cI = xxxxx. we get-

c,.'#fs = ;ifai#bi =zforalli (I) cl # fl = xxxxx

U a,-,."ai÷Iaiai- ."ao; oJierwise, xxIOx

iepo whereP={il ai#bi=a-' fzz0z using coordinate # operataon.
If C is a set of cubes, C = (cl ..ch), then define 0 # fs From Equation (1) we get -

cl # f, = (xxOxx, Xxxlx}.
hNote that cI # f, = {xx~xx, xxxlx} provides the

= cr # fs. The sharp (#) operator is introduced by information about working or available subcubes.P=1 Exmple . Consider a faulty link (00l (= f 1) in B 3. For
Miller (151, and its application to PLA testing and w e a fn
reliability analysis in general networks is described in c1 = xxx we have
(12-14]. c1 Sfl = xxx

The S operator is similar to that of Equation (1). 00q
Table I tllustrates the coordinate S operator. Let c S fs=

lEt ; using coordinate S operation.



From Equations (1) and (2) we get -c1 S$f1 = { Ixx. xix. xxi, xx0). Proo:Referwto e appenidix. I]
The algonthm described here is good for computer

"The first two values are obtained for t = z and the next simulation. An algebraic technique formulated using
two values are for t = 1 or 0. Thus, the fault-free 2- these concepts is prsented CXL To help understand the
subcubes are: lxx, xix, xxi. xxO. technique we need the following representations and
4. Algorithm definitions.

P1. We represent a fault fi using notation a. a, ;I)

The operators discussed in Section 3 are uwhere an uncomplemented (complemented) variable
Theoprrstandingof RisC TheAin stepsiof ahe aelgori thm denotes 1 (0). An a denotes the "q" of link failure.understanding of ATARIC. The steps of the algorithm Anastvribenapsionerses h x

am as follows. An absent varable I a positon represents the "x"

Step 0. [Givenl Fault list fl. f2) ... in An element fi Therefore, a faulty node 0110 is represented by a b
c d, a subcube fault_ llx by ab. and a link fault

describesasubcubeand/orlinkfailureanduses 00dql.by a bcde f-

the representanon described earier" P2. A D-boperator operates on fT. It modifies f1 using

Step 1. (Initialize] C1 = fcl}, where cI = x x x ... fl. l own ranoroa tesonsi

The cube c I is an n-tuple and assumes that Bn following tansformadons:

is non-faulty (available) initially. Set i = 1. AND(-) OR(+)
Step 2. Compute Ci1-I = Ci o fi, (3)a "- a

where the operation "o0 is either # or S a a _

depending on fi representing a subcube or link a " (a + a)
failure, respectively. Note that Ci÷I may have Thus, D( ab c d) = (a + b + c + d) and D( a bc

one or more than one subcubes. e f) = (a + b - c +d+ d + e + f ). Note, we have
IfCi÷1 = 0. gotostep4. used (+) and ni (kj) interchangeably. Mso the

Step 3. Increment i = i+l. Boolean identity of the type a + a # I in this case.
Check i > m However, the identity a a is still applicable.
a) if yes, go to step4. P3. The "o" opemwr ("o" staids for # or S) is. then.
b) if no, go to step 2. deibed as:

Step 4. Stop. C2 = D(f1 ) and (4)
Ci÷I = Ci D(fi).

Illustradng Examp.le. Let the faulty elements in a 6- Here, juxtaposition of Ci with D(fi) denotes the
hypercube B6 be Boolean AND operation and Ci D(fi) can be expanded

fl= 011000 f2 = 000i01 f3 =01ql0 using Boolean rules [15]. Equation (4) has the same
f4 = 100010 f5 = 110111 f6 = 101101 effect as Equaton (3).

Note f , f2,, f4 , f5 , and f6 describe faulty nodes while Using P1 through P3 above, the illustrating example
f3 describes a faulty link. Initializing cI to x x x x x x is solved as follows.
and following the steps of the algorithm, we have
C1 # fl {= xxxxx, x0xxxx, xx0xxx. xxxlxx, xxxxix. Binary
xxxxxI) fi representation Variable representation
C 2 #f 2 = (lxxxxx, xxxxlx .... fl 01 1000 bsb46b3 b2 b1 bo
C 3 Sf 3 = Ilxxxxx,.... f2  000101 55 b4 b3b bibo

f3  00lql0 b5 b 4 b3b•7. bI b0
f4  100010 b5 b4 b3 b2bl bo
f5 110111 bSb4 b3b2bibo

C6 # f6= (xx xl. xxxlx0O.... f6 10 1 10 1 b5 b4 b3 b2 bi bO

Thus, two fault-free 4-subcubes exist that can be
used to reconfigure B6. In this example, most of the (i) C2 =D(fl)=(b5 -b 4 - b3 +b 2+b1 +bo)
details are suppressed to maintain the readability of the (ii) C3 =C 2 D(f 2)=(bS 4+ +b2÷+2bl-bo)
paper. We shall give the details shortly. (/5 + b4 -b3 * 92 + <- +)
hcrrm. For any n-dimensionai hypercube in which we

are given a list of faulty subcubes and/or links, the non- b5 + b, + b'63 + &;2 + b 4b0 + b4br 3 b
faulty subcube can be identified using the algorithm. +b00 -b4 b 2 + b~ 0 + btb0 b t• rt



(iii) C4 = C3D(f 3 ) fs may contain at most as many cubes as thert art x s in
cr, and each of Lhose cubes will conain one less xthan

Cr Hence. C, may contain at most n(n-l) - n- iP I
i>5-04&3 "b 4 ,b 6. b4 t - b4a b n!/(n-i)! cubes. ',l-e n is the dimension of the

-6 4 00 -0t_-b3P - Lb~b - b'30 -,percu0e n 'inder consideraton. Actually, with n
S- symb.A posiuons and 3 possible symbols, '0. 1. xJ,

-there are at most 3a possible cubes. Let v be the least
value of i such that n!/(n-l)! _> 3 n Nom tLhat n(.n--1)

(iv) C5 = 4D(f4) = tb4 - b~b3 - sb27 - b5' (n-i+1) < n'. So the tune to compute m iterations of
-b~b0 -,543 =4the algorithm, for m 5 v, !s

-+ higher order terms n -)(nm).

(v) C6 : C5 D(f 5 )= b5b3 -" b,3 - o3•b + .b.0 And the tine to compute m iterations of the algorithm.

fo m 2:3,"i- ino5r o -eari - higher order terms foam = v)( ) n

b2b0 + w bh o +a igher order tenrn

give tie results as (xxxOxla xxxlxOt,. While computg L= i<cvn+fl
the fault-free 4-subcubes we hao d e suppressed the
information regarding higher order temis. These are 0(n ) +
relevant only when we fail to compute a non-fatlty 4- 0(n)unbcube. The notion may be extended to eaumwae faut- < m2 nen
free d-s ibcubes. Here, we should initeily use In terms of N the size of the hypercube, the time
intermediate tms having cardinality j. 1 S d. Notes is
thaterrms wthcardinalcyjorrtespondton-peswithj O(N).b ndthe omplexiy 0for mis n(mN).
bound coordinates and n-j free coordinates. Terms with The above time complexity describes the tme to
cardinality (d+c) or higher are kept with a different geterate a list of all fault-fiee subcubis, given m failed
roup/bin. This bin is, obviously, useful when we r nodes. If we wish instead tu compute a List of all fault-

unable to generate a d-subcube. In this way, w e = husing fiv sube of dimension at least &f-k, then we can
a pruined-tree approach to contain the size of intermediate obtain a better time complexity. In this instance. the
terms generated by the algorthm. cubes with k or fewer 0 or 1 symbols in their

5.sCum pleit y enal ysi-su (representations (that is. k or fewer bound coordinat•s
SC lt exty w ays s correspond to cubes of dimension n-k or higher. If m

We now analyse the time complexity of the k, then we again obtain a time complexity Of n )
algorithm presented in Section 4. We assume that But if m > k. then we obtain the following time
computing ct # fs for one cube cr and for one cube i ran complexity k
be ione in one tine step for each resulting cube. We d
assume that each fault is a 0-subcube (that, is, a node) as (n -- ,)!-
this w-ill produce the worst case bounds. *-r a given list = kl

of m faults. the aigor'thm computes Cj+ I = C, o fi on kki+ t
eacii of m iterations. Each C1 may be a set of cubes, so <
our object is to bouna the number of cubes in Ci. = ti
Inirlily, C1I = (x x x... x). By definition ofthe #and
S operators. in "ie worst case, C 2 may contain n cubes: = O(n1  + O((m-k)nk)

xx...xaO,xx...xaI x ..... an x...x. where aie k)
(0, 1}. In the worst case, a set of cubes produced by c ((m#k)n"



This time improves on OzgUner and Aykanat's mutluprocessor, Inrormatwn Processwng Let:er,'. ;.cA 29.
1988. pp. 247-2-54.

alorth (]Oh t rq iren0 k/k iet i ~ L h [51 J. R. Armstrong and F. G. Gray, 'Fault diagnosis -n
algonthma (4] that requies k k time to iocate the n-cube array of microprocessors," IEEE Trans

available subcubes of dimension n-k or greater. Computers. vol. C-30. Aug. 1981. ijp. 587-590.
The ATARIC procedure will have a sigmficantly (6] K. V. Bhatt. "An efficient approach for fault

better expected time complexity. however, for a random diagnosis in a Boolean n-cube array of mlcrop, ocessors."
set of faults. Let us call a cube with k bound coordinates IEEE Trans. Computers, vol. C-32, 1983, pp. 1070-
and n-k frme coordinates as a type k cube. Each cube in 1071.
set Ci car be of type j, for 1 < j • i--I. The analysis (7] W. 1. Dally, "'Performance analysis of k-ary n-cube
above assumed that each type k cube would in a single interconnection network," IEEE Trans. Computers. vol.
iteration fragment into k type k- I cubes. By dhe C-39. Ju. 1990. pp. 775-785.
definition if the # and S operators, a type k cube will 8]. B. Becker and H. U. Simon, "How robust is Ie n-
either fragment into k type k-I cubes or remain as a cube?." Proc. 27th IEEE Symposvn, on Founsat.ins of

single type k cube or disappear. A type k cube will only
fragment if each of the k 0's or I's in the cr cube mat-es Computer Science. Oct. 1987, pp. 283-29 1.

exactly with k identical 0 or 1 bits in the faulty element (91 S. Abraham and KI Padmanabhan, "Reliability of the
f.; otherwise. the cr cube remains as a single cube or hypercube multicomputers" Proc. 1988 Internatnonai

-k Conference on Parallel Processing. Aug. 1988. pp. 90-
disappears. For a random fault fs, the probability is 2 k 93.

that the cube cr will fragment and 1-2"k that it will (10] W. Nabjar and I.-L. Gaudiot, 'Network resilience.

remain as the same single cube or disappear. Therefore, A measure of network fault tolerance," IEEE Trans.

the number of cubes in Cm is much, much lozss than Computers. voL C-39. Feb. 1990, pp. 174-181.
(11] J. Kim et aL, "Reliability evaluauon of hypercube(m). multicomputers," IEEE Trans. Reliability. vol. R-38.

Apr. 1989, pp. 121-129.
6. Conclusion (121 H. K. Regbad. "Fault detection in PLAs." IEEE

Design and Test, Dec. 1986. pp. 43-50.
This paper has described two operators, namely # and (13] M. Veeraraghavan and K. Trivedi. "An improved

S. The sharp (#) operator is used extensively for algorithm for the symbolic reliability analysis of
generating test set for logical faults in PLA and also for networks," Proc. 9th Symposium on Reliable Disar-bwted
reliability evaluation in general networks. The dollar (S) Systems, Oct. 1990. pp. 34-43.
operator is introduced in this paper for the first time. (141 S. Soh and S. Rai. "CAREL: Computer aided
These two operators are the main features of ATARIC. reliability evaluator for distributed computer networks."
The proposed technique is straightforward and efficient as IEEE Trans. Parallel and Distributed Systems. vol. 2.
compared to previous algorithms (4,8]. We plan to Apr. 1991. pp. 199-213.
extend the concept for the subcube allocation and task (15] R. Miller. Switching theory, volume I
migration problems in hypercube multiprocessors. Combiational crczuts. Widey, New York. 1965.
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Step 3. The result of the operation in Equauon (3) is a
Appendix set of cubes from C, that arm not covered by fi- The

iteraive applicanon gives a cover of the subcubes. if
Proof of correctness any, not covered by the fault list.

The following three steps are useful to verify the
correctess of ATARIC:
Step i. If we form ci # fi, where ci and fi are cubes. ten

the sharp (#) operator produces the set of subcubes of ci Table 1. Cordinat# and S operatons
which do not inersect with fi. If a y is obtained in any
coordinate position. then that coordinate is bound to 0 bi 0 1
(1) in ci and 1 (0) in fi, so the cubes ci and fi are ai
disjoint. and the sharp operator produces ci. 0 z y z

Step 2. The removal of a link in dimension i from a I y z z
cube produces the following subcubes: the set of x 1 0 z
subcubes produced on the removal of the 1-subcube
containing the link (that is. the link and its adjacent (a) # operation
nodes) and the two subcubes produced by partitioning
the original cube along dimension i. These last two
subcubes have the same aescription as the original bi 0 1 q
cube, except for a 0 or I in position i. If we form ci S ai I
fi. where ci is acubeand fi is alink. then the S z y y
operaon is very similar to the # operation. The y z y
difference lies in the handling of the variable t that may x 1 0 t
occur in the same coordinate position as the q in fi.
The case in which t is set to z produces the subcubes (b) $ operation
disjoint from the l-subcube containing link fi; the
cases in which t is set to 0 and I produce the subcubes
that contain the endpoints of the link.
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CAREL: Computer Aided Reliability

Evaluator for Distributed Computing Networks
Sieteng Sob, Sn.dem .Weoe,. IEEE. Suresh Rai. Senzor .Weoer. IEEE

4bWuac-.- This piper presents an emeatut method to compute the sum of disjoint products (SDP) expression. A method fl], [3i
terminal reliability tthe probability of Communicaoon between a pair [12H161. (181. [191, then converts the Booiean potvnomiai Of
of modes) of a distributed computing system IDCS). We Asuime that into an equivalent Boolean SDP form that represents
the graph model G(V. E) 'or DCS is ve Al. it is aumed that paths ot rpsn
we bave path and/or cut informatio for the network G(v, E). Boolean the disjoint system logic. Note. an SDP expression nas . I
I aJgeuc concepts are used to detine four operaton aamely, COMpare, correspondence with the system probability formula. A drawbacx
REDucm. CoMBine. and GENerate. The proposed method. henceforth of the algonrhms based on the Minanpulanon of Boolean sum of
called CAREL (Computer Aided REi•ability eveaustoro. uses ten four products or implicants is in the iterative application ot :eruin
operators to generate exclusive and mutually disjoint e.m.d.. eveantt
and hence the terminal reliability expression. Examples illustrating e operations and th fact that the Boolean ,uncton changes tt
techniquo are given in the M We have implemented CApEL usaig bIt every step and may be clumsy. Moreover, the Boolean function
vector representation [111 on Encore MULTLMAX 320 system. CAREL is simplified using absorption rules [201 and, thus requires a
solves large DCS networus bavin, pathset of the order of 70 and cutset considerable computational effort (3]. Therefore, most sum of
aof the order of ,"300 or moret with reasonable memory requremenL A disjoint products algorithms are applicaole only to smail :o
comoaruson with existing algorithmns reveas the computational ef•diency
of the proposed method. The proof of corrfetess of CAKEL i included moderate sized networks. Recently, Veeraraghavan and Tnvedi
in the Appnldlx. (181 has reported an algorithm modifying the concepts given it

Index Tormy- Bit vector representation. Boolean tecniue. CAREL. [3]. Their method solves a large DCS network (Fig. 11 in [181 is
combinatlonal and sequential reliabilty, dbsmbuted s r same as our Fig. 19 but for few directional links and. thus. has
onuual ,conditional cube. mmpsth. m,,cui. operators-COM. RED, only 425 paths) in 166 668 s (= 46.3 CPU bours). Obviously. we
CM&. and GEIN, relabilty evaluation ool. stll naed an effictent algorithm (on the application of Boolean

algebra) to solve terminal reliability problem in large distributed
StTotiUC'toN procsing system. The CAREL (Computer Aided RE-Lability

evaluator) provides a solution in this direction. CAREL computes
A DVANCES in computer technology and the need to have the terminal reliability parameter of the DCS network of Fig. 19
.'"the computers communicating with each other have led in less than a minute CPU time.
to an increased demand for a reliable distributed computing The CAREL uses Boolean algebraic concepts. and COM-
system (DCS). An important performance metric in the design pare, REDuce. CoMBine. and GENerate operators. Refer to
of highly reliable DCS network is provided by its terminal the text for a discussion on these operators. The algorithm Ls
reliability parameter [1]. Note, the terminal reliability refers to the efficiently implemented as the CPU time obtained for generating
probability that at least one path exists between a prescribed node terminal reliability parameter for some moderate to large sized
pair in the distributed system [2], [6]. All methods of terminal networks is considerably less as compared to that reported
reliability computation are known to be NP-hard [21, [91, [101, for other algorithms [1]. [31, [18]. SYREL [11 provides an
[231, [26], [21) efficient implementation scheme for E-operator tectniquef 1:]

Several algonthims dealing with the terminal reliability eval- using set theoretic concepts, minimal conditional sets (MCSi.
uanon are proposed in the literature [1]-{4], [71, [12H19], and partitioning MCS's into independent and dependent grouos
[211, [241, [251. These methods fall in any one of the fol- to reduce the amount of computanon in generating disjoint sum
lowing categories: state enumeration, decomposition technique, of products expression. The S (sharp) and @ operators 131, j181
inclusion-cxclusion. factoring, and sum of disjoint products. A reduce the total number of disjoint products by grouping vanables
summary of these techniques, including their relative meents and together such that approxim.tely 30-"0I % saving in the fnai
demerits, can be found in [21. reliability expression is achieved. CAR.EL utilizes the advantages

Various techniques [1], [3], [121-,{16], [18], [19) have utilized of both SYREL [1] and [3] and [18) to obtain low computation
Boolean concepts to obtain a sum of disjoint products, and hence time. Moreover, CAREL operators are bit tmplementable (refer
the terminal reliability parameter of a given DCS network. All to text).
of these methods start with a Boolean polynomial formed by The layout of the paper is as follows. Section 11 provides
either the success terms (minimal paths) or the failure terms a generalized view of various existing Boolean techniques. It
(minimal cuts) for a given DCS. The paths or cuts are sequenced outlines and compares their basic philosophies. The notion of
in order of their increasing cardinality For each group of data representation is also considered. Section III introduces the
terms of the same size, the orderng is lemcograpbic following notation used and defines four operators namely COM. RED.
the orders of the symbols of the alphabets. The ordering of CMB. and GEN. The algonrthm. its implementation details, and
terms helps reduce the overall time complexity for generating various illustrating examples. are descrnbed in Secrion iV Section

V provides comparison tables showing the computer tine for
M-anus:cai received Octoer 6. 1989: revised July :4. 1990 evaluating moderate to large sized DCS networks. It also presents
The authors itm with the Department of Ele•cnca and Computer Engineer- a comparison of CAREL with existing !echnioues. We concludeIng L~ouniari State Universtv. aatont Rouge LA 7W83.MEE. LoAS umber 90 Bao73. te paper in Section VI. The Appendix shows the proof for the
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CorrecfiesS ji toe .igontrm. .oimnettýv.2 casiiv 4ria 'ne comDuLatcn :r:tr .c r•e-e ,
:he size of me networK. -he aumoer or toe :in.s. wonicnre:-

It. PREL2ML•IF..S ,te sDeea of :le set oDerations. Icr'eass the coincutauor, ::re ,.
one unit IOr every w additional liuas. The proposed m'netoc Lsec

ConsiCer I" linear graph G(V. _q model tor the DCS netwof tliese ogerations with COMoare and REDuce operators cee:
such trial noCes V eages E) represent comouters icommunication to the text) and we Uave discussed it in aetail in Sect'on \V-
linx•s)..-ssume G(V. E is free from self loops and directed B while consiaering the tmplementauon of varnous set Lneore:tc
cvcles. Eacn edge nas rwo states good (UP) or bad (DOWN, operations.
Nodes are oertec itmoerrect noces can oe considered following a
method given in [:). Let the failures be statistically independent 8 Boodean Teckuwjs Concept
(statistically dependent failures can be solved following a method 3 o

given in 5i1). This assumption is useful to make the proOlem Various Boolean techniques of reliability evaluation star= watn

mathematically tractable. A minoath P, is a path from a source a sum of products expression tor mnpa=s or cutseas and conven

node i to a terminal node t in G(V, E). It is formed by the set it into an equivalent sum of disloit products expression. In the

of UP edges sucht that no nodes are traversed more than once. SDP form, an UP or logical success (DOWN or fadure) state of

Paubset is defined as the set of mmapaths. A cut is a di.aonnectng a link z is replaced by link reliability p (unreliability q), and the

SeL All communication between a prescribed (j, t) node pau L Boolean sum (product) by the anthmeuc sum (productl. in otner

disrupted once the edges in (. t) cut fail. Define a mincut as a words, the SDP expression is interpreted directly as an equivalent

cut which has no proper subset that is also a cut, and corset as probability expression of terminal reliability. If F, represents a

the set of mincuts. Assume that either pachset or cutset between path identifier (an UP state of a link in a path P, has 1 in F,,

a source s and terminal t in G(V, E) is imown. while a don't care is represented by 0), the sum of products
expression F is given by

A. Data Representanon

Data structure is an important aspect of desiping efficient F=UF, (1)
algonthms (8]. Rosenthal [11] discussed the advantage and
disadvantage of three different kinds of data representation for where n denotes the number of minpaths (cutsets) between (s, 0)
cotset enumeration. This section briefly describes one of the node pair in G(V, E). Equation (1) is modified either canonicaily 1
representations. namely the bit vector representauon because it or conservatively to generate the equivalent SDP expression. I

is suttable for the impiementation of the proposed method. A F(disjoint). The conservative modificaton is usually preferred.
minpath (mmcut) i a network with I links is represented by I since it is more efficient compared with canonical modification.
bits. An UP link of the network is denoted byabinary l.A bary where 2 ' events ar required to determine F(dislomtr. (I is the!
0 sumnd for a don't care state (not a DOWN stae). Consider number of links in the network.) A simple way to generate the
the mnpaths ab. cd, ade and c between the (s, t) node pai in muua.ly disjoint events in (1) is as follows:
Fig. 1. These minpaths are stored in memory as F,+FI,+F3 T71.+-.-.-F,-4'-.. .72 -T where T, denotes

DOWN events of th P,. The probability of UP (operational) for

ab :0000I0 cd OO:9000000D01100 an ith term F., TIF.." ,r-'-tcan be evaluated usig conditional

ade 0000000000011001 bee O00000000000101l0. probability and standard Boolean operations as

In this example, we have utilized the word size w as 16 bits. Pr (F,) -Pr (7F- -7.--,-F,) = Pr (F,) Pr (E,-

Note, a minpath (mincut) requires FI/wi words of memory. With ;=

bit vector representanon, the storage requirement for a minpath Here. an E, represents a conditional cube [20] and defines
(mincut) depends on the total number of links in the network conditions for a path identifier F, DOWN given F, as UP
and not on the sLze of the patb.et (curset). Coding and decoding (openaonal). The probability of the first event Pr(F,) can De
of path mformation into bit reprsentation and vice versa may determined in a straightforward manner, since the failures ire
add extra cost. as it involves I bit tesungs. However, this pre- assumed to be statistically independent- However. the coefficient
and postprocessmg of minpaths (mincuts) are one time operation. Pr(E,) requures further consideration since various zerms within
They a•e usually worth the extra computation as the generation E, 's will in general. be not disjoint [2]. Th1is necessitates E.'s
of disjoint events requires considerable manipulations. Moreover. to be made murually disjoint before we generate the equvalent
the ability of bit representation in detecting and eliminating probability expression. Note F,'s in (1) are sequenced in the
redundant terms using set theoretic operations like union, in* order of their increasing cardinai•ty, and also for each group o?
tersecuon, subset. etc.. is an important advantage. To illusutte terms of the same size, the ordering is lexicograpic., Theretore.
the concept for redundancy checking. assume the referent= term the disjoint products for any (m- 1) size path identifier F_. where
X. and a test term XY (which is a redundant subset of X): mn denotes the number of nodes in G(V. E), is obtainea diret',

by intersecting the complements of the remaining i- rn- I1 links
reference (X) 1 1 0 0 1 of G(V, E) with F, This observation (firs made in [121, and
test (XY) I11 0 1 ;OR operation then proved in [1]) reduces computational time for algonthmi

I I 1 0 1 based on Boolean concepts.
test (XY) 1I 1 0 1 ;Eoe operation Vinous researchers [21 have given techniques which generate a

00000 disjoint expression for (F,, F1 )pams in (1). and also the (E,. E.
terms within an F,. The following three propositions P I througt

A result -0 0 0 0 0" shows XY redundant. A duplicate term is P I11) that convert F into F(disjowt) represent basic phtilosoonies
detected using the same approach. The set theoretic operations are for most Boolean methods in the relhabdltv literature
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I TABLE I

.9P--OP; USED WrrH 8OOLL-'.14 ALGEBRAIC TECXIOLFLS
i- Proposed acrilim I

I I

<Opentor Funmion RXICrence

i OP! Cucmi DisJoint Proccauft

Fig. 1. Bridge neworL OP) -modified S ooerator a'8!

OPi $ operator 31

P 1: The proposition P I defines intermediate term(s) T,'s as OP2 E-oerhor :1:1

O2 CO=R fu) o :131T, U F- teach literal of r&- (2) OP3  COMPARE( fuuacnon

OPi X.op•o•am 161

where F1 = F1 and F' = F, OPi T.. Here. F' refers to OPI Boolean aepuon _,
the equivalent disjoint product term(s) for F,. The operation
"OPL" is a necessary disjoining operator. (Table I lists vanous OP! Pelauve comoemenl and Prooedure I [(o1

operators.) The F(disjoint) expression ts then. given by OPl. CMB ( • ) opertor

F(disjoint)= U F'. (3) OP2JJ

Algonthms [16] and [19] make use of proposition P 1.
P 12: For each term F,, 1 < i < n, T, is defined to be the P II: We have used E-operator (121 to explain the operation

union of all predecessor terms F1, F1, F,-, in which any OP2 and. hence, the concept behind proposition P II. The terms

i that is present in both F, and any of the predecessor terms F' = ab, and P = ((1 - a) + a(l - 6))cd are computed using

deleted from those predecessor terms, i.e., [12]. To generate P, an intermediate term T3 is obtained as
T3 =ab- - cdl I ,. = b + c

Note. E (T]) is (1 - b)(1 - c). Hence. P = F3 E (T3).
7T. = U, l, literal of ., (4) Similarly, we obtain FA.

j.1 Equainon (3) is

ConsiderF1 = Fand define F' =F, OP, T..Equation(3 F(disjoint)= ab + ((1 - a) + a(1 - 6))cd + (1 - 6)(1 - c)ade-Conide Ft=Ft an deineF" FiOP•T,.Equtio (), (1 - a)(1 - a')/ce
then. obtains the equivalent F(disjoint) expression. Harir and (1 U ( 3 t o t e 1a
Raghavend~ra [ 1], Rai and Aggarwal (12], Fratta and MontPaI:Ue 3 t bai hetrsa'= a.ann[141, and (ees10, R av basn d teirw121, meathos ond propostaioan' ((I - ab)cd. Here, the S (sharp) operator [3] substitutes for OP3 .
P141, and Befnetts th 0] have based fr er methods on proposition 'he cube F3 is generated using F 3  ((F1 OP, Ft ) OP3 .7 ).

P [L Refer to Elie Table I for OPu operator. The inner term F3 OP 3 F, gives (1 - b) ade, which with
P Ml: For 1 < j <5 rz, use operation "'OP to perform F, generates (1 - 6)(1 - c)ade. Similarly, compute F' for F,.

F' =(...((F, OPF F)OP3 F2 ) OPp,...)OP3 F,. (5) Equation (3), then, givesF(disjoint)= ab-*-(1 - ab)cd+(1 -6)(1 -c)ade+(1 - a)(1 -
Equation (5) obtains a set of disjoint cubes conesponding to d)bce.
F. Note. F1 = F1, and OP3 represents an appropriate Note. F(disjoit) expression obtained from different propo-
disjointxng operator. The F(di-joint) expression is. then, given by sitions when expanded out should be identncal. In Fig. 1. the
(3). Tiwan and Verma (22], Grnarov et aL [3], Abraham [13], and terminal reliability is 0.97848 when each link is assumed to have

Vetraraghavan and Trivedi (181 have proposed their techniques a reliability of 0.9.
using P tI concept. References (31, [13], (153, and [22] consider
F, 's in cuDical notation (201. Table I lists operation OP3 as C. Existng Boolean Techniques-A Comnpason

suggested by vanous researchers in the literantre [3], [13], [15], Propositions P I through P M maintain the minpaths or mincuts
(18], [21. list in memory (1). Consider 1 for UP link and 0 for don't care.

Example: To illustrate propositions P I through P M. consider and utilize bit representation technique (discussed in Section Ili-
a DCS network shown in Fig. 1. For the (., t) node pair. there A). The memory requirement is, then. rl/161 words per path
exists four mtnpaths: ab, cd. ade. bee. In what follows, we explain (cut), where I is the number of links in the DCS network G(V,
steps zo generate the exclusive and mutually disjoint event(s) E). Proposition P I makes F, disjoint with respect to uV:' F1.
or cube(s) for F3 (= ode ). This is demonstrated using typical while propositions P [' and P IM utilize u,:-, F,. Should we have
methods for propositions P [ through P [I. For uniformity, we sumilar operations to implement (2) and (4), the prooosition P I
keep the notation (12] with a modification that the state of a will require more operations than that needed for P I1, Generally,

DOWN link V is denoted as (1 - y). an F, generates more than one e.m.d. events F"s. Hence. the
P I: Consideneg [16], F' = ab, and P = (1 - ab)cd. Use number of events involved in u, F- is larger than that in u, Fr.

(2) to define T, as (b -o- (1 - b)c) for F3. Replacing OP, with For example. Table IV ( VZ'* ) shows results for i = 780. The
X-operator [16], X (TI) is (1 - 6)(1 - c). P is then obtained number of terms in (2) is more than 50 000; on the other hand.
as P = F, X (TZ). The term F' is generated similarly. An (4) needs exactly (i - 1), i.e., 779 terms. Note. in proposition P
expression for F(disjotnt)is F(disjoint)= ab + (1 - ab)cd + (1 - I. the generated e.m.d. events have to be kept in the memorv

)(1-cade + (1 - a)(1 - d)be_. to implement (), which is not the case for P II or P M. This



•,ies 3ro,'osltion P ! iecuenui3- Moreover. ? 2eCtalCns a nug• ,escriTeS me events that i pain icentifed :v 1:" 5 oezoný.
memory ioace 'o evaiuate a iarge DCS nerwors. On .nhe nner wnt¢ic parns P., = ', -I rail. The RE oD et"aor jr:
aana. ? U. or P U.1 nas Lmaticit patralcitsm. -naKing I taster tor "ne odner UanC. is used to remove '.I -taunCiz.zt conciuonri
wne :rogrammers to imptement them on parallel sygems. Over-il. -zuoes from the generated set E, 's We acll :te ionrecuric.n:
the orooosiuon P Ul or P Ill provides advantages n companson nuDes mlnuiai xonoitonal cubes (MCC'. Lf we nave 3nhv r.-
Wt P h .Pube n the MCC set, or te cumes are mutualy .xisoit amor.2

.kAn anaivsus of oerormance comparisoin Detween a ,vpical themselves, we may generate the disjoint events FP arecuv B.-:
exartie of proposition P II and P EIL is aiscussed Ln J. SYREL in general, the MCC's are not disjowt. Thus, we aeed we CMB
[illan mpiementaauon technique for E-overator '12,, is stown operator to create disjoint events of MCC's. Refer to Section 1I-B
'o have netter Dertormance io comoanson with S -o•erator f31. It for the need of making MCC's E, 's mutually disjoint_ Finaiy.
means orooositoo P [1 outperforms P [II. Moreover. oroposiuon the lasm operator, GEN. gives the disjoint events F'
P 1E offers a faster implementauon approach than nai in P I or 1) COM ( \, ) operuwr. The COM operator is used to compare
P III. Tbe oit vector ImPiementanon s, F, maxes we realization two cubes. The COM1 (COM2) version dewscnbes propositon P
of (4) 1) tword szei times faster than generating (Z) based on I (P II). For P 1. consider two cubes F, = (a! a '. a n: d3
orooosition P 1. Later in Section V. we shall snow tat CAREL F, = i b b -. b,) where a, E JO, 1 and b, 3-J, . :,.

outperforms E-ooeracor [121 or SYREL [1]. The COMI (\) is. then. defined as

MI. CAREL (Cosms'rj Am• : if a, I to all those 31 positions wiere b's

Rz .t.rrY Ev•.~u4o): BACxGROUNts F1. ,, F' am r 1. It shows tat F, and F1 are

Secion EII-A presents a notational concept which is use- mutually disjoint.
ful to descrbe CAREL We have defined COMpare. REDuce, E E : otherwise
CoMBine. and GENerate operators in Section ElI-B. These four
operators form a basis for our algorithm CAREL where, the conditional set E,, is (i c - c2 ). A c, ( 3 a,

b,) is obtained using the following table:

A. Notanton

For the DCS network G(V, E), consider a set of paths
P,'s between source 3 and destination t. The path identifer b,
F, identifies P', to the cubical monoton (201 using a strng of 0~
symbols {0, 1.. Thus. an UP swze of a link in the P , has 1 in 0
F, wile a don't care stam is represented by a 0. F' denotes a, 0 0 0 .
exclusive and murually disjoint event(s) and is generated for F.,
To hep obtai•n F', codidonal cubes E,'s (defined lter) ar 1 0 0 0 o fj
utuliz=d. Both E, and FP ate n Boolean domain. An E, is
composed of complemented and absent variables and requires
{ -i••. 0} symbols, while F' uses { -03, 0, 1} [19]. The 3 Hem a represents the total number of pLace where (0, 1) paur
represents a positive integer and I is a supersrpt or index. We in (Fk, F') occurs. For example, consider F&. as (0 1 0 1 00 1),
use a superscnpted negative integer to represent a complemented and F' as (1 - 2V - 2' - 2V 1 - 2V 0 ). The COM1 operanon
vmranbe (DOWN state of a link). To help illusutate the concept obtains E#, as given below-
of this new autation.. the cube ab c d is represented as (-21
-2' 1 -12'). Similarly, the product term M &F g is denoted as
(-3' - 31 - 2' - 31 - 2' 0 1). Note the following:

1) An uncomplemented, or complemented, or absent variable F. 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
is replaced by 1, -J', or 0 in the positon of the variable, F) 1 -2' -2' -2' 1 -2' 0
respectively. E,, -2' 0 0 0 -2' 0 0

) A "-3'" represents complements of 3' number of van-
ables which are grouped together. (-1 signifies single
variable complement. Use of index is opuonal wih -I.) Note. or = 2 as two (0, 1) pairs are presenL On the other hand.

The need of superscript or index is illustrated with the example the ( \ ) operation with F'(1- 2' - -2' -2' 1 -2' 0) is shown

of a Boolean term Wlu-" U7W- 4wws represented as (-2' - 2V - to be null (0).
21 - 2' - 2- - 2). If the indexes are not used, a notation of
(-2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2) for this example. in all likelihood, would be
wrongly interpreted. The advantage of (-Y, 0. 1) notaoon lies F 4  0 1 0 1 0 0 1
in its uniqueness in handling complemented vanables that are FP 1 -2'- .21 -2' 1 .2' 0
groupea together [3], [18], (19]. E4 null set (0)

B. CAREL Operators

In what follows, we discuss four operators COM. RED. CMB. For proposition P IL the COMpare (\ ) operator requires two
and GEN used in CAREL Given a set of path identfiers ;,'., F., cubes F1, = (a, a2 .. a, ) andF, = ( b, *.b, - where
we want to generate disjoint events F generated from the F, for both a,, b, E { 0. 1 ]. Here. COM2 is defined in a sctaigbtdorward
all i. The COM operator generates a set of conditional cubes manner as : E.' = F. \ F, = Ft, pi F, df F., where -;I" anc
E,- I for an F_. The condinonal cube set Es 'df" are set operators. When the operands F,,. F, E { 0.1 }, the
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operator -pi" and "df" are bitwise OR and EOR. respectively. Let Ii) E' £ ) 3. 1 0
a :Ye the total number of I's present with E.'. Replace I's in 7" ) 1 . "C :OR operauon)
E, by -a to generate the conditional cube E4. For example, 0 1 I
consider -pi" and -df" operations for F, and F, given below: .." 3 ''d" 'ECR operation)

S0 ,) 3 3 means E' :s reaundtant
(ii) E; 1 0 1 0

Fi 0101010
F, 0 1 00 1 0 "use 'p' (biuwise oR) operauon E• . 1 1 0 0 "p"(ofoperauon)0 1 0 1 1E I I I I "d ( o opeaton

F _, 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 ;use "d (biwise EOR) operation E , 0 0 1 0 :} me n ra i bot)E, '0 0 0 0 1 0 1 • 00OI0 ;onl enrtmo ue

T~heconitioal ubeEi, s. hen.obtine fro Ek by 3) C.%fB (*) Operator: The CoMBine (*) operator processes

TheMCC 's as ts operands. Before applying CMB. pa4ion the
replacing I by -2' i the positons of 1. us. E,, = 0000- sf s ito idp de (eano operation)
20-2.Nttoetd ca eie MCC's that belong to IG are already mutually disjoint among
the redundant terms while other redundancies are deleted by the
RED operator. The COM2 operator does not check redundancy. themselves. Thus. generaung the disjoint events F from 10 is

Nonetheless, COM2 operator is bit implementable. and offers smiagnitforward. It has been observed in (1] that most (S. t) paros
in lrgeDCSnetworks (which ame loosely connected tp)da great advantage over COMI from the aspects of computer o have co elemens awonghe Thetitionng oype. 'o

memory and speed. not have common elements among them. The partitoning of E.'s
REmroy IG and DG can be embedded in the implementaton of RED (

2) RED (I/) Operator: Consider two conditional cubes 1 1) operaion (refer to Section fV-B), which avoids an unnecessary(ck al.. cl ), and Ea, = ( did a -- d, ), wherec, d, e (-Y. 01 . For , 6 .3, the RED o p ) eraeion taxing of the implementation of CMB ( ) operator. Moreover.
O r the processing cost (as will be clear later in this section) for

is given by IO is far less than that for DO, the overall improvement in the
performance of the algorithm is obvious.

Defiuron: Consider MCC's E, and E4 whose elements

SE,; if c. = -a in ail those a positions r d,,4. dE- Y. 0 .. For 1 < 1 < 1, if there exits at least one
(c., d,') pair for c,.A # 0. the E. and E, ame said to form

where d, = -6 and 6 > a dependent group (DG). As an example consider E, as (-210- 2'

E•/E =j Es,; if d, = -6 in all those 6 positions 000 0), and Ei as (-3 200-3'-31 O0). Here. E, and E, belong
wher a and a>6 to DG. since they have a common element in position I. Use this

e ., -6denition to select out DG's from nonredundant MCC E, s. The
Retain E,. E; otherwise. remaining E, terms form [G's. The (E,, E,) entry in IG has

no common elements among themselves. It means the (c,. d.)
pair will always be of the types (0.0),(-a.0),and(O.-,A.
Considening this. terms like (0 - 2'000 - V 0) and (0 0 0 0 0 0

Note, by REDucing either E, or E#, we remove redundant .1) belong to 1G. Note. these terms are independent with both E,
product terms. The remaining nonredundant E,'s are, henceforth and E,, considered above. For notational smnpiicity, we denote
said to form a minimal conditional cube (MCC). The following the elements of independent (dependent) group by 1G, (DC).
examples illustrate RED operation: For I E, I= r. IG, = 7, and I DG, = -f, it - , = -

Note, an element E, belongs to either 1G or DG. The "MB
operator differentiates our algorithm CAREL with (1], [12}, '161

(i) E, 0 -21 0 -2' 0 (ii) E, 0 -2' 0 -.2 0 [191. We discuss the differences in Secton V The following .wo
Cases define CMB: CASE I (CASE 2) is used for independent

. Q -3 -3z -3 0 4 .32 .32 -32 0 0 (dependent) group.
E, 0 -Z' 0 -2' 0 Retain E, and E4 CASE I (CMB for independent group): For 1 < ; < 7. :lhe

CMB operates iteratively as

For (i), -a = -2'. -6 = -31, and 6 > a. Moreover, IG,÷1 = IG, IG,., (6)
-21's are in both positions where -31's are present. Thus, E.
is redundant and the result is E,. A similar explanation follows where "" is a "pi" operation such that 0 pi 0 = 0. 0 pi - 6
for (ii). The RED operator, defined above, is suitable for P 1. = -6. and -a pi 0 = -a. Equation (6) states that we will
For notational simplicity, let us call it REDI. Vrth proposition eventually get one term !G,.
P Fo a simpler version (RED2) is adopted. Note. the COM2 Example: Consider four IG,'s. namely, IGi(00-2' -20000K.

operation generates subcubes E4' which contains O's and l's IGI (-10000000)), IGI(O-3 200-3-30 0), and I. ,00000-
only. Using ' ,"s. and the concept explained in Section Il-A. 2'0 - 2'). W'e get IC., as follows:
the redundancy checking required in RED2 operator is brought
down to set theoretic operations 'pi" and "df." This observation
will help make RED2 implementation faster as compared with 1G, 0 0 .2' -2' 0 0 0 0
that for REDI. Using RED2. the examples (i) and (ii) can be IG. -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
solved as ZG; -1 0 -2' -2' 0) 0 0 o
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S - - --. ..- -: - . = DG, pi (the rest o erernents 7G: OWer :"n.
:G , ) ') 0 0 9 -2'" 0 . 4.•- -:)

rG. -i -3- -2' a2p -3 -2 -3 2' iVpend TG,' to TG':
terminate = TRUE. return:

end:
CASE ( CMB for aevencent group): In this case. the CMB OTHERWISE : case f"

operator is quite Involved. To defi.ne this operator. use Steps I (af'e.Xo) (a'-c") = azoX - (a:,•X "
and 2 below note. the first term above Ls one oi the final result

Stec L; DG, . DGI generates two cubes TG, and TG(, begin
The cube TG, has -, in those 9 positons where cubes DG, (ank = I to 1) begin
and DG. both are negative. whnde others a•r 0"s. TG2 has - - iffDG[k] == -61) begin
in all 9 positions and its remraning entnes are generated from iffTG,[kI == -a) begin
DG, and DG. using D pi z = pi 0 = z:x -3. 0 TG '[k] -alpaL
Before applying -pl" operanon. update variable x by adding a to TG. k] .
X. Note. the enmes in TG's belong to { -J', 0. I} DG,[k= O0

Step 2: Consider TG. = if /f j` / ) and DG, end:
d, d, d . ; ,where f, E•(-a;,'0, 1,d. - i -0ý.0 and eise begin

a' , 6' - {Y }. The following substeps obtains TG,'s TG.'jk} = TG.jk];
for (all DG,) begin j" , = 3....'! DG,[k] = DGk] -*- alpha - delta;

for (all TG.) begin /" I = I end.
cadl DG (TG,, DG,- TG'); / TG' is the result end:
if (terminate) eise •IfT •=kj, -a,) begin

3=. + I; 7G. it1 =0:
end: 7G-,, = G,[k] alpha.
TG = TG'; /*we create new TG, Us "md:

end; ti".
Step 2 needs a procedure DG ()to obiu vainousi 7 -= TG:sJ;

An algonthm for DG(TG,, DG,- TG') is as follows. Note. c eod.
make the algoriuhm easier to follow, we provide z, example fo, trend TG to 7G'

each case (a)-(f) in Boolean expression where A is any Booiar ed:
expression. Md

while (TRUE)begin /6 forever, stop when terminam- TRUE No. cases a - are obtained fo Torems A.1 and A.2 ir
delta = Number of (1L-61) paui-; t AlpenLxi A prof on cvmpleumess of CMB operator is aLsc
alpha = Number of (-al, -6') paui: pven n the Append•x.
/1 Consider the following cases of (delta, alpha) " Eanivie Asuume DG, {(-30-3i -31 0 0 0 0X0 ), DG7 (-4'0-
(delta == 61,alpha == don't care) :/0 case a) 0/ 4'0 - 410000 - 4'), DG, (-310 - 3&00 - 310000) and DG,
begin /* (abcX) (Zc) = 6 "/ (-4'00- 40 - 4' - 4'000). where DG, E DG for I <_, < 4.

termmate = TRUE; return; Step I. We generate two cumes TG1 and TG2 as follows:
end;

(delta > 0, alpha == don't careL/.! case b) 0/ DG, .3 0 31 31 0 0 0 0 0 0
begin / (aobX)(X ) = (abX)(cde) /DG -42 0 -3 0 -42 0 0 0 0 -42

for (k =1 to i) begin DG2 .4' 0 .4 Z 0 -a 0 0 0 0 42

if(DG,[k] == -6) begin TGI -2' 0 -2' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
iffTGj[k} == 1) TG2  1 0 1 -1 -21 0 0 0 0 .22

DGj[kj = 0;

ese Step . Consider TG " DC, and TG. * DGC3  UsimDG,[k] = DC,[k] + delta;end: dprocedure DG (), TG' = TG1 because TG, " DGC is a

end; case (d) (refer to the procedure). The TG " DG, is computed

end: as follows:

(6 == 0, a == 0) :/* case c) 0/
begin / NM for independen grou 4/ TG2  1 0 1 -1 -22 0 0 00 0-2

TG,' = TG, p-DG,;/1(bX)(c=ab•X / DG, .3' 0 .3' 0 0 .3) 0 0 0 0 case b) delta=2
append TG , to rG'; TGC 1 0 1 -1 -21 0 0 0 0 .2' keep TG,
terminate = TRUE; return;

end: DG3 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 p updateDGI
(delta == 0.alpha= : /* case d) / TC2 i 0 1 -1 -21 -1 0 00 -2',casec)
begin / (abc) (abX) = TxbX "

append TG, to TG';
terminate = TRUE; reurn: Thus. the new TG,'s are: TG,(-2'0- 210000000) and

end: TG2 (101 - I - 21 - 1000 - 21). They are further CoMBine
(delta == 0. alpha == 6') ' case e) "/ nth DG,.
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SG1 - DG4  Theorem . The como,nations AO.0) •,,d - - )
TG1  " .- ' 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 not possice.

"Proof: Using :ne defirntion of IG, it is easy ;o snow :.al :he
DG, .. ) -0 0 ' ." 0 0 case f) occurrence of (0. 1. 0) is not possible. Moreover. :eprescns

2G, -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 q ) TGt - DGC a path identifier defined over {0. 1. Thus. a '-J'" entrv yn F
obtains does aot appear with F, .

TG31. 0 -i -3' -3 4 0 0 0 TG: Theorem 2: More than one occurrence of 1 or -_ tn oosuton
and TG. i for the cubes ;F I.,, 7G,) is not feasible.

Proof- A multiple occurrence of 1 in position % confirms the

presence of an ancomplemented vanabie wth iFt . TGk) coM-

TG: - DG,: bination. The cubes IG, and TGC represent disjoint exvression.

TGC2  1 0 1 -1 -.2 -1 0 0 0 -22 and are generated for a oath identifier F,. Thus. "he ,ossibility of

DG, -. ' a 0 -1i' 0 .' -4' 0 0 0 .case b) having two I's in position z does not anis. A similar argument
DG, -1 0 1 -1 .2 -1".. 0 0 0 - ; as T follows for multiple -31 or (1, -dJ) combinations. ZTG2  1 0 1 -1 .2z -1 0 0 0 -22 ,keepTG2.

DG4  0 0 0 -3' 0 -3" .3' 0 0 0 case d) IV. CA.EL ALCORrIM Aso W? L zmF.NTA!mON

TG; 1 0 1 - I.2 -Z 1 0 0 0 -22 ;theresult

A. Aigonthm
We get three TG,'s: TG 1 (-X1000000000), TG2 (10-1-3'0- The steps of the proposed algon3thm are shown .elow

,r - 3•0), and TG' ( 101 - I - 21 -1000 - 22 ). To help under- CAREL:

stand these steps. we provide a step by step computanon using begin

Boolean notation. The four DG, 's are equivalent to cicd, acel, Sort F, in ascending cardinality, and for terms !'refer to
ac f-, and aa-f g. We mave assumed that a DG, is a function of "a."
through "j" Boolean variables. The CMB operator determines of the same sie. u lexicographic ordeding;

(3R) (ZWe;(ý (aT a~fg = (+ ac e;) (acf) (aZfg F, = F1;
=(U aa -I f-) t37fg =(M+ (ac~d e)(T~) Ca-df forail paths F, begin /Oi *,2I..

( COM (F,,F,) ; i'j = i. -. , 1-i: we get E,'s "I
ma T3 7)(305g) 3W ( -g aacei77aWg) R.MD(E,,E,) ;I1 rertimurnredundant IG's and D'

3 + ÷ f #--g +- * T37) R-9) ac Vg • '+ az3 ;j- 7. CMB (IG,, DG,) ; / produce IG. and TG,
aI(GEN (F, IG., TGO) ;/ set F"s of

The above example is solved using following Boolean identities end:
[20]: Compute the rediability(unreiiability) value R(G') (Q (G));

end.
SConsider COMI and REDI (COM2 and RED2) operations

2V = (Z +- V). while using CAREL with P I (P IU) propositions. Thus. CAREL
applies equally for P I and P Ir. To compute the terminal

4) GEN ( 9 ) Operator: Consider the path identifier F, reliability (unreliability) parameter. we have developed a program
(a, a, .. a,), the cubes generated from CASE 1 and CASE called re-ium which accepts the output from GEN (F,, IC.,
2 CMB operation as 1G., (e, ez - e), and TGC (, f2 ... ft); TG,). For given value of Link reliability, re-num produces
where a C 1 }, e., E f _t, 0 { }, and f, C-{ _-Y, 0, a numerical value for the termnal reliabiliry. One mav use
1 }. The GEN ( 9 ) operator, then. obtains F"s: F1 = F, 9 any other software package like vazzma [181 to evaluate the
IG, - TGI. As an example, assume cubes F,, IG,, and TG,,. reliability or unreliability expression. Tables EII-V show the
Then F) is computed as reliability figures for 19 different types of DCS networks.

F, 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

IG, -2' -2' 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 This section describes an implementation of CAREL for

"Gj 0 0 0 0 1 .22 0 -Z' 1 0 proposition P El. It is based on bit operations. The implementation

-2' -21 1 1 1 -2 -Z' 1 0 of CAREL P I follows similarly, and will not be discuse. Botn
CAREL P I and P a1 are written in C. In what follows, we
consider four macros which define bit operations. The cost for

For a b, FP, obtain b, = a, @ e, $ f..The bitwise each macro call is also given.

operation q is shown below: 1) SetUnion (il, 42, s) ; /° a = sl U s2 " cost 71/161
a.ssignmerit operations.

0 0900=0 2) SctDif (3l.Y2,) ;/8 s = sl s2 *- cost: [L/161 EOR
Soperations.

3) SetCompare (st. 12); , return TRUE if sl s2 "' cost
o: <. F'/ if statements.

0S0E 1 = 1 4) SubSet (s1. s2) ." return TRUE ifsl C s2
Scost : 1 SetUnion ( ) + I SetCompare ( ) cills.

In 1)-I). I represents the number of links of the network and
Here, we have considered only those five (out of 12) combi- a word -,,v is of 16 bits. These four bit operations are used to

S •nations which are feasible. implement CAREL operators.



", CO. m i ernemetaxion. A proCe~ue Co M F.. - 1 :s eise
:molemene as follows -

ford = 1:o - begin end;
Setmnion i.. s); " s is temoorarv rtsut end:
SetDif s. z, S E , t .s tLe resuLapoenoa it to E, iist Note. :or a oam idenufier F,, we get isieOrit t-v c, -he

end: time comalexitv nvowea in GEN for a nerworic .e en-s Dr
Note. :ne nunoer of COM funcuon calls is - 2 - the numoer of (ic generated e.rn.a. events ' if :J 'e max:urum

a.- z = etimes in a network with n paihs (cuts). numoer of e.rr.a. events is m, the worst Cas.e comolexiv :so
2) RED 1 Impi~ernzaiaon: In COM ( ) operation. we the order 0(mnn,

Produce z. refer -o Secion III-BI). The E' and bit operauons
oOtain non recundant MCC's. The impiementauon of RED C. M/ustranng Examles
ope•rator ;S shown nelow:for ato ý."s tegin . .,, Exa.moie: Consider Fig. L with (3, ") patns .ao. d, .ade. and

if (SutScE,', E,') )/ E,' is REDucible by E,' " bce. Paros are encoded as oare identifiers F'ii i < an,

iisnose E,; )raX; are sorted in their ascending cardinality as:

else if (SubScet(E,, E,') ) /" E,' is REDucible by E4' L F 0• 030000 ...00 .1I F3  0000000000011001
disoose E,'; F2  00000(0000001100 F, 0000000000010110,

eLse Following the algorithm given in Section IV-A. F: = F To
create IG and DG groups, generate e.m.d. event(s) for F3, we start with COMWF1, F,)

end: and COM(F 3,F 2 ) which give El'((K 0):00)CJ000010) and
if E,' was not disposed E7' (000000000000100) respecuvely. RED(E,) retains botn

add E,' to E,' list; E"s, and groups them into IG inth an empty DG group.
Note, the nonredundant E,"s are in bit form (having O's and CMB operanon obtains IG, as 3000000000001-10. Finally,

l's only). The MCC E,'s are generated from E,"s by replacing GEN(F, ,1G., DG) gives P as (000000000011-1-11), which
1 by -; in the positions of 1, where a E Y' (refer to Section can be interpreted in an wtermediaw form as ade(i - bXl - c).
lI1B). The number of RED ( ) fuanction calls is n mes in a Noe. this resultant expression has one to one corre3pondent With
network with n paths (cuts). The number of looptgp inside the the probability expression. Similaly, we obtain P and P. The
RED ( ) function depends on the network type. and also on the various e.m.d. events are:
path identifier F, for which it is called. For the worst case, RED( F(disjoint) = ab+-( (I - ab)cd - ade(1 - b)(1 - c) -,- bee1i -
) for F, needs i looptnp, and hence the computation of RED a)(1 - d)
operator is of the order O(nr). E.rmple: Consider Fig& 4 and its 13 path identifiers as

3) CMB (*) Implemenmaon: The CUB () operaor is the most
time consuming operator out of all the four operators we have F, (0000000100100010) FI (0000000100010001)

used in our method. The implementauon of CMB for independent F3 (00000000100010U1) F. (0000000011100010)

group is straightforward and is shown first: Fs (0000000010001110) FO (0000000100010110)

for (all IGO) begin/" i = 1,..-, - 1 "/ F? (0000000011010001) F, (0000000100100101)

for (_ = I to 1) begin F, (0000000101001001) Fio (0000000101001110)

i(IGij] * 0) F11 (0000000011010110) Fu (0000000010111010)
IG,..1W IG=&j1; Fi, (0000000011100101).

end; The e.m.d. event(s) for Fs is generauied using the steps menuoned
end: in the algorithm. The derails ar shown below: For 1 < .< "
The tmivementanon of CMB ror dependent group is expensive. COM(F..F,) obtais

Note, a DG, contains (-31, 0, 1); we cannot utilize bit operations E 0 00 0) 00 0 0 0
for CMNB operator. To update the contents of the CMB operands, E-' (00002000010000I0)X ,_' (0000000000110000).
DG, and TG, as well as to generate TG.', we trace the contents Es' (0000000010001010),E6' (0000000010100010).
of the operands element by element. The Computation time Ls a' (0000000011010 0000.
highly data dependent. But, in any case ( refer to cases (a) through and E' (0000000011010000).
(f) in the procedure considered in Semtion lII-B3), the order of The RED operation, then, removes E.' though E-'. because
computation time is 0(l). Note, in our prognm. Step 1 of the these terms are redundant with respect to either E,' or E,
algonthim falls into case (f). The maximum number of DG,'s The RED also classifies the nonredundant terms into IG
is k for generating e.m.d. eveat(s) for F,, and the number of and an empty OG Set. The CMB operator obtains IG, as

generated TG, is 0(k). Hence, the worst case cost for calling 0000000-2'00-1-210-10. Finally GEN operatoi generates F'

CMB( ) is O(k2) of DG ( ) calls, as (00000001-2101-1-2i1"11).
4) GEN ( -S ) fmpiememarnn: This operator is processed by Example: This example shows the generation of e.m.d.

sequentially tracing the contents of F, and IG, for generating event(s) for F, and. thus, illustrates the concept of DG's. For
P(s) events. The procedure GEN(F,, 1G,, TG,) implements I _< i s 8. COM(F,,/,) obtains
@ operator. El' (0000000000100010), El' (000000000001000).

for (all TGf,'s) begin /'k = I,.-/ El' (0000000010000000), E,' (0000000010100010).
(or _ = I to 1) begin Es' (000W00010000110), E6' (00 00000000010110).

if (F.jj • 0) EV' (0000000010010000). and E,' (0X)0000000100100).
F')= F.W; E4' through E,' are REDuced. The RED procedure lists E. and

else if (IGbj # 0) E3' with IG. while E,' and E,' are kent in DG set. The CMB
F'5i - I /G.4 opertuon obtains IG., as 00000000-100-0000. The elements in
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DO group are used to generate T@1 and TGI (in step 1) as

DG, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 -210 0 0 -2'0 s

DG2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-220 0 -220 0
TG, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0
TG2  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 -1-1 0

Fg 6. 7-noo&, u54ink nawort.
Since we do not have any other DG,'s. Step 2 of CMB operation
is skipped. Terms TGI and TG, are the final results for CASE
2 (of CMB). Hence, from GEN operator, we get two e.m.d.
events for F9, namely (00000001-11-1-11001) and (00000001-
S 111-ii-1-I). An expression for F(disjoint) of tmg. 4 is given
as

bfi .4- aci(1 - bf) + adh((I - i) + t(1 - bf)(i - e))

- bfgh(1 - ad)(I - i).+ bcdh(1 - a)((1 - f)
- f(I - i)(1 - 9)) + 6 cei( I - a )(1 - d h)( I - f) Fi& . 13z. --,= -d.. .Z -4• k w n

J .- aegh(1 - bf)(1 - d)(1 -_) -) acfi(1 - 6)(1 - dh)(1 - e)

- adg((1 - e)(I - f)(- - h)
-(1 - b)(1 - C)(1 - -)/(1 - h))

bcdg,(1 - a)(1 -e )(1 - f)(1 - h)

.cegh(i -a )(1 - d(I - f)(1 - t)

-bdefh(1 - a)(1 - c)(1 - 9)(1 - i)

*tacfgh(1 - b)(1 - d)(1 - e)(1 - i).

Assuming that each link has 0.9 zs prcbability of suvivabiity, F% 8. 9-nod 134ink network.

the terminal reliability for the DCS (Fig. 4) is 0.977814.

or unreliability expression evaluation time using re.num or
vamarw [181.

V. Expmume-AL RESUUL AmN D Osc oN First, the performance (refer to Table (IMl of CAREL ( with
Table LI gives us the information of the networks used in our P I option ) is compared with that of VT 118], a representative

experments. We name a network JV,*, where # paths and 0 method for proposition P IL The. reiability values obtained in
cuts are the number of minpaths and mincuts, respectively. As both CAREL and VT (18] are exactly the same. CAREL (With P
shown, Figs. 1-8 possesses iess than 20 paths. while there are I option) obtains the same order of e.m.d., events as in (181. The
281 and 780 paths with the DCS given in Figs. 17 and 18. and number of e.m.d. events generated is influenced by the ordering
19, respectively. Tables tIl-V provide results for 19 different of the amnpaths/rincuts [131. Wben we scrambled the ordenng
types of DCS networks. We have considered two performance of the paths, we got more (less) number of events than the ones
parameters as reported in the table wath exactly the same reliabdit values.

t) The number of disjoint terms generated (DPath), and We notce that when a network generates less number of e.rn d.
ii) The computer time involved to obtain reliability figure. events. it rtquues less computation tme. From this observation.

This includes processing time for i) and also the reliability we believe that preprocessed mnpahbsimincuts ( in addition to
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sorting them in ascending crdinabiry as suggested m [12]), is
neecea to urther improve the performances of exmsting methods.
The resuts in Table [M show the supenority of CAREL (with
P I opnon) as compared to VT (181. a represenmanve rechmique 2

ot proposition P Ml. The running time improvement in CAREL
is more noticeable when we evaluate larger networks (Figs. 16
and 18). The results support the discussion in Secton 11-C. and Fig. 9. 8-te 1.2- L ,ink ortf3x 1,
analysis in (11. Note. COM1 and REDI (COM2 and RED2) is
used in CAREL with P I (P 11) option. Thus, CAREL P I and

CARJEL P U differ only um generating the minimal conditional on large syszem. Furthermore the huge number of events reduce,
set (MCC-) , 's. i.ke other methods in proposition P H1. CAREL the speed of CAREL P I sgnificantdy. CARIt P 11. as weLU a,

P 1 obtams the MCC's from mnpatt•mIncuE of a network CARE. P 1. requies a Lis of mmpathimincuL Since oI.' pat

(4), while CAREL P I incorporates (2) (Section 11-B). The I cut to a network which contam I links needs I 1/w woi

COM1. in addition to generating conditional set. reduces some for w word se, tis requirement does not prevent CARE:.

of the redundant terms too. Thus. REDI operation in CAREL al of solving lare distrbuted system. Both variants of CAtfE'

P [ utLizes less nmmoer of operands than that used m REDZ use the same CMB and GEN4 operators for their OF, and OP

However. COM1 overator utilizes more terms than COM2 (rmter In CAREL P UL generating e.m.i evenus) of a pain tientdfit

to Secton I-C). Bit operations ar used to implement CAREL F, is independent from other e.m.d events obtained for cthe

P [I and is one additional factor which makes this method run path tdentifiers F, 's. From this observation. we nouce that mm

faster than CAREL P 1. The other roblem with CAREL P I changes m CAREL P I•1 wtmake it quite tuitable for Parall

method is on the memory size used- To incorporate (2), this system implementanon. Overall. CAREL P U1 is a be-er memo,.

method has to maintain a list of e.m.d. events. For a large comoared to CAREL P 1.
network which generates more than 50 000 events (Table IV). Table [V shows the tompansons of CAREL P I and CAREL

the program mquires a huge meirory space that is available only [In term of e.m.d. events generated, the rthablitv vajues, a.
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Fig. ,-ARPANET (Fig.14) aner senes-garailet eaucions

Fig. t0. 8-eodc. 12-link network (Fig. 9) with diffee sowce.

Fig. 16. 1n-node. :1-lnx t181

FW. 11. 7-nocw.. 12.tint aetworit. is a better method compared to both CAREL P I (proposition P

I) and VT [181 (propostuon P III).
CAREL P 1 is more efficient compared with SYREL :11

SYREL needs 0.8 s (on VAX M/750) to get :rie :eininai
reliability value for network shown in Fig. 9, while CAREL P

11 uses only 0.1 s (on Encore Multimax). CAR.EL P R, while

t keeping the algorithm efficient, produces less number of disjoint
Sevents expressions compared to SYREL Our CAREL cube

notauon enables the algorithm to produce concLsc expression.
hence less number of events that reduce the running time of -teFig. 12. 8-node, t3.1nk ntwork 8. algorithm. For example, SYREL produces disjoint events F3 as

adh (z n i -t- 4 ý hi), while CAREL generates abh iz - •'b i).
which contain 3 and 2 terms, respecuvely. We do not provide
other comparison results of CAREL and SYREL (il because
SYREL does not report any results for larger sized networks.
Since CAREL P U basicaily combines the best feature of SYREL
(1] (i.e., using MCC) and take inbo account the advantage of using
variable pouptgs of (31, we expect CAREL P a to outperform

a both SYREL [11 and (31 as verified by our expenmental resuits
The comparisons of evaluating reliability and unreiiaailirv

values of dismbuted system networks are shown in Table V. We
use the same networks as in Table II. and utilize CARE.L -ith P
El option. The unreliability values are obtained from the '!.n.d.
events of mmcuts of the networks. We generate mincuts from

Fig. 13. 6-node. 30-link networt (141. minpatbs using a simple program based on a method discussea
in [2]. However, one may use other methods for this steo. in
most DCS networks (shown here), we obtain more numoer of

cuts than that of paths. Thus, evaluating the reitailitv vaiues
is faster than computing the unreiabulity values. For nerwor,.s
w,,hich have less number of cuts than paths, the opposite ýs true.
The table shows that the sum of the reliability ana unrehaouiity

___ figure of a network is always I (as expected); however. -ounaing-
* . ... off of 10 000 or more terms produces a little quanzatoon

error for large networks. The values obtained further suopor,
Fig 14. A.RPAN'ET (181. the correctness of our proposed algorithm. Hence. reliabilitv

(unreliaodity) value of a network can be obtaine from Jhe

the running time to obtain these values. Both methods get the computed unreliability (reliability). The results show that CAREL
same e.m.d. events and reliability values. However. CAREL P is capable of evaluaung both reliability and unreiability values
[I obtains the results faster than CAREL. P I as we can see from of large dismbuted system networks.
the tabte. Furthermore. as expected from our previous disctssion.
C.AREL P I has problem evaluating large networks (e.g., Fig. VI. CO•CLUSIoN

19). The results show that proposition P [I is better than P 1, We have proposed an efficient algorithm called CAREL -Mich
which back up our previous discussion in Section U-C. We, thus. comoutes the terminal reliability or unreliability of moderate
conclude that CAREL P U3 ( implementation of proposition P U) to large suzed DCS networks with modest memory and :time



TABU .11
COMPARSON OF CAREL NImH V'7 :Si F•R " T: c.

DISJOI"T PATHS

Networm P R C'G
DP= TIme f 1 OP1a ,1rre tsI

V4 4 0.0 0.978480

Fig. 17. ARPANET [141.. V. 9 O.0" 00 1 0.9694L

S1I 00 11 0.1 ; 0.997632

V.* 16 1. 1 t6 ,3.0 10 9or, 84

16 0-2 "5 01 i 0.961 W5

t e :3 .1 0.99 36

810 2 3.1 94 0.2 0994076

-,, ____ ___

V2427 0.5 30 0.1 I0.969112

Fig. t8. Reducd for, of Fig. 17. v21, 41 1.2 i 39 0o1 0.975116

V-Z ... ... 3 0.1 0.984W

I___=C. 50 0.12___4
~V," r____ ID 76 0.1.~ 0ý996217

"V 47 7422 j 422j 0.6 j .997186

412' ICA 10 0.21 0.9457

t. 90 9.1 87 0.2 0.974145

Z305 78.8 30 0.5I 0.997506

.I, _ _ I. 8 0491 C2 0.9&59U

_.. .2W r .3 . W 3, 0.6S03,O9

Fig. 19. 20-oode. 30-ink nework 1101. ) R o

Z) Rua on aan Eis MM system.
Link Reliability = 0.9.

requirements. The algorithm has been implemented in C and ... 5 R,1 001 t known.

was run on an Encore MUU'TIMAX 320 system. The perfor- Tims W CP 12'U s

mance of a program is usually based on the aigonrthm the
data structure and the language used, the computer on which
the program is run, and last but not the least, the coding of V. APPENDx
the program (8]. Since different programmers produce different PtovtNG CoRpAz-crfl of CAREL

codings for an algorithm, the human factor (in want of sufficient The CAREL uses four operators. namely COM, RED. CMB
data) is inappropriate while comparing various techniques. A and GEN to transform an expression of paths (or cuts) In C
better implementation or faster machine would increase the an eqwvalent exchsive and mutually disjoit (e.m.d.) exores-
performance of a program. but only to a factor of 10 [11J. sion. The COM operator defines conditional cubes E.'s for a
Moreover, all methods of mriability computation are known to be F,, while RED removes redundant E,'s to provide minima
computauonally intractable or NP-hard, which ma difcult to conditional cube (MCC). The operanon CMB combines MCC
compare the techniques from the aspect of complexiry (2], [9], to generate disjoining terms (DTs). The DT's are mutual!
(101, [26], [27]. CAREL is faster than other existing Boolean disj•ont Moreover, the F, and its DTs (refer to GEN operaton
aigonthms. This is obvious from the CPU time requirement form expression which is disjont with all other terms in G
for solving the terminal reliability/unrefiability of vanous DCS In what follows, we discuss that the CAREL always generate,
networks. Note. the CAREL combines the advantages offered e.m.d. terms (DT's) for an F,.
both by SYREL (11 and the method given in 13]. Presently, we Section [U-El describes COM operator. A conditional cut
are utilizing CAREL to help compute the reliability issues of E, considers "a" elements of F, which are not present in F,. "t
multiprocessor system (6], (281, (29], [301. An earlier version represent E, DOWN (refer to Section I1-A), our notations us,
of CAREL has successfully been applied to- solve reliability -r in the positions of the variable (her the index I Ls equal :
problems in one type of redundant path MIN (191. 1). Considering CAREL (Secon WV-A), it Ls obvious that CO'
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TABLE iv TABLE V

COMPARISON OF CAREL USING P I AND P II FOR CPU ,meý AND COMPARISON OF E-VALUAT-NG RELABLUIlY OF A NET'WCRK FROM
Dwowrr" PATHS PATHS AND Cl."5 UStING CARU . P M1'

CAREL (P I1 CAREL (P (1) IPATHSET clJTMET
DP2lLi Timc Isl DOPal 'ime ts) DPan i me i R(C11 DCjt •me •Gl=

'J e ,i ow °°rx • -, (C too. Thn RIG-: OCj ,mo Qoo•.:,
-4 4 4

4 ~ 0.01 0.00.978480 4 J0 001-O

i 0.0 7 I 0.0 0.9684Z5,i 0.0•19684=1 :I J.0 i 0.0315751
.v; it o. i0,0 1 .997632 .re 11 . 0.99763. , 0 ot o 0 23 ,

4 ;, 4

L6, 0.01 L6 0,09r1.,84 I 16 Jo o 0.,180 o 00 q 0o• •I's

- '

,.3 I,, 0 o.,6,s I is, 0. o0.,855i 50i 0. 1 oi .0351451

.4Z 01 Z 0.10 .MW :3 0A 0.99656 0,1 0.0033351

t •• Pt....

.? 0 94 j.2 94 0o2 0.99o. 76 .tlO Z0 099407. o,55 1 O o05o

30 3, 01 0,, 1 39} i ,,0,,,,,,

3 0.1 30 0.1 0.96911

39 0.b1 39 0.11 0.975116 39 5L1 4-,0-1 0.0y=80.134 0.1 34 0.1 0.984068 . 34f 011 0.99401W~ 40 0 053

" "" so o.1 50 01 099749' 50 0.1 0.997494 39 0.1 00021061

-.~9761 0.1 76 0.1 0.996217j .V- 6~ 0.1 09962171 77f 0.1 0.003'7r-'

1 542 I 0.6 542 0.3 0.997186 V542 0.3 I 0997186 1319 1.-2 I0002141

105 0.2 105 0o.i 0.904577 V.x~ L05 0.1 0,9045771 3367 1 .4 f0.09423i
Y.23 871 0.2 97 0.1 0.917414,5 97 0. 09714 -9 0.1 0----

V,, 39 -05 39 0. .97M 3 309 - 0-2 lO.997s( 23 3-2 0.00,24941

Vr :4911 4.2 2491 1.5 0.965928 V. -, ,491 145 OM7 62 36 0047.

N1- Z3861 3.61 2386 0.6 0.967390 .V2 238 0.6 0"79S719 Z339 0.51 00lIZ610

5 -I * 3032134 0.92 NV27M 5403-2 5.4 0-99712ý 31797 119.1 00028801

1) Rn o anEncre lul~ma sywm.1) Run on an Encon MuinM2V snsiaiý
t Link Reliability = 0.9. tL~ak Reliability = 0.9.

SResults ant knowni. =.Lak unnliaoility =01
Tiae Ls in CPU Uecnis. DPath (Daul refer's disjoint path (disjott. cut).

rkme is in CPU seconcts.

obtains all possible E,'s for an F_.
Lemma A.1: Assume two conditional cubes E, and E, of F,. convenience, consider Xe = X., (A,), when c =I (0.

if E, C E,, then Eb is moundant. 0 Lemma A.2: Assume 27,, ,., -I represent k partitions of
The RED operation implements Lemma A.i and is performed X,.

for all (E,, E,) pairs. Note, the definition in Section Ill-B2 Then, X, - (T, 2... 1 ),

checks out 7! = Z. ald T(Y) = I type redundancies. The
nonredundant Es form MCC. Besides removing redundancies,(2727.r .T. )
the RED operator parntions the MCC into IG's and DG's (refer X,A = --

to Section I1-B3"). Thus, the RED speeds up the computauon r7 -- 7-,= 0-

time of the CAREL The CM3B operator for independent group
(IG) uses Z 7 V iteratively. As is obvious from Theorem Proof: For c = 1. the result is obvious. With c = 0,
A.- (discussed later), I * V is a special case of X"' * X,'. Here. DeMorgan's complementanon law is rewritten so that the list
we assume that no common elements are present with z and y. (z of T"s Ls collecwvely exhaustive. D
and y are independent.) The CMB operator for dependent group Theorem A.I." Consider I. L (J. K) as 2-parttions of X, iX'.
(DG) utilizes lemmas and theorems mentioned below. We have X,' -X' = (IL)',(JK)c,. The terms iILIyfJK'(, 's

Defauwn: An X, represents a cube which could be an MCC 1.) X,` X•,' when X, = X, Le.,X, and X', are
E,. or the one pnoduce.4 during CMB operation. For notaional independent.
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result :7] J T tK) follows similarly when c, = 0.c, = 1. (151 M.O. Loc•s. "A rumulmmng aigonthm for the sum of ±srortn
Thus. Case 2 oi Theorem A.I is proved. For c, = c = products.' IE.ZE Trans. Reiiasbhuv, vot. R-36. pp. .t45.--53, Oc,
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A Computer Approach for Reliability Evaluation of

Telecommunication Networks with Heterogeneous Link-Capacities

Suresh Rai, Senior Member [EEE which the network carries out its desired operation. As an ex-
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge ample, :n message switching or vitual circuit packet switching

Sieteng Soh. Student Member IEEE network. we need to establish a node to node connection Ln
Lowsiana State University, Baton Rouge G(VE). As long as this "connectedness' property of te net-

work is maintained, one may successiully tansmit messages
(packets) through the network even if some of the nodes and/or

Key Words - Boolean technique. Clique. Cut set. Capacity Links in G(V.E) fail.
related retiabidity, Path-graph, Path set. Telecommunication net- A network is generally validated for the connectedness of
work, Terminal reliability its OE by enumeraing simple pains between all node pairs. In

such situanons, Link capacity is often ignored or implic:Uy
Reader .4.sid - assumed to be equal and also large enough to sustain cranstrus-

Purpose: Widen state of the art sion of messages (packets) of any bandwidth (size). This
Specal math needed for explanations: Probability assumpton is unrealstic. The link capacity is a function of cost,
Special math needed to use results: Same and is limited. Each link in G( VE) may have different capac:-
Results useful to: Reliability analyst, network designer ty. Moreover. there may be a minimum message capacity

(W,,) requirement through the network. Obviously, the
Summary & Concbusaina -- The paper presents a computer measure of connectedness using simple paths is not enough to

apprach to in a s ility ndxcalled where links validate this form of OE. This paper defines the concept of a
reliability (C"RR in large telecommunication networks where links -o ostpahwi atusteefetfmsagbnd

have different capacities. The proposed method is a 2-tep ap. k-composite path which captures the effect of message band-

proach. Step I deals with composite path enumeration (CPE). A width. link capacity, and network connectrvity. Note, a com-

k-composite path is defined as the union of the set of edges in any posite path sasfying an OE, whe requisite amoum of message
kmimple paths and relates link capacity and network connectivity. bandwidth is also made available through the network having
The CPE approach, presented in the text, d an improvement over beterogenous link-capacites, is a success state of the network.
the algorithms of (1]. Step 2 manipulates k-composite paths infor- Recendy, a few researchers have addressed the problem
mation to generate the CRR. The paper ae CAREL (4] to solve of capacity related reliability (CRR), or combining Link capacity
this step. However, any existing techniques based on Boolean con- with terminal reliability. Doulliez & Jamoulle (81 have applied
cept. probability theory. incdusion-excusion piiple, etc, 2-7] the decomposition principle to calculate the system reliability.
may also be utilized. The technique is automated using C on En- They decompose the whole state space into three categories:

owe Multlmax S.stem. The results on CRR for three networks withvarius vluesof mnimu minge ~ ~ ~a set of functioning states, a set of failed states, and a set ofvarious values of minimum message capcty wre presented in

tables. An exhmustive technique is used to verify these results. undetermined states. Each set of undetermined states ", again

However. an informa proof of the C approach is also decomposed into three categories, and so forth untl the set of
ed. Appendix A provides the implementation detail of the tech- undetermined states is null. This implies keeping track of
nique. We have given counter examples (refer to Appendix B) for numerous sets of undetermined states as well as the relevant
the algorithms of (10, 131 to show that these methods lead to in- upper and lower limitnng states of each set. Hence it requires
correct conclusions under certain situations, large memory sizes for large systems. Lee's technique (9] uses

a labelling scheme to route the flow through the network. It

is. however, suited to acyclic graphs only. Its adaptation to
1. NTrRODUCTION mixed and cyclic graph imposes a problem because of the ex-

istence of feedback [an unsuitable situation for the labeLling
To obtain the survivability index of a large telecommunica- schemel. Misra & Prasad (101 unlize a failure path List to

non network, te network is modeled as a probabilistic graph enumerate a term like composite path defined in the text. The
G(K ,E), nodes (V) identify communicacing centers, and links success of a 2-composite path is tested against a given W ,,,,
(E) represent connecnon services. Various measures for sur- Next, the method [101 proceeds with the failure paths wtich
vvability index are presented in the Literature (I- 171. They are have not produced any success 2-composite paths, and com-
characterized by different operatonal envuronments (OE) in bines them to generate higher order composite paths. Each itera-

uon checks for success using W.. and removes the sumple
paths which have aleady combined to produce success corn-

This work has been parially supported by the US Air Force posite paths. The method [10] terminates when no more sun-
Office of Scienafic Research under grant AFOSR-91-0025. A pie path is available to generate k-composite paths. A counter

Preliminary version of this paper was presented at the 1991 An- example. presented in Appendix B, proves that [101 fails in

nual Reiiabilry and Maintainabiliry Symposium [1]. general to give correct result. Moreover. (101 does not provide

0018-9529/91, l0-0I4OI.41010©1991 IEEE
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any procedure to compute the capacity of a comoosite path The capacity of a cut set, W(C,). for a mnitmal cit C. s the
which. in turn. ,s useful to decide the success or failure state sum of capacitaes of edges in C.. From .'4a0x-flow inj-cut
of the network. Recently. [121 proposes a ecfnque to generate theorem (181, the maximum capacity flow. W., througn ,he
the CRR. Aggarwal [13] mentions that the method in [12] lacks graph G( yE) is:
generality and provides incorrect results. We have given a
counter example (refer to Appendix B) to show that the
algonthm in (13] leads to a wrong conclusion too. The basic W2 1 = m, {W(C,)}. 1)
problem with [12,13] lies in the procedure used to compute com-
poste path capacity. Le & U (201 have addressed the problem As an example, consider a bridge network shown in figure 1.
ofreliability oinetworks withdependent faluresandmulinoode The cut st C,,, is {(1.2). (1,3.5), (2.3,4), (4.5)}. Using [18),
components. They assign linkcapacmes andobtainanumencal the capactes are W(C,) = [4. W(C.) = 19. W(Ci) = 12,
figure. not the reliabdity expresson. for the network. RaM. et and W(C.) = 7. Here, edge capacities are w, = 10, i =
al [11] and Rueger [14] have proposed algorithms which ob- 4, w, = 5. w 4 = 3. and ws = 4. Now, using (J), W.s =
ain a symbolic CRR expression under a capacity consuant. mi{ 14, 19, 12, 7} = 7.

However. their algorithms suffer from the drawback of
generating a huge number of redundant paths/cuts. They are.
thus, impractical even for moderate sized graphs where the
number of paths is more than ten. Recently, Ra & Soh (1] have (10 4
proposed two algorithms to enumerate composite paths. The 3
composite path enumeration technique, presented in this paper, 3 3
is an improvement over the algonthms of [I]. Section 5 pro- (5)
vides a detailed discussion. 2(4)

The layout of the paper is as follows: Section 2 describes 2
the background material. Section 3 presents composite path con-
cepts and the issu related to its enumeration. It also introdces Fgure 1. Bridge Network
several definitions and theorems which are useful in reducing 'The link camacty is shown within )

the complexity of the composite path enumeration (CPE) ap-
proach. Section 4 describes the CPE technique that is further
Mlustrated by an example. An informal proof of the algorithm
and its time complexity analysis re aLso given in this secton. A simple path i, P,, for an (st) node pair is formed by

Section 5 discusses the experimental results on the CRR index, the set of UP edges such that no node is traversed more than

obtained using CAREL[4], for three networks with various once. Note. any proper subset of simple paths does noa result
values of W,.. Finally, Appendix A provides an implemeam- in a path between these two node pairs. The path set P, is a
non technique for the CPE algorithm using bit vector r -prws.. set whose elements are simple paths. Let m be the toral number

tanion and Appendix B gives the counter examples to the mediods of simple paths in G( VE). The capacity of a simple path P,,

(10,131, W(P,). is obtained from the capacities of UP edges contained
in P, and is [111:

2. PREL1 ARIS W(P,) = mn {wj}. (2)

In the graph model G(V.E) of a telecommunicanon net-
work, consider an edge j has a finite capacity w, which is The capacity for path P1 = (1,4) in figure I is W(PI) =
known a priori. Let I be the total number of edges in G(VE). min{w1 , w,} = 3.
A flow in a network is a funcuon assigning a non-negative If W(P,) z W,=, the P,, in addition to satisfying the con-
number f, to each edge j so that fj : wi, and for a vertex tatt aectviry requirements. fulfills the capacity constraint too. The
is neither source nor terminal) the in- and out-flow are the same path P, is, then, called a success state of G(KVE). Otherwise.
(flow conservation). Note, wj provides a bound on flow pass- the P, represents a failure state. Note, in the event that edge
mng through edgej. The network is good if and only if a specified capacities are infixitely large, all simple paths form success
Amount of signal capacity (W.,) can be transmitted from the states because they do provide (s.a) connectivity, and their suc-
input to the output node or (sa) node pair. cses ensure the nawork success. However. for a finite capaci-

An edge j is said to be UP (DOWN) if it is functoning ty sitanon, all simple paths may or may not lead to the suc-
(faied). An UP (DOWN) edge is denoted byj (j-). An (sa.) cess states of G(VE). Depending on W.., some or all snm-
cut is a disconnecting set. All communication between a pie paths may fail to satisfy the capacity constrmat. Thus, sim-
prescribed (s.A) node pair is disrupted once the edges in (sa) pie path (minimal cut), an important concept in terminal refiabii-
cut fail. An (s.:) cutr . C,, is minimal if no proper subset of ty, has to be revisited while considering the CRR measure. The
it represents a 'cut'. The cut set C,, is the set of all minimal concept of composite path (introduced in Section 3) is a step
curs for the graph G( V,E). Let the total number of cuts be n. in this direction.
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3. COMPOSITE PATH where W(CPCU)) represents the weight of a CPCtj) ano. :s
obtained by applying •l) to various CPC,(j)'s. Note. for k= 1.

3. 1 Concept and fssues Le.mma 2 inves te same results as obained by (2).

Definton: A k-composite path CPI(k) is defined as the u=on Exampie. Consider figure 4 and table I where a composite path
of set of edges in any k simple paths P.'s. where i E 1, and CPt(2) = ( 1.2.5,6) has CPC/(j)s as ((1.2). (5.6), (1,5).
(lrk:5M). - (1.5). (2.6). (5,6). (2.6)}. The weight of the CP1(2) is.

Note, a k-composite path describes a subgraph of G(VE). thus. 11 Units.

Moreover. all simple paths represent k-composite paths where TABLE 1
k= 1. Pathset and Cutset for Figure 4

Example. Consider the bridge network in figure 1. The path Pub"
set P,, of the network is .P, (1.4). ?1 (.-.) P3 " (2.5).

and P 4 : (2,314). From the P,, we generate the 2-composite P, (1.6) C, a (121
paths: P2 (2.J) Ca U (5.6.81

P)a (1.7.3) (; - (1.3.5,8)
CP1 .2(2) = (1.3,4,5), CPI,3(2) = (1,2.4,5), P4 a (1.3.-5) C, - (1,3.4.5)

Ps (2.4,S) C5 - (2,3.6.7)

CP.4(2) = (1.2.3,4). CP,.(2) (1.2.3,5), P6 - (2.3.6)
PT = (14.,5.7) C* a (4.5.6.7)

CP, 4(2) - (1,2,3,4,5), and CP3 .4(2) = (2,3,4,5). P, (2.3.7.8) C a (2.3.4.6.8)
P9 a

Lemma 1. For m simxple paths representing (st) connectedness
of the network, the total number of possible k-composite paths
is (2- - I ). Z Definution: A composite path CPI(k) is a success stae of the

Misra & Prasad's technique (101 reduces the generation network if it satisfies the capacity or flow consuraint:
of all (2' - 1) possible k-composite paths. However, a counter
example in Appendix B shows the method in (101 lacks gwe2- W(CPr(k)) z Wm,. (5)
ty. Another problem in composim-path enmration stem from
the capacity computation for the CPI(k). The capacity of a Otherwise, the CPt(k) is a failure state. Moreover, a CPI(k)
simple path W(P,) is obtained easily from (2). However, we is defined as a redundant state of the network if there is at least
need to devise an efficien techrque to get the capacity of a oneCsuess C state CP1(u) such that CP(u) 9 CP,(k). Z
CP1(k) for k > I. Ref (101 does not discuss anym zeion. A crOss-Ank,(k), defined for the composite path,
Papers (12.131 bave proposed techniques to help obtain the is the set of links common to the k simple paths forming the
capacity of a CP, (k). However, [131 mentions that the method CPI(k).
in (121 is not correct. Appendix B provides a counter example
to show that (131 also fais to generatecorrt54s4 s ndDefr-no: TeweightofaC7ossflk(k), W (cOLoec. rest u(nk ) ) ,
tan situacons. We provide a lemma to evaliuare the capacty is computed following (2).

of a composite path CP,(k), for k > 1. For this, we introduce The notion of a crossjink and its weight are used to detect a
the concept of Composite Path Cut (CPC). failure k-composite path a priori.

Deflrunon: A CPC.(j) is a modified (s.:) cut C, for the graph 7heorem 1. CP,(k) is a failure state if W(cross..nki(k)) <
G(V,E) and is defined for a composite path CP,(k). The W,, for crossrJinkl(k) * 6.

PCf(.j) is: Proof. Since every element in crossinkf(k) is a link in all the
CPC,(j) = CP(k) r) C,; j= .(3) k paths that form the CPI(k), the flow in CP,(k) is limited to

the weight of the cros.Unk,(k). Q.E.D.

Thus. before generating the CPCI(j) set for a C'P,(k), use
Since a CPI(k) describes a subgraph of G(V.E), the CPCI(j) Theorem I to see if the CPf(k) is a F•aure stae. Obtain the
represents a cut for the CP,(k) induced graph. The failure of CPC,(j)s only when the crossJink concept fails to detect a
the edges in the CPCI(j) leads to CPI(k) communication failure state. This happens when W(crom.jink,(k)) 2 W==
disruption between a prescribed (s.) node pair. Note, there or the k simple paths have no links in common, ie,
exists n number of CPCQj)'s for a composite path CP,(k). croUnkl(k) - 4. Initially, each cmosjink,(1) of CP,(1)
Lemma 2. The weight of a composite path. W(CPI(k)), is: isgivenbysimplepaths inFjer(1). Later, for each CPI(k),

update the cross Jink(k) by taking the set theoretic intersec-
tion of two crossJink's of CP,(k-I)s that merge intoS w(CPI(k)) -,min {W(CP'CLj))} (4=) CPIdk)s.



3.2 Deveiopment of the Techtque theoretic operaion on the elements of the two ower )rder
The proposed CPE algothm strts from the as cliques. If Lne result ,s an edge in PG(VE), xe ,wo

and ulies divide a o r rede e ety cliques produce a j-cique. The elements of the j-cique are oo-
ad ct ea__ by using union set theoreac operation on the efernents

of the problem. In Section 2. we discussed success and faure othe (j-l)-cliques. This process is further explainec inSec-
states of a network from the aspect of simple paths. For a given non 4.
W, capacity, first, test all simple paths and partition them into
functioning (S.set) and non-functioning (F..-s (1)) groups. 3.3 Efficient Generation of 2-Composnte Paths
Let the number of elements in F set( 1) be 6. The F.set(1)
is then used to obtain k-composite paths, I < ks. LeUmma 2 Algorithm I in (1] generates 3(0- I)/2 2-composite paths
(and the definition following the lemma) is utilized to partition or Links in PG(V,E). To funther reduce the complexity or this
CP,(k)s into the S.set and F-set(k) categories. Note. botd the algorithm. we use the concepts of key..cu. ke..inks, and
S.et and F..set(k) can have many redundant terms. The redun- path-groups defined as follows.
dancy (duplication and absorption) is checked easily with the Defirunon: A minima cut C, is defined as key-cu & 0 w. <
helpofaBooleanidenriy AUA.B a A. However, if spectal W, o l C,, and u) (w/ - w1) > W• for at ea.r
care is taken in the enumeration procedure, many of the redun-

dancie can be avoided in the first place. We have observed one i. I pair- j, I -E C,

tha the number of redundant composite paths is reduced when Condition i is required. while condition ii [(w + w,) a
the concept of path composition is recursively applied only to is important a it helps identify the failure composite paths a
the failure staes of the network. Additionally, use a padiMaph pnon. If condition ii fails ( (w, + w) < W'.. for all ), ' pawr)
PG(V,E) to obtain higher order (k > 2)compositions. the 2-compositions become failure states for the network. All

failing simple paths are, then, used to generate 2(d-I)/2

failure 2-composite paths as discussed in subsection 3.2. To dl-

/(3 6\ lustrate a key-cut. consider a minimal cui (4,5) for the bridge
,2) ) network in figure 1. Capacities of links 4 and 5 are individual-

3 7(2) ly less than WIV (=6) while the capacity of the minimal cut
"5s(1) (4,5) is greater dh W,,. Thus, the cut (4,5) represents a

Defuntion: The cardinality of a key-cua (denoted as I key-cui )

is the to number of elemes m i Setec C, as a key- iaf -
Figure 2. S-Node, 8-Unk Network i., Ci either a source-node or terminal-node cut. If not,
(The link capacuty is shown within r, ) should have at least one link connected to the source or the

terminal node, and
P ii. CJ is minimum. If IC~i is equal for two or more

S U terms, take arbitrarily one C.,

b p Definition: The elements of a selected key-cu are termed as

Definiion: A pat-group G(iq) is the set of failure paths, each
of which conains a key.ink ii.

Px Without loss of generality, a failure path which contains two
p .W : or more key.Jinks. a-- ........ j} is assigned to a paih..group

G(i7 ), where is lexicographically smallest of {a .... , ...... Y) .
Figur3 3. Path-Graph PG(V,E) This allocation strategy is useful to mi=n e the number of

pathgroups generated.

Figur 3 illusrae a path-graph PG(VE). Hem. a node Example. Consider all four simple paths (1.4). (2.5), 11,3.5),

P, belongs to Fisl l). An edge joining any two nodes Pe , aoth (2,3.4) in figure I as fiailure states. Grouping them with

P, is deined by a 2-composite path in F-set(2). Note that P. key.8 nk 4 and 5 we have:

P,. (P.P,,P.P.) generates a 3(4)-composition. It is reflected GM = 1.4), (2.3.4)) and G(5) = [(2.5), (1.3.5)}
by a 3(4)-node complete graph or clique [191 in PG(V,E). In
general, aj-composite path is a.j-clique in the path.4raph. Ile Theorem 2. A k-composite path CPIlk) witi a path.group
problem of composite path enumeraton is, thus, sinilar to Te-m 2. A k-comrosite p
mining cliques in PG(VE). Note, each state in Fset(j) is a G(71 is a failure state.

clique.Thus, generatinghigherordercliquesismstaightforward. Proof. From the definition of a path..group G(??). a
Two (j.-1)-cliques may form a j-clique. Take XOR set cross-ink,(k) obtained from the CP,(k) contains at lea5t one
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keyjink. Using Theorem I and the defininon of a key-cu. tbe paths within each path-group,
W(CP,(k) is less than Wý*,. Q.E.D. end:

else
Theorem 3. The upper bound on the number of !-composite begin

paths is: generate CP,(2)"s directly from F..set( 1);
F-setudummy(2) -

'31  1 ; icj, i<j3. end;
3d. Drin success/failure s for all CP(2)s: ." use (4) "/

Here 4i and 3j are I G(i)I and I G(j) I, respectvely. More- append non-redundant success, CP,(2)s to S-set;

over. Z 3j = m (or d) andy is the total number of groups.- append non-redundant failure. CPt(2)s to F..et2);
P 4. Initialize PG.set = F..set2) U Fset..dummy(2);

Proof. The number of 2-composite paths Nis ffor ((k=3...3) and (IF..se?(k-)I > 1)) do

* $begin

Si-/2 /* Use PG..set to test for a k-composite path
2 =1 following the method described in subsection

3.2 "/
which, if solved. gives the result. Q.E.D. generate non-redundant C-P(k)'s from F..set(k- 1)

Theorem 4. The number of k-composite paths Nk is bound by generate non-redundant CPt(k)'s from combination

N:/Nk- I "s m - k + 1/k. where Nk.- I represents the number of of F.set (k - I ) with F..set.dummy (k - 1);

(k -1) -composite paths. /" for each CPt(k) "/
if (W (crossjinkt(k)) <W,.) then

Proof. For the upper bound, Theorem 4 is rue considering Nk success-FALSE;
and Nk- as binomial coefficients k bý~ý Termelse
3 shows that ,V is less thanbegin

Q.E.D. obtain CPCI(j) set for each CPI(k);

Not, to generate k-compositepaths (k>2), weasohave if( mm {W(CPC(j))))>W.4 then

to consider all (k-i)-c•omposite paths formed from the success = TRUE; /0 CPt(k) is a success "'
lements within a partgroup. We call the set of such composite end

paths an F, set.dummy(k- 1). Although all states in F...sew. if (success) then
dummy(k-1) are failure sares (refer to Theorem 2). they can append the success CPt(k) to S.set;
generate success states to obtain higher order stats (cliques). else

append the failure CP1(k) t Fset(k);
create F..setdummy (k) from F.seLdummy (k - I);

4. COMPOSITE-PATH ENUMERATION TECHNIQUE F..set(k) = F..set(k) U F.seLg.umiy(k);
end;

4. 1 CPE Algonritm .

Utilizing concepts in subsections 3.1 through 3.3 a CPE
algorithm is developed as follows. 4.2 Proof of Correcmess

I. Read input files having The CPE algorithm solves two main problems:

- path set and cut set; 1. Generating sufficient number of CPt(k) 's which
- l .nk capa s w, fo .....or; should lead to all possible success composi paths in a nerwork
"0 WM=; 2. Evaluating the capacity of a composite path to check

2. Get W. = mnit'(C,)); fbr successfailure stares.

if (W. < W._) then goto 5; In what follows, we show that the CPE algorithm always gets
3a. Determine successifailure stas from path set; create a solution, if it exists.

F.,set(l) and 3-set for failure and success paths, • Correctness proof for solving problem 1.
respectively;

3b. If (IF..set(I) I> 1) then Lnmna 3. Let CP,(k) and CPs(c) be success states. If CPt(k)

find a key-cut; 9 CP,(c) then CP,(c) is a redundant success state and.

else goro 5, hence, need not be generated.

3c. If (ky..cw exsts) then The CPE algorithm starts from failure simple paths. FoLlow-
begin ing Lemma 3. we need not generate higher order of composite

create pat•groups- paths from success simple paths. The CPE algorithm generates
generate CP,(2)'s using the path-groups; sufficient CP(2)'s to obtain all possible success CP,(2)'s
create F..set-dummy(2) formed by 2-composite (refer to subsection 3.3). For generating higher order states.
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the CPE utilizes path-graph PG(V,E) whose nodes and links /

are F.set(1) and F.seti2). respectvely. The problem of r, = O( nr . " r' h+ ),
enumerating 3- . - .... k-composite paths is conceptually - /

equavalent to generating 3-. 4- . k-cliques in the path-groupPG(YE). Following Lemma 3. it t obvious tha f ke _ __de whaere re denotes the number of redundant states in step k. The
no exist. the CPE o lgowi hm genera3ts susctatie k-cliques su¢e capacity of a CP,(k) is computed in O(n) (refer to Appendixit always generate k-cliques frnom all combnaions f e A) and, thus, the capacity computaton for all non-redundant(k-t )-cliques. Whenr a kceyiicqu exfsts, the c n oa ilre, states enumerated is given as r, = O(nm + hn). Given r, andkey.-I) an-ciqe..roups to recogeizs the failuses kopowt re, the time complexity of the CPE algorithm is:

paths a priori. Since the CPE maintains Flset..dummy(k) to X
keep those 'predicted' failure k-composite paths and later utilizes fee = t, + t, = O0 Mn + M- E- rk + hn).
it to form (k+ + )-cliques with F_tser(k), for this case, the CPE k-/
also produces sufficient k-cliques. It is obvious that the bottleneck of CPE technique lies in the
* Correctness proof for solving problem 2. number of failure k-composite paths h which can reach up to

The algorithm uses (2) (a special case of Lemma 2) and O(2m).

Lemma 2 to evaluate the capacity of simple paths and
CP1(k)'s. respectively. Note a k-composite path is a subgraph 4.4 //usrratrng Example
of the network G(V,E). Following the definition of CPCf(j)
(refer to subsection 3.1). it is obvious that the CPC,(j) set 7 (31)
represents the cursets for the CP1(k) induced graph. Thus, by (5
using max-flow mi-cut theorem [18] on CPC,(j), we obtain
the max-flow or capacity of the subgraph CPt(k). 3 (

4.3 Computatonal TMwe Complex5ty

It is shown m (31 that network reliability is an NP-complet (e0)
problem. The CRR problem is a network reliability problem
and. hence, it is difficult to compute its complexity. The CPE Figure 4. S-Node. 8-Unk Network
technique is an algorithm whose performance depends on the pTe link capacity is shown w•itin .

number of CP-(k)'s generated, which in turn relies on the
topology, link capacities, and minimurm uessage bandwidth For figure 4, let the link capacities be:
(W=,) for the given network. Note, Appendix A provides the
subroutines that are used to implement the CPE technique, and 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 links
shows that each subroutine is a polynomial time function. In
the following, we give the complexaty of the CPE algorithm 5 6 23 10 12 9 31 32 link capacity
using some notation defined below. For a given network and
a certain state k. let g, and ht be the number of non-redundant Various assumptions are given in [1]. It is also assumed that
success and failure CPj(k)'s. respectively. Let r be the total (s,r) path We and.cut set be given. Table I illustrates these sets
number of redundant CP,(k)'s enumerated in the network, and of informanon. Using (1), we get W=, = 11. The weight of
Kbe the highest k-composition generated ie, 1 :ksK. Note, each path is checked against a given value of W, (= 10). It
in general. K is less than the total number of paths m. The total is found that none of the eight paths forms the success state for
number of states generated for a network is. thus, computed as: the nerwork/system. One way to form 2-compositions. CPI

(2)'s, is to generateall 2 = 36 composite paths of size
2. Alternatively, we may de ne a key.cut from the cut set. In

r h + the present example, the cut Ct = (1.2) qualifies to be the
r k- 42hS&- Leng = k g-andh = hy Cons.deritselementsland2asthekey-Unk .and par-

u, mtition the 9 failure paths into 2 groups as:

It is obvious that g 5 m. G(1) = {(1,6), (1.7.8). (1.3.5). (1.4.5.7). (1,3.4.8)1;
For each step k, each CPI(k) is first checked for its

redundancy against all success composite-paths and CP,(k)s G(2) = ((2,5), (2,4,8), (2.3,6), (2,3,7,8)).
generated so far. Note, using set theoretc operation, a CP,(k)
can be tested for its redundancy against any CP,(k) in constant Here I G(1) 1, and IG(2)1 ar 5 and 4.•respectively. Thus, we
time. Thus. the time complexity to detect the r number of redun- need to generte only (36-16) = 20 2-compositepaths. They
dant CP,(k)s is: are:
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CpI '2k. CpI.3(2). CPl.6k'). CPk) (2) CP:.3(z), CP.,(2) TABLE 2a
ResUltS for Fgure 4

CP:-.'(2), CP-'.(2), CPI.Sk2), CP3,6(2), CP31(2). CP,.5(2).

No. W., Fsi• Pces ci e

CP4.6t2, CP4.8 2),. CP5.- . CP?.9(2), CP6,7(2), CNo 9(2),
1 6 5 4 1897407

CP, s(2 ), CPs?9(2). z I 4 9 0806806
S3 8 9 9 0.806806

Here, all CP?(2)'s but for CP 4,8(2) are success states for the 4 9 9 9 0-80o680
5 10 9 3 o. ,'MS55

network and. hence, we obtain F..set(2) = {CP,.8(2)}. Since s 6 9 7 0.79906
1F...-set(2) 1 = 1. we need not generate 3- or higher order com-
posite paths. Substitutng for vanous CP?(2)'s from table 1.
and deleting the redundancies, we obtain 8 composite paths: TABLE Zb

Results for Fgure 4 (Continued)
{(1.2,5.6). (1,2.,6.68), (1,2.5.7.8), (1,2,3,5), (1,2,4,5,7), __________________________

(1,2,4.7,8), (1,2.3,4.8), and (1.2.3,7,8)}. C71kMS Genwr

No. W•. ExhaxUzsve A4i1 A4g2.CPE 'Sving' of CPE"

Using CAREL (4], the CRR expression is: 1 6 26 36 36

CRR = P.PIP3PS + PtP-PS(1- 0 ) + pLpPPP0(1-p.) 3 & 502 73 20 0

4 9 502 73 20 0

+ Pipp.7p, 0 -P O G) (-pips) S 10 502 73 20 1
S6 11 502 73 21 3

+ PpPPP-,( -P3) (-p6) ( 1 -p) d - 0.9 for ,al cu.

+( )e differf= oerwn CPC,(k), geimm, by AIt2[11 md CPE

+ PIP-2P4P ps (I -pS) ( -P 7 ) TABLE 3a
Resu"ts for Figure S

+ PIPp 4PS0 PS) ( I -P 6 )G1-P7). n a 1. WinNo. Faihure Patts Succas CRR*
Substtuting known values for link reliability pi's, we obtain a
numerical value for CRR. For example, ifpi = 0.9 for all i. 1 2 5 13 0.9779Z3
CRR = 0.799655. 2 3 10 16 0.9749"r

3 4 13 219 0.949844
4 5 14 26 0,87•53

5. DISCUSSION 5 6 14 11 0.915038
6 7 14 13 0.737974

The proposed CPE technique is simple, and is impleented 7 a 14 a 0.586283
in C on an Encore Mulr•max system. Tables 2a. 3a. and 4a il- 8 9 14 4 0,449795
lustrate the number of failure simple paths, success states, ad 9 10 14 1 0.313811

reliability values (CRRs) for the networks shown in figures 4-6,
rspectively. Various W, values are considered to generate

these sets of information. To check for the correctness of the TABLE 3b
result, we have compared the success states obtained using our
CPE algortdhm with those obtained bry (1, algorithms I & 21

and an exhausuve method. Note, we refer to (1, algorithms I CP,(k)s Genzer=-
& 21 as AlgI and Alg2 respectively. For the exhaustive metho, d . w_ ,..,,lsave Azt Aig2.CPE 'Sa,,a' of cPE"
we generate all possible combim'nons of failure simple patus
(which equal to 2'"-m- 1 states in the worst case). Lemma 1 2 26 21 21 5
2 is used to check each of the states to determine success states. 2 3 1013 88 i8 7
Delete the redundant terms, if any. The results generated from 3 3 1 18 227 =7 17
our CPE algorithm exactly match with those obtained from 4 5 t6369 733 733 52
Algl, Alg2. and the exhaustive method. On Encore Multimax 5 6 16369 1166 751 55

system. the CPU time for different enries in table 4a ranges 6 7 16369 1934 1043 55

from 0. 1 to 0.3 seconds, while it took 27.6 seconds CPU time 9 16369 139 145
3 9 16369 2139 949 125

(more than 4 hours real time) using exhausuve method 9 to 16369 2160 1563 125
(generating 2u -26 states). Note, for all j, rmin{wi} < W,,
S W.. since for W,,. smaller or equal to min (w1}, all the Aink tabiry - 0.9 for all cas.,

simple paths wll always be success states. -The ence bervew CPCA his generte by Aig2lf and CPE



-ABLE 3a TABLE 4a
Results for Figure 5 Results 'or Figure 6

No. W;.i Fuire Pubs SUoc=S CRR I No. FaLiure Ptw i ZRR 0

1 2 5 :3 1977923 I 42 45 )9"3055
2 3 10 16 0.974977 2 8 25 41 196236 I
3 4 13 29 0.949844 3 4 : 41 0962361
4 5 26 0.07353 4 10 :. 41 0,962361
5 14 15 0.815038 5 1 25 7 0.9349"7

6 14 13 0.737874 6 12 .5 32 39349-,.
"" , ,4 8 0.586M33 7 13 25 .5 0845304
8 9 14 4 0."M9795 a 14 5 15 0 691 KZ
9 i0 14 1 0.313811 9 15 .5 15 0.691823

10 16 25 ?1 0.691873
I1 17 1 L1 0_64867!

TABLE 3b 12 18 5 :o 3.640535

Results for Figure 5 (Continued) 13 19 Z5 it 36265M

CPI(k)s M TABLE 4b

No0. W xbjvc Algl MigI.CM 'Sawg' of CPE* Results for Figure 6 (Continued)

2 26 21 21 5 CPI(kJs Generate
. 3 1013 U8 U8 7
3 1 3178 227 227 17 No. Wr Exhausve AMgi Al,2CXPE "Savmq' of CPE"
4 5 16369 733 733 52
5 6 16369 1166 751 55 1 7 2_-2.5 724 M24 90

6 7 16369 1501 1043 55 2 8 2"-Z6 1055 341 1M5

7 8 16369 1934 1436 55 3 9 2Zu-26 1055 341 135

8 9 16369 2139 949 125 4 10 21-26 1055 341 135

9 10 16369 2160 1565 125 6 11 23-7Z6  1766 493 180
6 12 2AS-26 1766 43 ISO

#link zteliby - 0.9 for all cam. 7 13 252-M 3831 1308 1I0
"*T1 differn b•r•wan CPCr(k)s gemvead by Aug2[(1 and CPE 9 14 215-Z6 5568 2124 179

9 15 25-26 5568 2124 179
10 16 2-7-26 5568 21124 179
11 17 24-26 5653 2190 179

Tables 2b. 3b. and 4b show the number of composite paths 12 1i 23-26 5656 2195 179

generated to produce the non-redundant success paths for tae 13 19 2u'-26 5671 2209 179

networks in figures "-6, respecuvely. Note. the CoWal number # riat - 0.9 for ail cis.
of composite paths generated depends on the given value W,. -The d= c e berweeim CK,(k)s peuid by A•i,21 1] a CFE
and link capacities of the network as well as on the network
topology i id, hence, is difficult " determine. The tables com-
par the performances of our CPE algorithm with AlgI, Alg2, CP. (k) involves all cuits of the network and, hence. are expen-
and the vxhaustve method in term of the total number of corn- sive, especialy for nc'works with many cuts. The number of
posite paths generated to obtain those success states of the net- generated CPK (j)s for the CPE zethod is at most the same
works. As anncipard. our CPE algorithm outperforms both ex- as for Alg2. Reftr to the difference between the two total
haustrve and Adgl [11. Notce that for a given value of W.., numbers as the 'saving' of CPE method over Alg2. By avoiding
the number of states generated by the CPE algorithm and both generation of some CPCI(j)s. CPE algonthim speeds up the
Algi and Alg2 are the same when kL-.y a dot not exist in the capacity evaluaton pocess of failure CPC,(k)s. Thus, the un-
network. Except for table 4b, the exhaustive method enumerates provezent of CPE over Alg2 is obvious.
all possible composite paths. To speed up our experiments. for The reliability values (CRRs) are obtained using CAREL
figure 6, the exhausuve method generates only up to all possi- [4]. From these reliability values we observe that there is
ble combinations of 6 simple paths (the network has at most tradeoff between allowing larger flow in the network Imake
4-composite non-redundant success paths obtained by our CPE W,. larger) and the reliability of the network to cay out that
algorithm and both Algl and AIg2). flow. And for certain values of W. we have a good bargain.

The Last column of tables 2b. 3b. and 4b display the 'say- For example, in table 4a, increasing the W=, from 7 to 12
ings' of CPE method over Alg2 for various Win.. Since the uumt (71.4% icrease) reduces the reliability of the network
total number of states generated in both methods Ls the same. oy only 0.038082 (3.9%). if we Increase the W. from 8 to
we compare their performances based on the number of 10 units, the reliability of the network is unchanged. wtuch is
CPCI(j) enumerations. Note, the CPCI(j)s generated for a favorable for the user of the network. On the other band. for
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size w. Considering w 16. a path P: = o" >" S"

reprefwltd a&s:

4 (2 2)*rd 1 word 2
9 10 0000 100000I 0 0 IO0 0000 0000000001

(4) 6( 14(2 Mo4b msb

3 7 (3)
(8) 11 1 (1) Fo 1-i rersrtain decdzng/encoding of d= suiy r

1 tsts of single bits as the wors case. Since M g•eni not ail ft
I bu are se. evezally we migh have b= perimomm , espe='-

Figure 5. 7-Node. 15-L.nk Network ly when msz of t set biu am in the same words. T7 following
nthe link capacity is shown within ).subsetion desaibe the dermis of dw steps lned in the CPE

aigonizm (Secion 4. 1)

4 A Red File: Decode h impui files into the bit vecr represen-
Mnn. We want to associate a path with a etam wwre P (i =

I .... A), and arng the whole paths in a path list. n capaiuty
of the links can be kept in an aray of integer. aWarA{Lj, for L

( 1 0 ( 6) ~ ~(6 ) = 1 . .

23 .A2 W. Coxtnxmnon When W.. < W., network always
f&ils. Mr W. is defined as mm{W(C,)} usng (1). 11c wor-

cam tze oxg, oary irvva• is 0(1 x n). where n is the nuae
s.,- ,t (10) 5 (10) 6 (6) t of cs.

S(6)F• ('7) / ,4.3a 9moess/Faire d ofpoes: It isdam asf Mokws-

(for (al paths P,,) {
Append P to S_=•

11 (6) else

Figure 6. 7-otode. 12-Unk Network Append Pi ID F.sexl);

[The link capacrty is saown within 0( }
hepath -cacit () fylmcam will rearm capacy of a pat

P,. In (2). the capacy of a path is given as an(a lj)
some- cases. increasing the IV,. by I anit may reduce the wtae L's at UP hik in that pub. The sae c =n y for A..3a
reliability of the network appreciably, which is of course un- is 0(1 x in).
favorable. For example. in rable 4a. increasing W. from 13 A3b Geng key-ca The keyjw concpt reduces t number of
to 14 units (7.7%) reduces the reiability of the nerwork by S e a te of the CPE
0.153481 (18.2%). By utilizing the method presented in this
paper, we can get the best W,. for certain network configura- aig dr Usig d set d isrenc opetnons, finding a kev..as
tions. Thus, the technique provides a novel approach for com- si-ifhatwatd The aIgorhm is -
paring the reliability of various candidate topologies having if (key-antsource node cun C,) or key-utermIm l node cut C)))
heterogencous link-capacities. let the min (ICI.IC, i) bete key..w,

if (C, iand( a ot key-=.o)
for (all cuts C,,)

APPENEIX A seect as a key..=a the mi (I key_(C)Q);

CPE Impiemenzuon The timcton key-c( ) determines a key•.. based cx as aefn-
Dam representation markedly affects the efficiency of non m Secao 3.3. The =e cixpiex=y of te key_=i( ) func-

algorithms, Since the CPE algonthm uses a lot of set theoreac i 0(M and. hne. th ame m'xnplity to Emd a keycur is

operanons (such as union, intersection, XOR), the bit vector 0(1 x n).

data representation [211 is the best for its implementation. The A.k3 Pcn.grtuv Generanoit: Wen a key..ar wx.=, we innd to
bit vector operation minimizes the memory used and helps the reduce the nunber of sttes genate by caeanng pa#,gFvW based
program run etficienty. A patb (cut) state in a nerwork with on the keyj*. The tzme comn y inevved is 0(1 x )l Wtetr
llinks reuires only Uub(11w) x wbm ofmemory, foraword 0 is e number of flure smpe pabs. It is doweas foows-
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for (i = I to 1) { respecavely Thus. the ume comptexry -or tacn cross_
if (i E key.links) { Iinkl(k) IS constant.

for (all CP,(M) in F.set(l))
if (i 4E 0?.M))APNI

let CP (1) be a member of group G(i), A B

8.1 A couner example for method [101

Consider figure 2 where the capacity of each Link is the
number shown in parentheses. Nine simple pains for the network

A.3d 2-Composite Path Generation: The generation of are: PE=( 2 .5. 6 ), P,=(3.7.8), P3=(i.4.6.3), P,=(5.7).
2-composir- paths directly from Fset(1) issm-aigborward. P5=(1.2). P6 =(4,.5.8), P7=(3.4). Pj=(1,6.7), and
We exhausuvely create the combinatons of two failure states. Pq= (2.3.6.8). All the paths represent failure states for W., =
This method is easy, but generates many redundant states. Use 5. Now, generate ( ý ) = 36 2-composite paths from the failure
of this method is suggested when the network does not have simple paths. While checking for the successes, one obtains
a key.cut. Nonetheless, a conservative technique to generate CPz(2) as the only Success 2-composite pams. Since P, and P5
the 2-composite paths from the pathrgroups is employed. For have yielded success composite paths. [101 eliminates them from
a source or terminal node cut working as a key-,cur, each the simple path list. Seven remaining simple paths. P1, P3, P4 ,
member of a certain path.group is a umque path. And creatng P6, P7, PAP P9, are then unlized to generate ) = 35
2-composite path is also unique. Hence, we do not have to check 3-composite paths. Since P5 and P2 are no longer in the simple
for redundant states. On the other hand the members of the path list, method [101 fails to generate a naon-reuundant
path-groups generated from the key..jik of other than the above 3-composite path CPij,7(3). Note, CP,.,-43) is a success
key-= is not unique. In such cases, it happens that generated 3-composite path (refer to figure 2). Obviously, the method of
2-composite paths comprised from the paths which are the [101 does not work in general.
member of a certain group, and are always a failure state. To 8.2 A couner example for method [131
help reduce the ume computaton, we need to check such cases.
The time complexity of this step is 0(02) if key....cu does not For the following countr example, we use the notation
exMst. in [131. Consider figure 2 and its two typical paths:

PA = (2.5.6), and P 2 (3.7,8) with path capc'.tes C, = I and
.4.4 k-omposite paths generation (k>2): Here, we generate Cz= 2 respectively. Since there is no common link in the two
a k-clique from 2 (k-I)-cliques of F..set(k-l) using set paths, we use the modified sep 2 of [13] to evaluate the capacity
theoretic XOR operation. If the result is a link in PG(V,), of the combination of paths P1 and P2 (C1 2 ). Following [131,
they have formed a k-clique. Otherwise the 2 (k- 1)-cliques we define the vector V=(0 4 3 012 2 3], and initiaize j= 1,
fail to produce a k-clique. If the 2 (k- 0)-cliques create a k- and C12 =0.
clique, get the k-clique by taking the union of those 2 (k- )-
cliques. Note. wemay keeptheF-,set(2)inlexicographicorder forj= 1x, =-1 ; and V=[O3 3 O0 1 2 3].
Lo speed up the searching process.

torj=2. xi=2; and V=(Q 3 1 0 0 1 0 1].
Success/Failum Determination (for CP,(k)): Te=ma 2 is in-

corporated to determme the success/failurm of a CP, (k). The Therefore C12 = 1 + 2 = 3.
algonthm is -

for (all cuts C,.,) { However, the definition of flow in [181 conrirms that when all
if (W(CPCf(j)) < W,.) {I links in pathsP, andP 2 aregood, the links are capableof car-

append it to F..set(k); / check for redundancy first rymg 4 units of flow. Hence, the modified method in [13] is

break; imperfect too. Note, the proposed method presented in subsec-
tion 3.1 gives the correct capacity of4 units for C,,. It is

if (CPt(k) is not a failure) observed that for two or more disjoint paths having at least one
append it to Sset; /" check for redundancy first "/ node (other than the source or terminal nodes) common amongst

themselves, [131 is likely to lead to an incrrrec conclusion.
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Experimental Results on Preprocessing of Path/Cut Terms
in Sum of Disjoint Products Technique

Sieteng Soh and Suresh Rai

Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA 70803

Abstract - In the sum of disjoint products (SDP) suggested to choose the firt term in a group lexicographi-
methods of network reliability analysts. the pero sing cally and, them srt th second and subsequent werns so
of minimal paths.cuts is necessary to help reduce the

number of SDP terms and. hence, the overall computation that the be of variables term has in ommon with
time. Several researchers have proposed 1) cardinality-. the preceeding tam is maximized. Buzacott (3] proposes

2) lexicographic-, and 3) Hamming distance (18l- ordering an alternative approach to order the minimal cuts based on
methods to preprocess the path terms in the SDP tech- the node partition associated with each CUL An SFT.
niques. For cutsets, an ordering based on the node pat- hen, convets this preprocessed Boolean polynomial of
tion associated with each cut is suggested [3]. Our paper
presents experimental results showing the number of dis- pathslcuts into an equivalent SDP form that represents the

joint products and computer time involved in generating disjoint system logic (1-2.5,7-11.13,15-17]. The disjoint

SDP terms. To help obtain the results, we have considered products for any (m-1) size path Pi, where m denotes the
19 benchmark networks containing paths (cuts) varying number of nodes in the graph model G(V.E), is obtained
from 4 (4) to 780 (7376). Several SDP techniques are directly by intersecting the complements of the ranaining
reviewed and are generalized into three propositions to (l-m-l)) links of G(,'E)with Pi-This observation (first
find their inherent merits and demerits. An efficient SDP made in o5 and . with poe i s futervaeduce(firs
technique is. then, utilized to run input files of paths/cuts mide in (5" arid that, proved in (10]) futher reduces the
preprocessed using 1) through 3) and their combinaions. computation time for aigonithus based an the Boolean
The experimental evaluation has been performed on an concepts. Note. an SDP expression has one to one
FPS 500 system. Finally, results are analyzed. and it is correspondence with the system probability formulL A
shown that the preprocessing based on cardinality or its drawback of the algorithms based on the manipulation of
combinations with 2) and/or 3) performs better. dranbsum of t oris b as in the ma niuonBoolean sum of products or implicanis is in the iterative

I. Introduction application of coain operations and the fact that the

Several algorithms dealing with the terminal relia- Boolean function changes at every step and may be

bility evaluation are proposed in the literature. These climsy. Morover. the Boolean function is simplibed

methods can be classified as: state enumeration. decompo- using absoption rules 1181 and, thus. requires a coRsider-

sirion technique, inclusion - exclusion. factoring. and sum able compiazaional effort (8]. "3re-fore, most SPTs are

of disjoint products. A summary of these techniques, applicable only to small to moderate sized networks.

including their relative merits and demerits, can be found Recently. Soh and Rai (7T have proposed CAREL (Corn-

in (1]. Note, all methods of terminal reliability computm. purer Aided RELiability evaluator), a new algonthm based

tion are known to be NP-hard [21. on SPT concept. which can evaluate a large network (with

780 paths and 7376 cuts) in less than a minute CPU timeThe sum of products technique (SPT) utilizes

Boolean concepts to change a path or cut polynomial into (on Encore MULTIMAX system) with modest memory

an equivalent sum of disjoint products (SDP) eapression requiremen

and. thus, generates the reliability partrz,•e. of a given All peprocessing techniques reduce the number of

network. Algorithms based on this principle start with a SDP terms. hence, the computation time of reliability

Booleam polynomial formed by either the s terms analysis; however, there is no unified study or expermen-

(minimal paths) or the failure terms (minimal cats) for a W work on their comparative performances. Thu paper

given network. To help reduce the generated SDP term provides expeirn.udal results to help compare their perfor-

the paths or cuts are sequenced according to the cardinal- mances. For this, we have used 19 small to large bench-

ity (5.15]. and/or lexicographic ordering following the mark networks with paths (cuts) from 4 (4) to 780 (7376).

symbols of their alphabets (6]. Recently. Wilson (41 has We consider 1) cardinality- . 2) lexicographic- . 3) Ham-

ming distance- ordering methods and their combinations to
Thm we& -m uaqpcnW in pan by •h A Fwfr OMM f preprocess paths/cuts for the benchmark networks. The
Sa mulic Pf,.aff. .. d r ARs 9o.o3, CAREL [71 is. the, utilized to obtain the SDP tem us and

5D.4.1.
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computation time for generating these terms. (In fact. any the network Ls denoted by a binary I. A binary 0 stands

existing Boolean tecuruque may be used to ptiform ,he for a don't care state (not a DOWN state). Consder Lhe
expertmenLt The expertimeA evaluation is performed on minpaths a ,, c d. a d e and b c e between the (st) node

an FPS 500 system. pair in Figure 1. These rmnpat"s are stored in the

The layout of the paper is as follows : Setion 1 memory following idenafiers : (Leftmost bit is the most

presents preliminares. It also discusses bit vector dat siglificant bit.)

representation technique which has been used to program -
ab :1"100000000000000

CAREL (7] andsorting methods uulized in preprocesnng, cd :0011000000000000

Section " considers a generalized view of SPrs and com- a d e: 10 0 110 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
pares ther basic philosophie. An example is solvedt o b c C'. 0 1 10 10 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0

illustrate their concepts. Section IV discusses preprocess-

ing methods and provides the expernmental resuts aing In this ezample. we have utilized the word size w as 16
19 banchmark networks. Note, the benchmark networks bits. Note, a minpathl mincut requires riiwI words of
are a good representative of small to large graphs because memtory. With bit vector representation, the storage

they contain paths (cuts) varying from 4 (4) to 780 (7376). requirement for a minpath (mincut) identifier depends on
F'ially, Section V outlines a discussion on the experimen-. the tot malnber of links in the network ard not on the

tal results. size of the pathset (cutset). Coding and decoding of path
information into bit representation or identifier and vice

IL Preliminaries verst may add extra cost as it involves i bits testing. How-

ever. this operation (coding and decoding) of minpaths/
2. Background mincans we anm time operation. They are usually worth

Consider a linear graph G(V.E) model for a net. the extra computation as the generation of disjoint events

work where V denotes the set of nodes r (" hence, the reliability) requires considerable mareipu-

the set of edges of the network. Note, I V I a ln and I E I = lations. Moreover, the ability of bit representation in

1. Assume G(V,E) is free from self loops and directed detecting and eliminating redundant terms using set

cycles. Each edge has two states : rood (UP) or bad theoretic operations like union. intersection. subset et-is

(DOWN). Nodes ae assumed to be perfect Cumperfea ma ipomant advantage. To illustrate the concept for

nodes can be considered following a method given in [5]T reduidancy checking, assume the reference ternm as X and

Let the link failures be statistically independent. This a w term XY (which is a redundant subset of X). Then

assumption is usefu to make the reliability problem do die following:

mathematically tractable [1]. refernce (0 1M1 0 0 1

ArninpathP; isapathfrom asourcenodestoa test (XY) 1 1 101
terinal node : in G(V.E). It is formed by the set of UP 1 1 1 0 1 ;OR operation

edges such that no nodes are triversed more than once. tat O) 1 10 1
00 0 00 ;EOR oper'aion

Pathset is defined as the set of minpaths. A cut is a

disconnecting set. All communication between a A rmet '0 0 0 00' shows XY as redundant. Similarly. a
prescribed (srt) node pair its disrupted once the edges in duplicate term is detected and deleted. Thus, the set

st) cut fail. We define a mincut as a cut which hs theoretic operations are easy to implement. Note, the
proper subset that is also a cut. and cutset as the set of corn nneisindependenc ofthesizeofthenet-
mndcuts. Assume that either path~set or cutset between a optto iei -eedn ftesz ftent
sourceianc te.rAssuae th ither iahst knorn. ebwork. The number of links 1, which affects the speed of

the set operations. increases the computation time by one

22 Data Rep raesnian unit far every w additional links.

The bit vector representation can be used efficiently
Data structure is in important aspect of designing for lexicographic sorting. Since the alphabets of our sym-

efficient algorithms (121 Rosenthal [141 has dscssed the bol are mapped into bit representation from most to least

advantage and disadvantage of three different kinds of i

data representation. This section describes one of the significant bit. the lexicographic sorting can be achieved
simply by sorting the integer representation of therepres entations. narnely bit vector representation, which paths/cats in decreasing order. Note, the Hamming dis-

can be uwed efficiently on some of the Boolean SDP tech-

niques (7.10) and also for lexicographic or Hamming dis- t (181 between two paths (cuts) is defined as the

number of bits in which their identifiers differ. We have
Ance 18]orderingdiscusslt in &ntherk with 1Urdalso used bit vector representation to implcmenx Hamming

A mipat.mic in etwork with I links is ditac ordering.

represented by an idenifif having I bits. An UP link of

5D.4.2.
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IW. Sum of Disjoint Products Technique Table I.

OP, through OP3 used with SDP techniques
J3 BooLean TecAhiquei Concept [7] Oeao Fucto Ref.

Boolean techniques of reliability evaluation start
with a sum of products expression for pathsets or cutsets OP2 Cutset Disjoint Procedure [101

and convert it into an equivalent sum of disjoint products OP, S operator [ilI
(SDP) expression. In the SDP form an UP or logical suc- op, E-operaor (5)
cess (DOWN or failure) state of a link x is replaced by OP, COMPARE( ) funcri o
link reliability p (unreliability q), and the Boolean sum ... ,
(product) by the aridunetic sum (product). In other words. OP, CMB ( " ) operator (91
the SDP expression is interpreted directly as an equivalent OP, Boolean negation [17]
probability expression of tneminal reliability. If F, OP, Relative compinemnt. Procoure 1 [13]
represents a path identifier (an UP state of a link in a path m

Pi his I in F1, while a don't cre is represented by 0). OP method1.CMB()opertor t7)

the sum of products expression F is given by: OP method 2. CMB ( " ) operator [7]

Sthroug P M th(a) u Ponvert F ino F(disjoin) rer,-:nt basic

principles behind most Boolean SDP methods in the litera-
where n denotes the number of miripaths (mnu) tr
between (st) node pair in G(V.E). Note, Fi's in (1) a Proposition P L The proposition P Idefines iuermedi-
preprocessed (ordered) following any methods in a3-61. ale tem(s) T,'s as:
Equation (1) is modified either canoricxlly or conscra-
tively to generate the equivalent SDP expression. T, = ) FY I-m,,w,.v .a (2)
F(disjoint). The conservative modification is usually pre- J.1
ferred, since i is more efficie compared with canonical where F'F 1 and F' F;OPIT1. H. P r to

modificaion where 2 events are required to determine equivet disjoint product Ltam(s) for Fi. The opera-
F(disjoint). [I is the number of links in the networkJ A don OP' is a necessary disjointing oator. Table I
simple way to generate the mutually disjoint events in (1) o operat'r). The F&sjom) epession is.
is as follows: lssvrosoeaos.TzFdson)epeso s

then, given by:

FF I +F2.;1+ F 3 , r+ ..+ F. r r2- P _ F(diujoilv)=UFJ (3)
i

where r' denotes DOWN events of path PA. The proba- Algorithms [9] and method I in M make use of proposi-
bility of UP (operational) for an ih term F, PTrr - P, tion P L
can be evaluated using conditional probability and stan- Proposliou P IL For each tam F. I < i n. T, is
dard Boolean operations as: defined to be the union of all predecesor terms

F1, F., - F.i-, in which any literal tha is present in both
-, -,-,(t"=.P." .•.'.. IFi)=PT(F,) PrF,, d sty o the prrediecsor nnus is deleted from thosePr (Fi). Pr (r,' '. r F)-P F JP I

j.• predecessor tenwn L~e. ,
'i-i1

Her an E1 represents a conditional cube (101 and T,= Fj I .•.*a ,- (4)
defines conditions for a path identifier Fj DOWN given F; j-1

UP (operational). The probability of the first event Consider F =F,. and define F' - F, OPI T,. Equauon
Pr (F,) can be deteraimned in a strightforwad mann (31 then, obtains the equivalent F(disjoin' ) expressiorn
since the failures at assumed to be satisticalily ndepen- Hriri and Raghavendra (10]. Ral mid Aggarwal [53. Ben.
dent. However, the coefficient Pr (E,) requires fturther nes (13J, and method 2 in Soh and Rai 7 have based
consideration since various terms within Ei's will. in gen- thecWiniriques on proposition P EL
erl. be not disjoint [1). This necesitates El's to be mide. Proposition P 13L For l<jQ.t ,use operaon 'OP,' t
mutually disjoint before we gcnerate the equivalent probe• peformn: ", ' -

'. . OP 0,oP F2) oPz - 0) oP , (5 )

Various researchers (1] have worked on this pOi(o-
sophy and have proposed methods to generate a disjoint Equation (5) obtains a set of cfisjotnt cubes [111

expression for (F, Fk) pairs in (1 and also the (EA, E,) corespontdig to Fi, Note. F= F1, aid OPs represents

terms within an F,. Following three propositions P I an apropriate disjointLng operator. The F(disjoim)
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expression is. Lhen. given by equation (3). Abraham (151. F(disjoint) - adh + beh (a•o-a J) + b/i(i .&jXe.4-c, F
Grrov et..L [11], and Tiwan and Vr•-ma [17] have pro. +a J e £h+< h) + acehkJ 6) + acfi( J 5 F

posed term ethods using P IIIConcept. 45E 67ej+I )+ag ( 7E+ " '

Example To illustrue propositions P I through P IM con- + bAh (1 T+ ,f P 4 beg, (6 f1++a IJ)
sider a network show•n in Figure4. For the (s.c) node pi +. +bf gh (-T •'+J I -CJ4T+J a-
thet exists 13 minpaths : adh. be/i. bfi, acel, acfi. adgi, . aegi (jT 7 r f) + acfgh (J • F S),

bcdii. beg b/gb., aceli. afh 'adefi and bcdgi. In what' + 4 adef i(T S 9 T) f bedgi (1r r )
follows, we explain steps to generate the exclusive and '.
muually disjoint evenss) or cube(s) for F, (a ace/h). This Note. F(disjoint) expression obtained from different propo-
is dermonstrated using rypicAl methods for propositions P I sitions when expanded out should be identica. For the
through P I3L For unformity, we keep the notation given network, the terminal reliability is 0.977184 when each
m (51. in which an denotes the down state of the link x. link is assumed to have a reliability of 0.9.
P I : Considering CAREL method 1 [7]. Ft = ad/i F, =
beh a-'. and FP - b4 (h" + h F ai) Use equation (2) to 3.2 .xiating SDP Techniqu. -A Comparison (7]
define T, as (d + b) for F&. Replacing OP1 with CMB Propositions P I through P M maintain the ain-
operaor 7]. we SetC -l(Tj as 4 .F thenobtained paths or mincuts List in memory (equation (1)) . Conider
as :F'-F, CMB ('T. Forj=-5. - 13, thetrms F's. I for UP link and 0 for don't care, and unliz bit
are generated similarly. An expression for F(disjoirt) is: representation technique (discussed in Section 2.2J. The

7memory requirement is, then. ft/wl words per path (cut).
F(disjoint) = ad/h ÷ b..(') - bfi(K + br () what I is the n :nber 'of 1mb in the network G(V.E).

+ ace (J 6) + acfi (, 9 4+ 6u 1) f-i
+ adgi( I + -Af I) + baI(Fr T Proposition P t makes F disjoint with respect to U FP,
+ begi (h' J a) + bf gh(F F'I'+ " F d X 17) 1-1 J-1

+acgi(W J16)+acfgh (SIrT) while propositions P II and P MI utiize Uj F. Should

adefi(gf" g)-bcgi (1 i r )-we have similar operations to implement equations (2) and
(4), the proposition P I will requr-e more operations than

P II : nWe have used E-ope pei (5] to explain the oera that needed for P IL Generally, an F, generates more than
tion OP1 mid. heine, the concept behind proposition PT rone SDP ters P's. Hence. the number' of teram involved
The ternms F1 = 4A. F1 = beh W( + aT and F1 a bl iA i FU is larger than that in t. F1 . For example. Table
(K + A N F +4- ha , ) are compited using (5]. To gen- j J
erate F•. an intermediate tarm T4 is obtained as : 4 (Ng*) shows raults for i - 780. The number of trnms
T4 a adh + beah + bfi I .... ,, = d + b + bfi, where in equation (2) is more than 50.000 ; on the other hand

the last term is redundant and can be deleted. Substituting equation (4) needs exactly (i-I) i.e. 779 terns. Note., in

OP2  with E-operator. E (C'4) is d F. Hence, proposition P L the generated SDP terms have to be kept

F = F, E (T'). Similarly. we obtain Fi's for j u 5, in the memory to unplement equation (2). which is not the

13. Equation (3)is: case for P 11 or P UL This makes proposition P I sequen-
tial. Moreover. P I demands a huge memory space to

F(disjoint) = adi + beh (if+a) + bfi (A+h Tf F+ha I F) evaluate a large network. On the other hand P 11 or P III
+ acech" (d) + acfi(F W + C h a' C") has implicit parallelism. making it easier for the programn-

+ adgi (W f+i f Yeg + bcdh (af z1+1 irf•) mer% to implement them on parallel systems. OveralL the
+begi(WfX4 fal)+-bfgh ( 1',7+•l d1c-) proposition P U1 or P IM provides advantages in corn-

+ acegi (K 1 ) + acfg ,(F IF parison withpL P
+ adefi(F Z );) + bcdgi(.T FA ). An analysis of performance comparison between a

typical example of proposition P Hl and P II is discussed
P MI: Use reference (15] to obtain the terms F1 a adk. in [10]. SYREL (101. an implementation technique for E-
F2 = beh (S + a 1) and FS w bfL (4T r +l • e" + a operator: 5], is shown to have better perform ce in co -
+ a a, e RI + a £'). Here, the COMPARE fanction (15] parisn with S.operator (11]. It means proposition P H
substitutes OP3. Then. ou'peforms P IlL Moreover. proposition P II offers a

FP - (F 4 OPP F, ) OP F, ) OP3 F3). fatuer implementuation approach than that in P I or P MI.
The inner term F, OPI F, gives aceh J, which with F2  The bit vector implementation of t.j F1 makes the realiza-
generates ceh I F. Finally, the OP, for the outer term _

gives the result as aceh 1i 6. Similarly. compute F J for Lion of equation (4) w (word size) times faster than gen-

F1 (j U 5, . 13). Equation (3). then. gives: erating equation (2) based on proposition P 1. In what fol-

low-, we use CAREL (7] to perform our experiment.
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Table 2. group randomly. Reference (4). on the oLhcr hand, chooscs
Preprocessing results for paths In Figure 4 a tem based on lexicographic ordering.

Random H L - C-H C-L Table 2 presents the minimal paths of the network
!C~H f ~ hown in Figure 4. and also the results of preproce-ssing

___ the paths based on the methods I) through 5). Initially.

adgi bcdh ace x _Jbeh e belit paths generated for the network aei admodra
a*f afgrht acfgh ad bfi f shown in column I of Table 2- For the Hamminng distance
ach ah a Yi F h I ordering. we arbitrarily pick the first term as the reference-

- .,. - Then, we sort the paths based on the increasing Harmming

ode/bI d b , j:.l•} a/it [ h..distance rotm the reference. The terms which have the
acfgh odgi Ldae lcdh begi adgi same Hamming distance can be in any order among them-

bagp b afg' h bh l.afh[ac tgi acch bch ser lves h e~iorpiely[2. The result fo tsseai ssoni olumnis
_____A _ -e ordg aoum 4 of Table 2.

__cgi _rderi n WeCuse alphabetss(1.2. ) todenote apts cut ofo

- - - -a network. where I denotes the number of links in the neof

IV. Prprocesngi of dg P ath f / t erms work.tity Lae ecd g wam ithg dis tinc alpharmg. Frtlhis

Various researchers (11 have pointed out the need aroachs, le i of th icsane size [re sorted out based on
for preprocessing (ordering) of pathscuts to help reduce Hamming distance from the first t hm in the group. Note4
the number of geniated SDP terms and hence, the ioi- the reference (or the r term) i a group is chosen ran-
pu on tie. References [5.5] sequene the minimal doinly. It diffsmentianes our me5,hd from h 4, whte the
paths n the order of their increasing cardinality. For each first inm is chosen by icographic ordering. Our order-
group of terms of thame d size. Locks (6]. further sug- ing method is omputaonally uinpl than that in [4] a
geLss to sort the tn-ns lexicographicacly foLlowing the it doeC not hinder S concepf (b2 wthe preproce-sing time
order of alphabets u~sed tn represent the paths/ots, should be lesths o 5-i0 pure uin of the overall reoiability
Recenty. Wilson [4] has modified the preprocessing [6u comipuitation m timed]

by incorporating distance conce'pt. The dintasce, here-, •mally, we conmsider to preproceses the pathts based
m Vars the number of va hables a tedm hat in comeon on both the cofdinaiy- and the lexicographic- ordenng
with a reference term which is chos en within a roup lem- [6]. We, first, ord the fite rm• in tha r incrasing cardinal-
cotaipoicmly. Logically, we may call the dinim as iry. Then, for the erams within the stoe ca iy
Hamming dist e (18] if we have binary representaion group, use lexicographic sortin. The result ofr
for two terms in que saion preprocessing is provided ii the last column of T ale 2.

4R Preprocesiing Meg 4.2 compu ion l Reti de s

This section presenta the concept of vrious prtepro- Once we have prp essed the pathscuts of a net-
cwsing menthds which a ie u sed wt order pathtcut term in work uing approaches 1) through 5) mineconed in cubsea -

an SPT. We, pricmarily, utwlze the following ordeing tson 4.1 we generate the SDP th (ad te s erminal reu-

approaches to genera,,e ow' experimental results: ability for the network) using us SF1'" CAREL (71. Table 3
1) Hamming distance.(8 ifea vbia. lists the 19 benchmagk networks that we have utilized for
2) ltwoprtphin. q our experimentgs. The table astocillustrats reliability
3) incresig cardinalig y (5,151, (uneliability) values s , th•h network has link

4) increasing cerdinealty and rexicograhic (6, ad reliability (fnrtliabilitw) of 0.9 (0.1). We dnot] eTach of

5) increasing cardinality and Hamming distance. the benchmaruks with notation NM. where the subsc-mpt i
Note, approach 5) is similar to the one suggested in (4) (superscript i) mrep ts the tot number of minpaths
except for the fact that we pick the reference term in a (mincuts) for the network. Note j (i) varies from 4 (4) to
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Table 3.

Benchmark Networks used In experiments

No. Network- R (G) Q Q(G)- CoMDnaa"
N NZ 0.971840 0.02I520 Fit. I Brdge ntwork

" 2 - N2 0.963425 0.031575 Fit. 2 6-node. 5-link oetwork ...

3 Ns 0.997632 0.002368 Fig. 3 S-node. S-lnk network -. . .

4 N 0.97714 0.02-116 jFig. 4 Modified ARPANET -

5 N• 0.964855 r 0.035145 Fig. 5 ARPANE in 1971

6 181 0.996665_1 0.003336 Fig. 6 7-node. 15-link nuwork
7 N1 0.994076 0.005924 Fig. 7 1l-node. 21-link network

1 N2i 0.969112 0.030883 Fig. I 9-node., 13-ink network

9 N2. 0.975116 0.024,84 F',. 9 Modified ARPANET

10 NV 0.914068 f 0.015932 F'g. 10 Fig.9 with different (u•)

i NIe' 0.997494 0.002506 Fig. I 1 7-node. 12-ink network

12 N2 0.996217 0.003783 Fig. 12 3-node. 13-ink network

13 N•' 0.997186 0.002814 Fig. 13 16-nde,. 30-link network

14 N, 0.904577 0.095423 Fig. 14 ARPANET

is N 0 0.025955 Fig. 1S reduced form of Fig.14

16 NI 0.997506 0.002494 Fig. 16 10-node. 21-Link network

17 NI 0.985928 0.014072 Fig. 17 ARPANET

is N3J.u' 0.987390 I 0.012610 Fig. 1S reduced form of Fig. 17

19 IV7~ 0.997120 [0.002180 Fig. 19 20-nodr. 30-link networkc

"INJ means a woikwith ipats and icuts
* Terminal reliablity (unreliability) values are for link reliability (unrel•ability) = 0.9 (0.1)

780 (7376). We generate the reliability values of the net- preprocessing may or may not reduce the number of dis-
work from the pathsets, and the unreliabilicy results from joint paths/cuts terms and also the CPU time compared to

the cutsets. As expected the sum of the reliability and the ones involved for the randomly ordered path/cut terms.

unreliability values for a network is 1. The basic idea in having a Hamming distace- or a

Table 4 presents the experimental results by run- lepxiographic ordering is to take advantage of overlap-

ning CAREL (7] with random and preprocessed lists of pin& link variables in the paths. But. for large networks.

pathsets for the benchmark networks. The table provides snce there are so many permutations of variables involved

the results in terms of total number of disjoint paths and in the ordering of the paths/cuts, it is likely that the Ham-

the computer time involved in generating SDP terms. ming distance- and lexicographic- orderings take advan-

Note, the computer time is in CPU seconds, and the '0' tage of the overlap only on the ealy stages of the wmpu-

second represents a time less than 0.1 second. These tation. For the larger part of the evaluation, we may or

results are generated using an FPS 500 system may not have a better overlapping variables compared to
the random order of paths/cuts. This reasoning expiains

Table 5 is obuined similarly. It shows the experi- our results (refer to Tables 4 and 5).
mental evalua.ions for random and preprocessed lists of

cutsets. To help evaluate the efficiency of a preprocessing On the other hand. cardinaliry-based preprocessing

technique, we have used the number of disjoint cuts and (either cardinality ordering only or the combinaions with

computer time consumed to generate them for each bench- Hamnuiing d1stance- or lexicographic- ordering) shows

mark network. significant improvements over the other techniques, For

larger networks. it is shown in Tables 4 and 5 that both

V. DLscussion the number of disjoint paths/ cuts and the CPU time
required to compute them are dramatically reduced. The

Tables 4 and s suggest that Hammin tancexand results prove the importance of cadsinaliyn-based preprod
IexicograLiic prposings do not reduce the comple~xity ce~ssing (to help reduce the time comple~xity of SPT for

of• SPT for network reliability evaluation. Both types of eig(ohlrdueteim cmpxtyfSP fr
network reliability problem). Note for path-based SPT. the
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cardinaLity-based preprocessings may also take further biliiy. voL R-39, No. 1. Apr. 1990. pp. 42-45.

advantage of the fact that the disjoint term fcr a path P, [5] S. Rai and K.K. Aggarwal, 'An Efficient Method
having (m-I) links is generated simply by int rsecig the fo Reliability Evaluation of a General Network -,

complements of the remaining (1-(m-1)) links of the net- IEEE Tran. Reliability, voL R-27. Aug. 1978, pp.
work with P; [5,101. This fact significantly reduces the 206-211.

CPU time of reliability evaluation for large networks. Butthe method does rnot apply for ion a•ity based [6] M.O. Locks. "A Minimizing Algorithm for the Sum
preproesdn teces . Motapplyforeove ar.y basedof Disjoint Products ", IEEE Trans. Reliability, vol.preproc essing techniques. M oreover, this ob srv• a ti on is R 3 .O L 1 8 ,p .4 5 4 3R-36, Oct. 1987, pp. 445.453.

hardly applicable for any preprocessing method used on
cut terms. [7] S. Soh and S. Rai. "CAREL Compuite Aided Reli.

While comparing the caxdinaliry-hased techniques, ability evaluator for distibuted computing net-

we notice in Tables 4 and S that the mber works IEEE Trans. Parallel and DiAcpibeed Sys-

pathslcuts and the CPU times required from inputting the '-, A

preprocessed paths/cuts to CAREL [71 are of the same [8] David Y. Koo. "D/Boolean Application in Reliabil.

order. Adding Hamming distance- or lexicograpic- ord- ity Analysis ", Proceedings Ammual Reliability and

erings may or may not reduce the disjoint paths/cuts ten- Maintainability Symposiwn. 1990. pp. 294-301.

ented nor the CPU time consumed to generate them. For [9] S. Rai and J. Trahm, "Compudi: Network Reliabil-
large networks, the results can be easily explained from ity of Redumdant MINt". Proceedings the 21st
the fact that neither lexicogrsphic- nor Hamming distance- Sowheatern Symposium an System Theory. Tal.

orderings give any benefits over random ordering (as lahassee, March 1989, pp. 221-225.
explained earlier). Note in large networks. in general. [10] S. Hairi mad C.S. Raghavenmra, SYREL A Sym-
there are a lot of terms which are of the same cardinality. bolic Reliability Algorithm Based on Path Cutset

Thus, ordering the terms in each group based on lexico- Methods", IEEE Trans. Computerr, C-36(10), Oct
graphic or Hamming distance does not provide significant 1997. pp. 1224- 1232.
advantage over random ordering of the terms of the same

siZ. (11] A. Gmarov. L Kleirock and M. Gerla. "A New
Algorithm for Network Relability Computation',The paper has Prseted the expe'uimemait ri3Ults Proceedings of Covnputes Naworkig Symposiiirs

for the performance comparison of five diffeTrt prepro- Dee. 1979. pp. 17-2n.fl

cessing approaches of paths/cuts. For path, we may

definitely conclude that the cardinality-based preprocessing (12] A.V. Aho, I.E. Hoffcroft ard I. D. Ullman. The

(cardinality only or its combinations with lexicographic- Design and Analysis of Compute' Algoruhins. Read.

and/or Hamming distance- orderings) is worth considering ing. MA: Addison Wesley, 1974.

with SPTs as it reduces the computer time. For cut-based [13] R.G. Bennetts, "Analysis of .*iility block
SPTs, we could not get the results for th preprocessing diagrams by Boolean echniques. IEEE' Trans. Reli.
method proposed in (3]. We conjecture the method (3] is ability. voL R-31. June 1982. pp. 159-166.
quite involved and its time complexity to preprocass the [14] A. Rosenthal. *Approaches to Comparing Cut-Set
cuts is magnitudes higher than the ones we have con . .... Enumeration Algorithms ", IEEE Trans. Reliability,
sidered in this paper. Considering this fact in view, we vol. R-2.& Apr. 1979, pp. 62-65.
derive the cardinality-based ordering schemes to be a best ,
bet even for cuts too. (15] ]A. Abraham. 'An Improved Algorithm for Net-work Reliability ", IEEE Trans. Reliability. vol. R-

References 28. Apr. 1979, pp. 58-61. -

(161 L Fratt and UG. Montanar, "A Recursive Method

[I] S. Rai and D.P. Agrawal, Distributed Computing _ Based on Case Analysis for Computing Network

Network Reliability, IEEEComputer Society Pre"l, Terminal Reliability ". IEEE Trans. Commwuca-
1Tutorial Text) - " ": " "tions, Aug. 1978, pp..1166-1177.

[21 CJ. Colbourn, The Combinatorics of Nenwork Re-ia. _(17JR.K Tiw..i and M. V .m .'An Algebraic Tech-

bility. Oxford University Press. 1987. - tu e for Reliability E'rhiuan ,/FEE Trans. Reli-

[3] I.A. Buzacot. -The Ordering of Terms in Cut.based "biity, voL R-29. O. x980. ý. 311-313.
Recursive Disjoint Products". IEEE Tram. Reliabil " [181EJ. MCluskey,Logi Dei - PriniplEs Elh
iry. vol. R-32, No. 5. Dec. 1983. pp. 472-474. emphais an Testable Samis -Circs, Engle-

wood Cliff, NJ: Prentice Hall. 1996.
(4) I.M. Wilson. "An Improved Minimizing Algorithm

for Sum of Disjoint Products". IEEE Trans. Relia-
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Table 4. -

Number of Disjoint Paths and CPU Time

I .L C .andH CaidL

DNP: A Tme! OPwi Tam DPSh rune DPth Toun DPotb rune DFah T°m .
5 5 0 5 0 5 0.4 0 4 0I 4 0

j: ,12 0 14 .0 12 0! 7 0 91 0 9 0
-N,'I j 16 o0.1 22 0.1, 1a 0 21 0 o ,1 0 . 2 _0

N j23 0 22 - o i 0.1 o 6 0 16"0 17 o
N2I 25f0 32 ,O 26 0.1 15 0 1 0 16 ' 0
IV14 45 0.1 76 0.1 . o 53, 0.1 23 11 26 0.1 23 0.2

N J 14210.1 2061 0.1 238 0.1 94 0.1 1171. 11 91 0.1
N,1 59i 0., - , 0.1 5S 0.1 30 0.1 25 0 25 0

65 0.1 101 0.1 71 0.1 43 0.1 1 40 0.1 41 0.1

,"- 73 0.1 oa So 0.1 77 0.1 50 .1 550. OA 52 041
N)' 9 12 0.1 4ý57, 0.2 126 0.1 76 0.1 82 0.1 71 0.1

Nip' 1112 0.4 629 G0.3I 1093 0.3 5M 0.2 459 U02 579 0.2

1 4 ~ 10 0.1 147 0.1J 140 0.1 105 0.1! 108 0. 1 115j 0.2

IV is 137 0.1 143 0.1 141 0.1 37 0.2 11 0a1 41 0.1

N,7' 739 0.2 1175 0.21 692 0.2 309 0.1 329 a01 30910.1
N 6660 0.8 9871 1.3 6621 1.2 2491 0.4 2.524 2540 0.

MIff 373S 0.6 1211 2.0 7066 1.0 23. 6 0.6 =0 0.5 MU1 0.4
159209 X69 1406735 555.3 174925 95.0 54M7 2.1 5-121 3.3 1532991 2.6

Table 5.
Number of Disjoint Cuts and CPU Time

- r
It H_ L C C and H C and L

DC, 7.n PCat Tame DC&A Terwe DCaat Mime DCut Time DCaat Time

H4 6 O 0 5 j 0 4 0 4 0 4J

,V, 14 0 13 a 13 0 10 0 1 10 0 10 0

N?,? 77 0 30 21 0 14 0 14 0 14 0
NI J Io.2 &0 0.1 t 3 0.1 so 0 57 0 so 0
N, t* 36 0 26 0 2 05 22 0 25 0 23 0

NH0  1 364 0.2 740 0.2 315 0.1 I55 0.1 134 C.2 150 G.0I
Ni-I 135 0.1 104 0.1 120 0.1 39 0 40 0 31 0

M 71 0 124 0.1! 76 OL 1 40 'o 43 4 42 0
"1..1... 2 01 7 0 '40 0 . 43 0 43 0

,1 35 0 125 0.1 ... 0 41 0 43 0

N l1l 0.1 2174 0v1 125 0.! 77! 0.1 79 0.1 T3 0.12A416 [.6 7455 2.9 4544 2-0 1543 1.5 1424 1.6 1316 1.4

N2 9137 2.7 107S3 2.1 11443 1.6 2609 04 2152 0.3 3854 0.3

-7 - 25 0.1 261 0.1! 157 0 791 0 I 821 0 111 0
NJ 897 0.1 951 0.1 321 o.A 231 0. 25 0.1 202 0.1

N 166799 273.3 2063 135.3 61651 63.5 16501 3.0 15924 2.9 16194 3.3

S 8 " 2 1 2013 3.2 11193 241 2339 1 -0.2 2289 02 2329 0.2

HW I 11126719 12523.4 ~3177 ± 14.829261 23 4 ~

BN , Benchmark -etwork: R a Random ordering: H - Hanuning distance ordering; L - L•x.ographic ordering;
C Ca* d liry ordering: Time is in CPU secondr. * more than 5.000OO00 tartius; more than 10.000 CPU seconds
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1. Introduction

To achieve the faster computing speeds imperative for many computer applications, the use

of multiple processors operating in parallel is a necessity. Consequently, the reliability of the

network interconnecting these processors is of notable importance. For general networks, or.ý

may define several reliability measures. Terminal reliability is the probability that a working path

exists from one specified node to another specified node; K-terminal reliability is the probability

that a working path exists from one specified node to each of a specified set K of nodes; broadcast

reliability is a special case of K-terminal reliability in which K is the set of all output nodes. For

general networks, the problems of terminal, broadcast, and K-terminal reliability evaluations are

computationally intractable, specifically, #P-complete. For some particular networks, though, the

network offers sufficient structure to allow efficient evaluation of reliability.

Multistage interconnection networks (MINs) are a widely studied means of interconnecting

processors to memory or processors to processors by stages of switches. Experimental systems

also increasingly use MINs. Such large scale projects as IBM's RP3, the University of Illinois'

Cedar, Purdue University's PASM, and PUMPS possess MINs as an integral part of their design.

A MIN consists of N inputs and N outputs and (typically) n stages of switching elements (SEs),

where n = log2N. The most common type of MIN uses as SEs 2x2 crossbar switches, which are

able to produce either a straight (T-mode) or exchange (X-mode) connection.

Because of appealing properties such as node and edge symmetry, logarithmic diameter,

high fault resistance, scalability, and the ability to host popular interconnection networks, such as

ring, torus, tree, and linear array, hypercube multiprocessors have been the focus of many

researchers over the past few years. This topology has resulted in several experimental and

commercial products, typical examples being the Intel iPSC, NCUBE/10, Caltech/JPL, and the

Connection Machine. Conceptually, the hypercube interconnection network is a multidimensional

binary cube with a processor at each of its vertices. An n-dimensional hypercube comprises 2"

processors and n2"-1 links. Each processor has its own local memory, and processors



communicate by explicit message passing either directly or through some intermediate processors.

A subcube is a substructure of a hypercube that preserves the properties of the hypercube.

In the work supported by Air Force Office of Scientific Research grant AFOSR-91-0025,

we have examined reliability evaluation problems for MINs and hypercubes. The main aims of the

work have been twofold-first, to obtain efficient reliability evaluation algorithms for MINs and

hypercubes, and second, to incorporate dependent and multimode failures into these algorithms.

The method underlying our research has been to employ a structural approach for studying the

reliability of multiprocessing systems based on multistage interconnection networks and

hypercubes. We szý,ccted this approach for two reasons. First, the regular structure of the

topologies studied allows efficient solutions to certain difficult reliability measures. Second, the

approach yields a framework in which incorporating dependent and multimode failures is

straightforward. For our work this second year of the project, we concentrated on new

computational procedures for calculating reliability measures (exactly and approximately) in MIN

and hypercube based multiprocessing architectures. Sections 2 and 3 provide the results. A

bibliography at the end of this report compiles our research papers on the topic. Appendix A

summarizes results obtained in the first year (October 1, 1990 to September 30, 1991). We believe

that our efforts will help the AFOSR in the areas of analysis, modelling and simulation of these

multiprocessor systems connectivity, survivability and availability (with or without multimode

component and dependent failure models).

In addition to the efforts of the P.I., S. Rai, and co-P.I., J. Trahan, the work was

supported by a doctoral student, S. T. Soh, and five M.S. students: S. Ananthakrishnan, V.

Narayan, T. Smailus, N. Venkataramani, and D. Wang.

2. Multistage Interconnection Networks

2.1. RESULTS - AN OVERVIEW

Our aims in studying MINs were to develop efficient algorithms for the evaluation of

terminal reliability (TR), broadcast reliability (BR), and K-terminal reliability (KR) of MINs.



These algorithms were to incorpora' dependent and multimode failures. In the first year of the

project, we developed algorithms for TR, BR, and KR of the shuffle-exchange network with an

extra stage (SENE) [2, 91. These algorithms were efficient, each running within O(log N) time for

an NxN SENE. They assumed two-mode and independent failures, however. T.hv.s work was an

essential first step in the development of more general algorithms, as the simplifying assumptions

of two-mode and independent failures allowed us to concentrate on exploiting the structural

properties of the MIN to develop reliability evaluation algorithms. We expected, and later results

have borne out the expectation, that these structure-based algorithms would provide the basis for

algorithms under more realistic assumptions. Later in the first year, we extended these algorithms

to incorporate multimode switch failures [ 181. The new algorithms ran to within a constant factor

of the time of the algorithms assuming two-mode failures, with the exception of the TR algorithm,

which ran in O(log N) time as opposed to O(loglog N) time.

In th2 second year of the project, we enhanced the algorithms to incorporate dependent

failures [3, 6, 16]. We also examined the SENE and the merged delta network (MDN) under

conditions that allowed link failures [10, 171. In what follows, we discuss the results in brief; the

details can be obtained from the enclosed papers.

2.2. MULTIMODE AND DEPENDENT FAILURES

Assumptions of two-mode and independent failures are common in reliability evaluation,

since they simplify the computation and since the evaluation problems remain intractable for

general networks even under these assumptions. These assumptions, however, fail to adequately

model real-world situations. For example, researchers have described instances of dependent

failures, or fault side-effects, in the PASM. Moreover, the assumption of independent failures

leads to an overestimate of reliability. The two-mode model leads to an underestimate of reliability

because it does not allow a degraded operational mode of SEs. Note, some work exists on

incorporating multimode components or dependent failures into reliability analysis for

telecommunication networks though little for specific multiprocessor networks.
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We developed efficient algorithms for TR, BR, and KR evaluation of an SENE composed

of identical SEs, allowing multimode and dependent failures. The SENE that we examined

contains 2x2 SEs. In the two-mode case, an SE is either completely working or completely failed.

In the multimode case, the algorithms assume a 4-mode model of an SE: a fully operational mode,

a completely failed mode, and two degraded operational modes, namely, stuck-at T mode and

stuck-at X mode. There exist 16 possible degraded modes for a 2x2 crossbar SE. One can readily

extend our approaches to incorporate any more or all of the 16 modes. We model stuck-at faults (0

or 1) and bridging faults between two adjacent links in terms of switch failures. To incorporate

multimode failures, thereby extending the earlier reliability evaluation algorithms [2, 9] to more

realistic assumptions, we modified the shock model of dependent failures, which is considered in

the literature for general networks. For an NxN SENE, the algorithms run in time O(log N),

O(log N), and O(k log N), respectively, where k = IKI.

The shock model assumes that statistically independent shocks, which occur with known

probability, cause the failure of network components. When a shock occurs, it causes the failure

of a specific component or set of components. We say that the shock affects the component or set

of components. A shock affecting a single component is called an internal shock (IS), while a

shock affecting multiple components is called an external shock (ES). The main motivation for the

shock model is that there exist events that may cause one or more components (links or nodes) in a

network to fail simultaneously. Explicitly, for example, some components may share important

equipment in common such as a power supply, or several components may reside in a common

chip. Components will fail simultaneously if power fails or the chip burns. Test-maintenance-

operation errors, design defects, and electromagnetic interference may also lead to simultaneous

failures of components. Some shocks may not induce failures of components but may degrade

them so that their joint probability of simultaneous failure increases.

The shock model was defined for two-mode components. By expanding the notion of an

IS, we generalize its application to an SENE in which SEs may operate in degraded modes

Instead of associating a single IS with a single component, we associated one IS with each failed
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or degraded working mode of a component. We model a shock that causes a stuck-at fault in a

control line by a shock that affects the SE to be stuck-at T or X mode.

For external shocks, we restrict our analysis to two modes only, so the occurrence of an

ES causes all affected SEs to fail. SEs that are far apart are unlikely to be affected by z single ES;

SEs that are adjacent, however, are likely to be affected by one shock. In general, the classes of

ESs that we define are motivated by the failure of one SE causing the failure of other SEs due to

the links connecting them. For shared-memory computers, each processor reads from or writes to

the shared-memory through a MIN, so communication flows in both directions. When the

forward (reverse) part of an SE is failed, this SE may send erroneous routing and control

information to either or both SEs in the next (previous) stage that are connected to it and may cause

one or both to fail. Hence, we assume that an external shock causes a failure in adjacent SEs either

in the forward direction (toward the network outputs) or in the reverse direction (toward the

network inputs). In a practical design, a failure of an output (input) controller can create a forward

(reverse) external shock. Researchers have described such dependent failures in the PASM.

To help compute the reliabilities, we define four classes of shocks. Each class of shock

will affect a certain structured set of SEs. A Class I shock will affect an SE to be completely

failed, stuck-at T mode, or stuck-at X mode. A Class 2 shock will affect an SE and one SE to

which it is connected in the previous or next stage to be failed. A Class 3out shock will affect an

SE and the two SEs in the next stage to which it is connected by its output links to be failed. A

Class 3in shock will affect an SE and the two SEs in the previous stage to which it is connected by

its input links to be failed. We define such shocks for every SE. Because the structures affected

by the same class of shocks are the same and all SEs are identical, the probabilities that the same

class of shock occurs are identical for all such shocks. The purpose of our work is, then, to find

the relationship betweer the probabilities of each class of shock and the reliability of the whole

network.

In earlier work [2, 91, we noted that SENE paths form a simple series-parallel graph for TR

and a pair of intersecting binary trees for BR and KR. To incorporate dependent and multimode
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failures, we again followed this concept, but also were required to include a careful and detailed

accounting of the shocks that may affect the SEs on the paths. Note that a single shock may affect

one, two, or three SEs on the relevant paths.

As an example, consider the computation of K-terminal reliability in an NxN SENE. We

outline it simply as follows. Let E be a Boolean variable such that E = I if and only if working

paths exist to all outputs in set K from input s. Then P(E) is the K-terminal reliability. Let I , I,

I, and Iw denote the events that SE I is failed, stuck-at T, stuck-at X, and working, respectively.

Using the theorem of total probability and noting that P(E If) = 0, we have

KR(K, N, s) = P(El lt)P(It) + P(E I x)P(lx) + P(EI /w)P(lw).(1

Equation (1) helps us obtain the K-terminal reliability by computing each term using the following

steps.

Step 1. Determine individual probabilities P(I), P(11 ), and P(,).

Step 2. Compute conditional probability terms P(E Id), P(E 1 1), and P(E I Q).

Step 3. Obtain KR(K,N,s) using the results of Steps I and 2.

Steps 1 and 3 of this procedure are straightforward. Step 2 requires a careful case analysis

dependent on the degraded working modes of the SEs and on the composition of the set K. For

K-terminal reliability, we describe each SE on a path from a specified input s to an output in K as

marked.

For an input s and a set K of outputs in an NxN SENE, where k = IKI, the equation below

computes the K-terminal reliability in O(k log N) time. Let pf, Po, Px, P2, P30 , and P3i denote the

probabilities of a Class I shock that causes failure of an SE, a Class 1 shock that causes an SE to

be stuck-at T, a Class I shock that causes an SE to be stuck-at X, a Class 2 shock, a Class 3out

shock, and a Class 3in shock. Let Pw = 1-(pt + px + Pf), q2 = I-p2, q 3o = I-P 30 , and q 3i = I-

P3i-

KR(K,N,s) = [(p, + p. 2pp,,pq-o)KR,(K,N,s) + p,,q-'KR2(K,N,s)]q~q3,,q 2
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Recurrence expressions compute values for KRI(K,N,s) and KR 2(K,N,s) according to the

different cases enumerated below. Computing the base case for N = 4 requires consideration of

several different cases. For the sake of brevity, we do not enumerate the results for the base case.

Case 1: Only one child of considered SEs is marked.

1. If the T mode in these SEs allows working paths from input s to the k outputs, then

KRI(K,N,s) and KR 2(KN,s) can be computed by

KR1 (K, N, s) = (p., + pw,)q2 (q3oq3j) KRJ (K,. 2 , S

KR2WNs)= 1(p, + P')2 KR2 (KA s) + 2(p, + p)(x+ Pf + a1p, - I)KRI (K, 2 S)]
6 4•q62(q3oq3i)4

2. It the X mode in these SEs allows working paths from input s to the k outputs, then

KRI(K,N,s) and KR2(KN,s) can be computed by the equations above, exchanging p, and

Px.

Case II: Both children of considered SEs are marked. Let K1 and K, be the subsets of K that lie in

the left and right subgraphs, respectively.

KRI(KN,s) can be computed by

2 2

KR2(K,N,s) can be computed by

1. If input s can access the right (left) subgraph when the considered SEs are set in T (X) mode,

then



R= [p~q3o KR2 (KI , I 's )KR 2 (K., 2 , s)

"+ 2pxpwqi KRI KI,/'is)KR2(KrA,s,

then KR2 can be computed by the equation above, exchanging p2 and Px

In summary, we used the shock model to develop efficient algorithms for terminal,

broadcast, and K-terminal reliability evaluation of an SENE with both dependent and multimode

failures. All previous work in this area assumed that failures of SEs in MINs are independent and

that each component has only two possible modes. In the real world, however, these assumptions

are not often true. Our algorithms for broadcast and K-terminal reliability evaluation run within a

constant factor of time of the algorithms that we developed [2, 9] for the same problems under

assumptions of independent and two-mode failures. Our algorithm for terminal reliability runs in

O(log N) time as opposed to O(loglog N) time for the earlier TR algorithm that assumed

independent and two-mode failures. Though we developed the algorithms for the SENE MIN, the

principles underlying the incorporation of dependent failures into reliability evaluation algorithms

readily generalize to apply to reliability evaluation algorithms for any other regularly structured

MIN, such as those reported in the literature for the generalized INDRA network, merged delta

network, and augmented C network. Similarly, though we developed the algorithms for an SE

model that includes only 4 of the 16 possible modes of operation, degraded operation, and failure,

the underlying principles readily generalize to incorporate more or all of the possible modes by

simply including the appropriate cases. Finally, though we developed the algorithms for a
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particular set of dependences between failures of SEs, one can use the shock model in the same

fashion to incorporate other dependences between failures.

2.3. LINK FAILURES

Most studies carried out to evaluate the reliability measures of a MIN have assumed that

only nodes are susceptible to failure or accounted for the failure of links by considering a link as

part of the adjacent switching element. Neither approach accurately accounts for link failures, even

though the failure of even a single link disconnects several input/output paths, leading to a !ack of

fault tolerance and low reliability. We have designed simple and efficient algorithms for the TR

and BR evaluation of the SENE and the merged delta network (MDN) under the assumption that

both nodes and links can fail [10, 17]. We assumed two-mode and independent failures. This

extension to consider link failures is in line with our other work on incorporating more realistic

assumptions into the reliability evaluation of the regularly structured networks in MINs and

hypercubes.

For the SENE, the TR and BR evaluation algorithms run in O(loglog N) and O(log N) time

respectively. For the MDN, the algorithms each run in O(log N) time. These times are within a

constant factor of the times required for evaluation of the corresponding expressions that we

developed [2, 9] for the SENE and the ones reported for the MDN, though these earlier

expressions assumed that only SEs may fail and links are always working. Hence we can

conclude that incorporating both node and link failures into the reliability analysis for the SENE

and MDN does not add any extra overhead to the computation time.

3. Hypercubes

3.1. RESULTS - AN OVERVIEW

In the first year of the project, we explored the hypercube reliability problem with

deterministic and probabilistic models. A deterministic model assumes a given set of failures in a

cube. Specifically, the problem was to determine the size and location of the maximal dimension
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available (fault-free) subcube. We denote this as the reconfiguration problem. We developed a set

of algorithms, each based on a different representation of a hypercube, to solve the reconfiguration

problem. Additionally, we extended the concepts developed in the reconfiguration algorithms to

address the problem of dynamic allocation of subcubes of a hypercube to multiple tasks.

Probabilistic fault tolerance measures for hypercube multiprocý Ors are useful for packet-

switching applications because they verify the sturdiness of the topology and depict the probability

of successful flooding (for route set up or packet transmission). To study the probabilistic model,

we looked into terminal and network reliability evaluations using CAREL, a tool used to compute

general network survivability measures. (The Year I report in Appendix A describes CAREL.)

Because of the exponentially large number of paths (spanning trees) involved as a starting step for

solving the terminal (network) reliability problem, even the efficient general algorithms in CAREL

failed to generate results for hypercubes of dimension n > 4 in reasonable time [13].

In the second year of the project, we continued our efforts to discover efficient approaches

to solve reliability problems in a hypercube architecture. For the deterministic model, we solved the

following specific problems:

(a) In a multiuser-multitasking environment, subcube allocation plays an important role. We

obtained an efficient distributed algorithm for largest operational subcube identification.

(b) The K-Connected Functionality (KCF) problem applies to large scale degradable hypercubes

used to run concurrent algorithms that are not sensitive to changes in the system topology. We

established a bound on the number of faulty nodes that an n-dimensional hypercube, Cn, can

tolerate such that at least K processors remain connected, provided there are no Co or C1

disconnections.

(c) We constructed a fault tolerant broadcasting algorithm useful for distributed agreement and

clock synchronization.

Section 3.2 discusses this work in greater detail.

In addition to broadening our exploration towards deterministic models, we developed

methods in the probabilistic model for approximating network and terminal reliabilities using lower
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and upper bounds, between which the exact measure is guaranteed to exist. Section 3.3 describes

this work.

3.2. DETERMINISTIC MODEL

In the first year of the project, we obtained a centralized algorithm for reconfiguration of a

hypercube after faults [5]. In the second year of the project, we improved on this algorithm [ 1 ].

A related and equally important issue is that of largest operational subcube (LOS)

identification. This year, we proposed a distributed LOS algorithm [13]. A distributed algorithm

allows each PE v to run a program to obtain a subcube with maximum size k that contains v. Our

method uses the CMB operator of CAREL which includes the multiple variable inversion concept.

The computational complexity of the CMB operator is data dependent. Hence, we consider the

best and worst cases of the LOS approach. We proved that LOS takes 0(m2) steps for the best

case while 0(m4) for the worst case, where m < n denotes the number of faulty nodes in a

hypercube C,. A heuristic, based on a modification of the LOS approach, however, generates

correct results in time O(m 3) for 99% of the problem instances tested. In case the number of non-

available nodes (faulty or busy) increases, an alternative distributed approach processes w available

nodes in O(wn) time to solve the LOS problem [13].

The KCF model uses the concept of forbidden faults and considers as forbidden fault sets

that cause disconnection of a working 0-subcube, Co. Researchers have shown that a C,' can

tolerate up to 2n-3 faulty nodes and remain connected provided that the failures do not disconnect

any CO subcube. Our work further generalizes the KCF connectedness measure by extending the

forbidden set to include C1 disconnections. We established that a C, can tolerate up to min (3n-5,

4n-91 faulty nodes and remain connected if disconnections of C1 or its subsets do not occur. This

assumption is not impractical as researchers have studied the probabilities of CQ disconnection and

have shown that for C1 it is very low.

We adopted a hybrid approach to fault-tolerant broadcasting that uses the concepts of

redundant and non-redundant methods. It, thus, avoids faulty PEs in the communication paths to
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improve the capability of an existing redundant type algorithm. Here, each PE sends the message

only to its healthy neighbors. Furthermore, the algorithm modifies the message reception

mechanisrri to recognize only the first arriving copy of the message and to ignore later redundant

copies [ 13].

3.3. PROBABILISTIC MODEL

Our work on the probabilistic model concentrated mainly towards generating lower bounds

for network and terminal reliabilities. A lower bound on reliability is quite appealing because it can

be obtained with substantially less computation than an exact bound, and the system will be at least

as reliable as the bound. Towards obtaining bounds on network reliability, we first solved Sperner

bounds and Kruskal-Katona bounds for hypercubes. These solutions, however, required

unreasonable computation time for cubes of dimension greater than 3. We next attempted exact

reliability evaluation using spanning trees and CAREL. An n-cube is a matroid and CAREL solves

reliability problems in time polynomial in the number of spanning trees, ST(C,,). Unfortunately,

ST(CPZ) is exponential with respect to n. Thus, this technique is not advisable for large n. As an

alternative to these solution approaches, we derived a tighter lower bound on NR using structural

properties of the hypercube [4, 8, 13]. The NR bounding algorithm uses the structure of a Cn to

recursively generate a lower bound from the knowledge of the lower bound for a C,,-1. One can

partition a C, into two C,- 1 's. We define an exterior link as a link between these two C,, 1 's. The

algorithm divides the problem into three mutually disjoint cases such that events in each case are

also mutually disjoint among themselves. Thus, the lower bound on NR ;s the sum of the lower

bounds on NR obtained from the following three cases.

Case 1. Both (n--1)-cubes and only one exterior link operate.

Case 2. All 2"-I exterior links operate.

Case 3. For 2 5 i ,- 2"- 1-1, i exterior links and one (n-1) cube operate.
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Case 3 is further subdivided for i = 2' 1-1 and i = 2"--2 to help solve large Cn problems

efficiently. Note, the contribution to NR from the Case 3 terms where 2 < i _ 2"- -3 is very small

and so is computed by one expression for all such terms.

The terminal reliability bounding algorithm for a source s and terminal t at distance n from

each other considers only shortest paths from s to t [4, 8, 131. (If we consider only shortest paths,

then, without loss of generality, we may consider these as nodes 0 and 2"-1 in a C,.) Of the n!

(s,t) paths, n of these are node and link disjoint. We efficiently computed a lower bound on TR

from a specific set of ctn paths, where a represents a multiplier. A routing algorithm determines

the parameter ax. We show that:

(a) a = F(n/2)-l I if the following properties are satisfied.

Property NI: Paths Pij and Pi, are node and link disjoint, forj * 1.

Property N2: Paths Pij and Pki have (i+l) common nodes and links for i < k.

Property N3: Paths Pij and Pk,l are node and link disjoint forj * 1.

(b) a = (n-2) if the following properties are satisfied.

Pruperty LI: Paths Pij and Pijt are link disjoint forj * 1.

Property L2: Paths Pij and Pkj have (i+1) common links, for i < k.

Property L3: Paths Pij and Pk, are link disjoint, forj # I.

In (a) and (b), let 1 5 i, k ! a and 1 <1, 1 _ n. The algorithm exploits properties NI through

N3 and LI through L3 to generate TR bounds for node, link, and node and link failure cases. We

proved that our TR bound is tighter than previously established bounds based on disjoint shortest

paths. To improve the bounds, we have also constructed a 2-cube model for bounding TR of a

Cn. A combination of the Boolean and 2-cube approaches leads to a still tighter bound on TR.

Note that the fault model above allows both node and link failures. The inclusion of link

failures implicitly considers multimode failures of processors as follows. A processor connects to

a link through an I/O port and associated control circuitry. For example, the functional block of a

node in the Intel iPSC architecture comprises 64K bytes EPROM, 512K bytes DRAM, an Intel

80286 processor, and an Intel Ethernet Controller 82586 for I/O. The failure of a port or its



controller is actually a partial failure of a processor, resulting in a degraded operational mode for

the processor. We model this multimode failure of a processor as a two-mode failure of a link.

4. General Results

In addition, we computed the node and link failure probabilities in a typical hypercube

system [13]. To illustrate this, assume an Intel iPSC architecture. Based on the functional block

described above for its node, we utilized MIL-HDBK-217F to determine rele-. ant parameters for

the chips and computed mean-time-to-failure rates. A link, in this case, includes an I/O unit at a

node, physical communication media, and the I/O unit of the adjacent node. We have also

expanded our effort towards the understanding of an object-oriented approach to evaluate fat.lt

trees with dynamic and non-dynamic gates. HARP, a typical fault tree solver, uses these gate

types to model the behavior of a fault tolerant hypercube. We used an object-oriented approach to

solve fault trees directly [12,15]. This effort is different from the one given in HARP where an

indirect approach is utilized and the fault tree is inherently translated into a Markov model. All

these efforts are helpful in understanding different aspects of the hypercube reliability evaluation

problem.

5. Future Work

Regarding MINs, the most significant open problem related to our work is to obtain

efficient algorithms for evaluating the Network Reliability (NR) of MINs. We expect that efficient

algorithms exist because of the regular structure of MINs and because of results on other reliabilitsy

problems. Following the principles we have established, an efficient algorithm for NR under

assumptions of independent failures and two inodc components should be able to be readily

generalized to an algorithm under assumpiuns of dependent fail%,res and multimode components.

Regarding hypercubes, the most significant open problem re,'ted to our work is to obtain

reliabinity evaluation algorithms that incorporate dependence between failures. As for MINs, we



believe that the shock model can provide a basis for incorporating, dependent failures into reliability

evaluation algorithms.
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ABSTRACT
The hypercube architecture is a popular topology for many ptrallel processing

applications. For continued opcrauon of the hypercube multiprocessors after the faulure of one
or more i-subcubcs and/or Links, fault tolerance by reconfiguratuon is an important problem.
"Thus paper considers the reconfigurauon issue and presents an algebrac technique to Analyze the
problem, extending the covncepus n 191. The technique uses algebnuc operators to identify the
maximum dimensional fault-free subcubc. and thus helps in achieving graceful degradation of
the system. We analyze the complexity of our algorithm and show that it is efficient a
compared to previous algorithms [1. 8. 141.

Keywords' hypcrcubc reconfiguration. subcube recognition, fault-free subcubes-

1. Introduction
The suitability of a multiprocessing architecture is largely affected by its ability to

tolerate faults. After identification of faulty elements, reconfiguration of the
multiprocessor and the distributed algorithm running on the multiprocessor allows
graceful degradation. Reconfiguration ensures continued operation of a hypercube
multiprocessor after the failure of one or more subcubes (a subcube is a subgraph of a

hypercube that preserves the properties of the hypercube) and/or links. Algorithms exist
for diagnosing faulty processors and links in hypercubes [2, 3]. Fortunately, most
parallel algorithms can be formulated with the dimension n of the hypercube being a
parameter of the algorithm [1). Hence, the reconfiguration problem in a hypercube

multiprocessor reduces to identifying the maximum dimensional fault-free subcube(s).
Becker and Simon [(] provided a procedure that usually, but not always, finds the

maximum dimension "d" of a fault-free subcube. Ozgdiner and Aykanat [8] utilized the
principle of inclusion-exclusion in algorithms that always find d and also the number of
fault-free d-subcubes or the complete set of fault-free d-subcubes. Kim et al. [5] presented
a top-down processor allocation strategy that also applies to the reconfiguration problem.
Sridhar and Raghavendra [141 gave an algorithm for reconfiguration based on assigning
weights to nodes and identifying subcubcs based on their maximum and minimum weight
nodes. Latifi [6] gave a distributed algorithm that follows a greedy heuristic for
identifying the largest fault-free subcube in a faulty hypercube. Most of these techniques
treat a link as a l-subcube. When the end nodes of a link are not faulty, treating a link as
equivalent to a I -subcube is erroneous.

This paper introduces a new algebraic technique that returns a list of fault-free

subcubes for the purpose of rcconfiguration after faults in a hypercube. Our technique has

This work was supported in part by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under grant AFOSR-91-
0025.



the advantages of simplicity and improved time complexity over previous exact methods.
We present four operators, namely # (sharp), S (dollar. D, and pi to help descnbc our
method. The proposed technique is formulated to run on a single processor which would
typically be the host or the resource manager in a commercial hypercubc system.

The layout of the paper is as follows. Section 2 discusses the hypercube and its
properties and presents a fault model that allows subcube and link failures. The algebraic
operators are given in Sccuon 3. Section 4 describes the algorithms and illustrates the
technique with examples. The complexity issues presented in Secuon S show that our
method is more efficient than previous approaches.

2. Hypercube Concepts and Fault Models
An n-dimensional hypercube is defined as Q, = K2 x Q,. 1, where K2 is the complete

graph with two nodes, Q0 is a trivial graph with one node and x is the product operation

on two graphs [4]. Let Q, be modeled as a graph G(V, E) with IV1 = 2n and lEl = n 2n'l.
The graph G(V, E) is both node and link symmetric. Each node in G, E) represents a
processor and each edge represents a link between a pair of processors. Assign binary
numbers from 0 to (2 -l..) to nodes such that addresses of any two adjacent nodes differ in
only one bit position. The reader is suggested to refer to [4, 11] for other interesting
properties of a hypercube graph.

Using an n-tuple, a processor in Q,, is denoted by bn. ... bi...bO, where bi e (0, 1).
Two adjacent nodes which differ in the ith bit are said to be in direction i (0 < i 5 n-I)
with respect to each other. A subcube in a hypercube Q, is a subset of a hypercube that

preserves the properties of a hypercube. It is represented by an n-tuple (0,.,x)}.
Coordinate values "0" and "1" can be referred to as fixed or bound coordinates and "x' as
free. An i-dimensional cube (or i-subcube, Q1) in Q, has (n-i) bound coordinates and i

free coordinates. Note that we will use the terms node and 0-subcube interchangeably
throughout the paper since they denote the same object. We describe a link with an n-
tuple (0,1,q)" containing exactly one q. The position of the coordinate q in one of the n
coordinate positions indicates the adjacency direction for the end nodes. For example,
100q denotes the link with end nodes 1000 and 1001 in Q4 . Note that both x and q
cannot be present in the n-tuple representation of a Qi. This notation differentiates a link

from a I-subcube. We refer to the node, subcube, and link notation described above as
ternary vector (TV) notation.

When an i-subcube is faulty, we assume that all 2 i nodes forming the i-subcube
along with their interconnecting links are unavailable. Node failure is a special case of an
i-subcube fault, where i = 0. We assume that a node failure removes the node and all
incident links from the graph. A link failure has the effect of deleting the particular link
from G(V, E).

Note that a link and/or node may be faulty due to a hardware failure. When some
task is currently being executed on an i-subcubc, the said i-subcube is temporarily
unavailable and may also be considered as faulty fron the viewpoint of reconfiguring the
multiprocessor to run an additional task.



3. Algebraic Operators
This secuon defines the algebraic operators, #, S, D, and pl, that we will use to find

maximum dimension non-faulty subcubcs in the presence of subcube and link faiures.

Each operator "o" works on pairs of n-tuples 10, 1. xJn or (0, !, q}) n Each definition
begins with a table describing the "o" operauon on each pair of corresponding elements
from the n-tuples, then uses this coordinatewise definition to define the "o" operauon on a
pair of n-tupics. In what follows. ch describes a working subcube, whilef5 represents a

(failed) subcube or link. Algorithm I uses the # and S operators to produce a set of
maximal size subc ubes contained in ch and disjoint from f.. Algorithm 2 operates on

faults using the D-operator, and uses the pi operator and equality checking to remove
redundant terms from the computation of the fault-free subeubes.

Definition • : # operator. Let ch = an-I ... ai ... a0 andf, = b,. 1 ... bi ... bO. where
ai r= (0,l,x} and bi : {0,1,x), where the fault type is a subcube failure. Table 1 defines

the coordinate # operation.
The following equation defines # operation between ch andf5.

ch ;ifai#bi= y forany i

chA#f= =0 if ai#bi = z for all i
| U an-, ... aitiai-l... ao ; otherwise, where

.iep P= {i ai#bi = ai =0 or 1}

If C = {c1 ,....Cr) is a set of n-tuples, then let C #fs = U Ch, #fs. Miller [7]

described the sharp (#) operator and its properties. The # operator is quite general and a
modification to it finds use in PLA testing [10] and reliability computation of general
networks [13, 15]. Note that in the coordinate # operation. y denotes that the cubes are
disjoint and z indicates a possible overlap.

Definition 2: S operator. Let ch = a,-,1 ... ai ... ao and fs = b,.-I .. bi ... bo. where
ai e (0,l,x) and bi E (0,1,q}, where the fault type is a link failure. Table 2 defines the

coordinate S operator.
Define the S operator between ch and fs as follows. Let ch SfS = ch, if ai S bi = y

for any i; else, let ch Sfs = X ý. Y u Z, where for some j, aj $ bj = t, and
,0 ;ifajSbJ = t for somej and aiSbi =for all i* j,

X= U an... ai~l,ai-l...ao " otherwise, where
ieP P = {i I aiSbi = ci = 0 or 11,

Y = a-,.1 . aJ+, 0 a,. ... ao, and Z = a,,.1 ... a1j+ 1 1 a ... ao. (2)

If C = C...,c,) is a set of cubes, then let C Sf, U Ch S s. Note that in the

coordinate S operation, y indicates that the cube and link are disjoint, z indicates a
possible overlap, and t in dimension j indicates that the faulty link is in dimension j and
the subcube contans links in dimension j.



bi 0 l X b

ai ai

0 z y z 0 z y y
1 y z z I y z y

1 0 z x 1 0 E
Table 1. Coordinate # operation Table 2. Coordinate S operation

Example I. Consider a faulty link OOq (=fl) in Q3. For cI = xxx, we obtain lit by
the coordinate S operation. From Equation (2). the list of fault-free subcubes is c $.fl =
[Ixx, xlx, xxi, xxO). The first two values are all maximal subcubes in cl disjoint from
00x, the l-subcube containing link 00q; the next two values correspond to cl split along

the direction of link 00q.
Definition 3. (a) Letfs = b. 1 ... bi ... b0 be the TV description of a subcube.

Then D(f') = xx ... x a1x...xx, whereP= (iai =0or 1).iEP XX

(b) Letfs = b,.. ... bi ... b0 be the TV description of a link, where bj = q. Then

D(Gt) = X ý_) Y • Z. where X = xx ... x ai x ... xx, where P = (iI i *j), Y = xx ...

xOx ... xx, and Z = xx ... xlx ... xx. where the 0 and I are in position j.
For example, D(0lix) = (Oxxx, xlxx, xx0x} and D(10ql) = (0xxx, xlxx, xxOx.

xxlx, xxxO;. Set D(fs) contains all maximal subcubes disjoint from fr.
Definition 4. pl operation. Let ch andf. denote subcubes, where ch = a,.I ... ai

a0 andfx = bh.1 ... bi ... bO, where ai c {0,l.x and bi e [0,1,x}. The coordinate pl

operation is defined in Table 3.
Define ýhe pl operation between ch andf" as follows.

r fO ;ifajplbi=yforanyi, i iSn

c11 :, fs=d,~1 ...d1 d 0  ;otherwise, where di = a,.plbi, for li 5n
Note matpl returns the subcube common to ch and f. If ch and f are disjoint, the

coordinate oi operation returns a y in the bit position for which ch has a I andf, has a 0

(or vice ve .a), and the p1 operation returns the null set.

s 1 x
Cr

0 0 y 0
1 y I I

x 0 1 x
Table 3. Coordinate pt operation

Examtles 2a. 2b, and 2c given below, illustrate the pl operation and the use of it for
redundancy (duplication and absorption) checking. Assume the reference subcube as X.



Example (2a) Example (2b) Example(2c)
(X) I I x x 0 (X) I IX x 0 (X) I IX x 0
(Y) I I x x 0 (Z) l I x 0 0 (W') I x x 1 0

pl: (A) I I x x 0 pl: (B) I I x 0 0 pl: (C) I I x 1 0
Observe in Example 2a that cube A is equal to cube Y. Thus, cube Y is a subcube of
cube X and is redundant. Example 2b is similar. Example 2a is a case in which Y is
identical to X and Example 2b is a case in which Z is a proper subcube of X. Observe in
Example 2c that cube C is not equal to either cube W or cube X. Recall that pi produces
the subcube that is contained in both X and W. Thus, cube W is not a subcube of cube
X, and vice versa, so neither cube is redundant.

4. Reconriguration Algorithms
In this section, we present two reconfiguration algorithms based on the operators

discussed in Section 3. Algorithm 2 identifies and removes the redundant terms generated
in Algorithm 1. For both algorithms, Ci+1 represents the set of fault-free subcubes after

the ith fault.
Algorithm L [Identification of fault-free subcubes]

Input: List of subcube and/or link faults f .f2-. fm-
C1 = {c1 ), where cl = x x x ... x. /0 Q,: is initially fault-free. */

for i = I to m do
begin
iffi represcns a subcube failure
then Ci, I Ci # fi
else Ci+1 = Ci Sfi I*fA represents a link failure */
if CM.! = 0, then return 0
end

Return C.+l.

Theorem 1: Given a list of faulty subcubes and links in an n-dimensional hypercube.
Algorithm I identifies all maximal dimension fault-free subcubes.

Proof: Let- be the fault-free portion of a faulty n-cube. Let Cm be the set of all

maximal fault-free subcubes in E. Now consider a faulty subcube or link fin -E. Let S'
denote E withf removed. We establish that, given C., Algorithm I produces the set
Ca+l of all maximal fault-free subcubes in S'. This will prove that Algorithma I applied

to a succession of faults in an n-cube in turn will produce the set of all maximal fault-free
subcubes of the n-cube, since Algorithm I begins with a fault-free n-cube.

Consider a particular subcube c = an. ... ai ... a0 of Cm, where ai E 0.1.x). We

will show that given a new faultf, Algorithm I returns the set c' of maximal fault-free

subcubes in c, that is, the set of all maximal subcubes in c that do not contain f. We
describe the case in which f is a subcube; the case in which f is a link is handled
similarly.



Letf= bf I ... bi ... b0 be a faulty subcube, where bi e 10.1,xl. Algorithm 1
computes the set c' = c Nf. Algonthm I computes the coordinate # operation between c
andf. If a, # , = y for any i, then c contains a I (0) andfcontains a 0 (1) in coordinate
position i, so they are disjoint and c" = (c). If ai # bi = z for all I, then either ai = bi or
bi = x for each i. Consequently, c is contained completely within f, so c' = 0.

Otherwise, c and f overlap, but neither contains the other. In these cases. C = U a.-
SeP

• .ai•., oi ai- I ... ao, where P = (i I ai # bi = cti = 0 or 1 ). For fixed i, ai # bi = 0 (1) if

ai = x and bi = 1 (0). The cube ci" = a, I ... ai... a0 = an.1 ... ai÷1 b ai-I

... a0 is clearly disjoint withf and contained in c. Cube ci' is one dimension smaller than

c and so is maximal. AU other subcubes of c either overlap withf or are contained within
an element of c'.

The argument above establishes that Algorithm I produces the set of all maximal
fault-free subcubes within each individual element of Cm. This set, over all elements of
Cm, forms Cml. It is clear that since--- contains all maximal fault-free subcubes before
faultf, then no maximal fault-free subcubcs in _" are excluded from Cmi. Therefore,

Algorithm I produces all maximal fault-free subcubes within a faulty n-cube. I
Algorithm I may produce redundant terms. In what follows, we describe a general

approach to produce only nonredundant terms using the ,) and pi operators. Shier and
Whited [121 confronted a similar problem while generating cutsets from pathsets by a
process called inversion. We introduce the following procedure Lhai,. given a setE = (El,
E2 ..... E•) of fault-free subcubes and the set e = (el. e,2.C er) of all maximal subcubes

disjoint from a new fault, produces the new set of fault-free subcubes and eliminates
redundant terms in the resulL

Procedur Find Subcubes(E, e)

begin
RLI =0;RL2=0
For each pair (Ep, ei), where 1 _ j <p and I i: <r, do the following

Z = Ej pl ei

if Z = 0, then go to the next (i, J) pair.
ifZ *0 then do
begin

Yi = 1. Yj = I

ifZ=ei, then Yi=O
if Z =E, then Y. = 0

if Yi = 0 and V1 = 0
then e = e - eC E = E - E1

RLI = RLI Z, and go to the next (i.J) pair.
else if Yi (Y}) = v and Yj (Yi) * 0

then e = C - ei (E = E - E1)

RL I = RL I Q Z, and go to the next (i, J) pair.



else if Y1 * 0 and YJ r- 0

then RL2 = RL2 •J Z
end

For each pair (a, 13), such that a E RL 1,e RL2, do

begin
perform redundancy checking on (ca, 03); refer to Example 2
if 13 is redundant, then RL2 = RL2 -
end

For each pair (a, P), such that cL, 13 e RL2, do
begin
perform redundancy checking on (a., 13); refer to Example 2
if ai is redundant, then RL2 = RL2 - a
if 13 is redundant, then RL2 = RL2 -
end

RLI =RLI uRL2
Return RL I

end

Lemma 1: Find Subcubes(E. e) returns a set of terms RLI that contains exactly the
nonredundant set of subcubcs common to E and e.

Proof sketch: If cubes Ei and ei are disjoint, then the coordinate pl operation between Ej
and ei returns a y in at least one position, and Z = Ej pl ei = 0 and so makes no

contribution to the set of subcubes. Otherwise, the coordinate pl operation returns the
term Z that describes the cube common to Ej and ei.

The algorithm next tests whether Z = ei or Z = E. If Z = ei, then this implies that
each x in ei matches with an x in Ej. but Ej may have more x's than ei. In this case. Yi
= 0 and ei is a subcube of E, so ei is removed. Similarly, if Y, = 0, then Ej is a subcube
of ei and is removed. Similar reasoning holds for other cases. I
Lemma 2: Let tj (12) be the size of RLI (RL2). The redundancy checking in

FindSubcubesreqiresup t ' (2+(J containment checks and leaves only

nonredundant residual terms in RL2.

A straightforward approach to redundancy checking requires as many as ( ti 2t (J

containment checks.
As an example, let links f1 = Oq and f2 = qI be faulty in Q2. Using TV notauon,

C2 = (Ix, xI, xO) and D(f2 ) = (Ix, Ox, xO). Applying Find Subcubes(C2 , D(f2)), we

get RL1 = (Ix, xO), and RL2 = (01,00) before redundancy checking. The redundancy
checking of the procedure removes term '00' from RL2. Finally, we obtain three non-
redundant terms ( Ix, 01, xO).

The procedure below reduces the amount of computational efforts considerably over
Algorithm 1. Note, the order in which the E vector is processed may appreciably affect



the total amount of work done by the algorithm. In reliability literature [13],
preprocessing according to the incrsing order of cardinality of terms is found to be
beneficial from the complexity viewpoint. In this case, a similar sorting will help find a
maximum size d-subcube and also contain the computauonal effort of the procedure.
Thus, we obtain the following algorithm.

Algorithm 2.
Input: List of subcube and/or link faults A' Jf2 . m.r
C2 = D(fl)

for i = 2 to m do
begin
e = D•.i)

Ci= I = Find-Subcubes(Ci, e)
Ci.1 = Sort(Cil)
end

Return Cm+,,.

Theorem 2: Given a list of faulty subcubes and links in an n-dimensional hypercube,
Algorithm 2 identifies all maximal dimension fault-free subcubes.

Proof: D0() generates a covering for the minterms not contained inf1 . Thus C2 = D(fl)
has the effect of C2 = xx...x #fA or C2 = xx...x Sfh, wheref, is a subcube or link
failure, respectively. By Lemma 1. Find Subcubes(Ci. D(f)) computes a set of terms
corresponding to the maximal subcubes contained in both Ci and D(f) with the redundant
terms removed, which again has the same effect as Ci #fi or Ci Sfi, where f. is a

subcube or link failure, respectively. Thus. Algorithm 2 computes the same result as
Algorithm 1. By Theorem 1, the theorem is proved. I

5. Complexity Analysis
We now analyze the time complexity of the algorithms. For a given list of m faults,

Algorithm I computes Ci÷1 = Ci #fi or Ci Sfi, depe" ling on whetherfi is a subcube or
link fault, on each of m iterations. Assume that cor ',rting cr #fs for one cube c, and for
one cube f. can be done in one time step for each resulting cube, so our object is to
bound the number of cubes in Ci+1 . We consider subcube faults only, assuming that

each fault is a 0-subcube (Ohat is. a node), as this will produce the worst case bounds.
Initially, C1 = {x x x ... x). By definition of the # operator, in the worst case, C2 may
contain n cubes: x x ... x ct0 , x x ... x ctI x .... a. I1 x ... x, where ai e (0, 1). In
the worst case, the set of cubes produced by c, #f, may contain at most as many cubes as
there are x's in cr, and each of those cubes will contain one less x than c,. Hence, Ci
may contain at most n (n-1) (n-i+l) = n!/(n-i)! cubes, where n is the dimension of
the hypercube Q, under consideration. Actually, with n symbol positions and 3 possible

symbols, 1, x), there are at most 3n possible cubes. Let v be the least value of i
such that n!I(n-i)! > 3n. Note that n(n-l) - (n-i+l) < n'. So the time to compute m
iterations in the algorithm, for m 5 v, is



Sn! ,,

T(- < n'= O(nn).

And the time to compute m iterations in the algorithm, for m > v, is

V n' M*

( -)!+ 7'=O(- ) O((m-v)3 n) < O(m3n).

In terms of N (= il = 2n), the size of the hypercube, the time complexity for number of

faults m ! v is O(logmN) = o(N). and the Lime complexity for m > v is O(mNý). where /3

= 1og 2 3. This improves on the time complexity O(n(N-m) 2 ) of Sridhar and

Raghavendra's algorithm [14].
If we wish instead to compute a list of only the fault-free subcubes of dimension at

least n--k, then we can obtain a better time complexity. If m 5 k, then we again obtain a

time complexity of O(nm). But if m > k, then we obtain the following time complexity.

k n! +m n!

(nk)! = O(n + O((mi-k)nk).

This time improves on Ozguner and Aykanat's algorithm [8) that requires

0 mk

O(fl/j time to locate the available subcubes of dimension n-k or greater.

Algorithm 2 has a greater worst case time complexity, but a better expected time
complexity. As noted in the discussion of Algorithm 2. the pl operator and equality tests
are used to remove redundant terms from Cj+I. Thus, the nrmber of terms in each Ci of

Algorithm 2 will be fewer than the number of terms in each Ci of Algorithm 1. In the

worst case, Algorithm 2 takes more time because of the time spent in redundancy

checking and sorting. In particular, the ith iteration takes O(n 2) time as opposed to
O(n') time for the other algorithms, leading to an overall time complexity of O(n2 ) for

m < v as opposed to O(nm) and still O(m3n) for m > v. The detection and removal of
redundant terms should, however, allow improved time complexity as it will reduce the
size of each Ci.
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Swnmar'y & Conclhsions - The hypercube topclogy. also known The models may be evaluated by assuming that only the nodes
as the Booiean n-.cube. has recently been used for multiproc.esing can fail while the links are rliable, or only .he links can fail while
systems,. Severa. authors have analyzed the pefornarie Of the nodes am ptf•.t, or both nodes and links can fail- In i6dncrt,
hyt:-ubc -base& systems. As the size and complexity of a system each mode! assumes that riode / link faJ6res are staistical-ly ir.depen.
increases, howeve:., the reiaihi~ty apects become equally impotunt dent. A conventnonal r,.iabiliy modeling approach usually considers
and shoud be included in the perfortnance parameter study of the a stochastic graph model with falling links- In hypercube sucurtzs.
system. This paper describes algorithms for computing lower bounds this approach is warranted to verify the sturdiness of the network
on two reliability mcencs_ namely. termntal reliability RI'] and net- model of the topology. Moreover. m a hypercube. the nCtwork rella-
work reliability CNR], measuaes often used for packet-swithing bility is obvious with perfect links and failing nodes. The NR with
applicadons The terminal (network) reliability is defined as the pro- node failures is just the probability dta all nodes are o1,eranohiAl.
babiiLty t! &Lte exists a wor1king path co.necr.n wo (all) nodes in which is the product of the node rtliabilities.
the sochastdc graph model of the hyp-ncube. Note, there are no In general networks -'%- problem of computing any of the Am
known polynomial mae algorithms for exact cortputators of either JUV measures cxaty is iP-completc [9] and so will reqtue an
TR or NR for the hypecuhe, thus. lower bound computation is a untreasonable amouit of conpuaon ime. It is often possible. bow-
beuer approach. The pao presents polynomai nin algorithms that ever, to much more effciently obtain pper a lowe bomnds cc a
obtain improved lower bounds for both TR and NR than lown reliability measure. The lowar bound is of greater interest as the sys-
results. Sorne ex,=ng techniques for TR and NR evaluation we dis- ttn will be at least his reliable-
cussed, and lower bound results ae compared with previous bounds. In this paper, we investigate die TR and NR models, and c-
,llustmong examples are provded to describe the proposed ,ch- W the link lu c . We prop new =chniques to improyt
niqus. Our resulu show dia for link reliability p - 0.95 or better. ower bn for b t TR and NR. These m.rines produce
which is the case for praccal hypercube-based syst•rt,. iiah relia- be= results and we computable in rine polynomial in the order ofbfihty pa-ra-ceters are close to I. These results further verify the •h im so of t• byf'be..

robustness of the hypercube architectures under link failues. The layout of tie paper is as (,Alow-L Secon 2 pre~a w
Key'•ords. Combinatorcs, Hypenube, Lower Bounds, Network Rei- background materiaj which includes notato¢ts. assumptions. and dis-
Keiryod. Com Reliabilitoycs. Hwcuriun on a'ijer work done on the topic. Secuon 3 proposes in

absty, Teul Reliability. algflgrithm w obtain a tighter lower bound on TR. while SecrM A

develops an algondim far in improved bound on NR. In Secton 5,
1. Introduction we present the Nccmds computed for TR and NR using the new =h-

The hypercube topology. aiso known as the Boolean it -tbe or aiclem and comparn the results with those obtained by previus
binary A-cube [4], has recently been used for mul'com'puter systems, me..
Each of the 2' nodes of an nt-cube is a computer which is directly
connected to n neighboring nodes. Ref:trences [4..1 discuss jopologi- 2. Background
cal properries of a hyperrube graph, Performance analysis of 2.1 Notations and Assumplions
hypmube-based .-ystems bas been addressed in [6.7]. As the size Notations
and complexity of a system increases, reliability aspects become C. n-cube or hypercube.
increasingly lmpornant paramnters "n be included in the performance N (L) number of -des (links) in C.;.N 2*. L - n2-1
analysts of the system, p (q) link reliability (unreliabiliry), p-, * I

The reliability of hYPecbe-based multicomputer systems is
generally evaluated using the following i-dcls. .ST(C.) ntmber ao minimal spanning trees in C.; 5T(C.) -

1) Terminal Reliability (fRi Model: The system works as long as a 2-fl(Jj
specified input (node) is connected to a speqied output (node). r-l

2) Network Reliability (NR) Model [8]: The system works as log TRC a finxoa relrasntini o I - p*)
as 1D1 nodes in the system am connected. TR(C.,p) terutna reliability of C. w link reliabibry pNR (C.. p) nerwoktliabilir ot C4 wanh linkrei".Ltbtlity p

3) Task-based Reliability Model [1,2]: The ystem works as long MR ( p ) or pathf.
as some nrnimum number of connected nodes are Ovailable on th g of &
the sryitcr for task execution. P'J J Path of group G.

4) Functional Subcube Model 13]: 7The system works as long s Rf rteability cornmbution of P,

somie funcnonI minimum degrce subcube exist, Assumpv•ions
T)"S work is ,u;.jcrxed wi W. by ft A FATte O(iýCz of Scjeufic )e&a.,h a) A ink is b•idree-onal.
aier trat A .)P).:T.g-G025
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Jae suntstýzai~ :o~ci ad nave tnec sarre Prrotaciiiry of S~ec V east one ii -es upeaur~g, and ore cytencr arx ;s

; fajures ate su 1ca.:V n2Corerudeflt. "li nodes art petfec,. .R,.p .j -SR . 1 p:

~~o5 okStep 3. Ail exterior :inks operate.
Ter~runal Reliability

L~ , )o a pwof sour-ce and terminal nodesin an n-cutie. Th 3=NR (C.-, p2+2q) p~ SOt~ia

%41tOU; loss Of generalty. consider th cdrrssfr n he~ loe oo n ewr reliabibry of an 'i-cubc soueaL

and Z'-. rtsPwuv~y. These nodes Ame 2 diameter distance. NR(C.,.p) - Tl - T2 +T1
r s ) mminpaths in C. [41. The termiunal eliability CMR)

c,Jbe is the probability that theric is a workiung path fromi itoComiputing TI in Step I takes trime exponentiAl in die dniori
te mr.. fauxe. Tinsproabiltv an e cmpued y frst of the cube, and thus is useful only for dimensions a S 9. For Large

thog e R souxce-cetua pahs for the C., and then using i.referene [8) views an A -cube as & I-<=be with two (r~'

sM of disjoint products (SDP) technique 19) to transform it into suende onected by one 12"-is.Reference [8) next gencam-
*~ ~II~0US abilty xprssio fo tu TR alu. Te nuber of tie the approach by considering the Ai-cube as a 2-cube whose fo'M~r

~ ad pthsforthecube grow exponentially with the number of nodes ae each (a-2)-cubes, or a 3-cube whose eight nodes are eachand pths or te (n-3)-,cubes anid so on. In general, an Ai-cube can be viewed as an
VeinChiance, it is noc efficient to compute TR for large C, (m0c hs 2" node ae each k -cubes which am connected

mingte above method. Alterntatively. computing a lower bound on by 2 -a()lnsThefr.ite pialikladt sp.he
-~offers the possibility of obtaning an important insight into fthe enwln eiblt swhc stepoaat hta

ý,c of TR at a much better conipumaonal cost.tenwln eiblyi -i-Awihi h rbblt hta
of t.e ' (. 0rrupats, ofthee ae dsjont.A lwer least ofe of the 2' links is operating Using this approach. Bulks and
(Y tc n , r mipais, i o thee ae dsjont.A l~er Dugan obtained another lower bound on network reliability of an. A -

I 71 o, TR is compte by conisidening only these it disjoint paths cube as
:-.ng a method used to obtain the reliability of a series-parallel

Vsz [91. Let TR I(Cii. p) be the lower bound on TR for a C. with NR (C.. p KAR(C 1.p 92 MR (C.-..l-(I -p f). (3)

,-lmabiliry p by considering only its A disjoint paths. Then, Note. for Wlare k ard p (k a 2 aW p a C9). the second v=m of the
TR ,(C..P) - I - ( -P*f. (1) night hand side in Equation (3) is spproxi-maly aqual to 1. Thus, a

-i rhodel is ma ightforwird. hut rapidly deterioraties as n increases. sipife vemosi of (3) is given as:
:Section 3. we provide a lighter boundoan termlinal reliability for Ln NR(C..P) -NMIC. P?" (4)
-Cuoe, Comsparnug Equaiaoc (3) or (4) with EM=-ni (2). it u ckm "ha

''Network Reliability Eunc()ptvdsafgtrbud
The network reliability (NR) or aill-tessninal reliability of a C. is E Inc (2)' pfo = we tightesr bond.~ unnsu qanc()

.v probability that every node in the Pi-cube can conmmunicate with InwuMw.w sgeta n am.m.a-4 ulo
I vy other node despite link failures. One may compute the examt Thaii. oling the amples comnbinaxmtal ientity r Ipq -.
alnut for NR of a C. by first Stri.naanng its minimal spanning trees. we

rrinn turn uslig these to obtain NIL An a -cube is a masaoid (9), so
:AREa (111 is able to coetipute KR hrm %be ste of mainizalI xaas TI 1L Mll(C.., ll9 (5).r.rpl
wri 7ees. which is of saw ST(C,). in time polynomial in ST(C,.). NoMe Equanos (5) is polynotinall in The dimension of die cuibe. and
.rforwnately, S7(C.) is exponenia with respec to 4. T'hus, this bence. we need not use an infertor lowt: boulad obtained bry Equalton
iiamique is not advisable for large C.. Furtheausrxe. ther'e is no (3) or (4). Scad. to inprove reiiability cainiti boom of fte events in
Covi polynormal time algonthrn for the NR problem in C.. Obtain- Step 3, we ithenattive~ly econsider the followiing smnoarin
I a jower bound on NR is. obviously, a mome practical approach. Step 3&. At leasit we (a-1)-cube operates.
'a'g eral.[:- ave a lower boond oan Rby consdering the

tgnter of spatunwg trees till Ce., Then. they weighted eac& spanig T3@8(RCp+N(..~p1I(.,i,),'
t t v considering its r -1 links as operational and the resit of the Step 3b. Bodh (ai-1)-eibes faill, but if we emaraict tec par of

-Ks set as failed. Thei bound is aceptable only for very small p ecopuerir nodes rvdumng the a-cube into an (R-l)-csiic th com-
Y71ereaiability polynomiual concept (9) way also be used for NR. builicd links form a connected (a-l)-cube. The probability is grven as

'I ioed n 8].hoeve, he esltat owe bundonNR ut o
! Funirtemore. the method based on this concept is polynomitral 73b a [2 -(I - NR(C.-I. p)9i.mtC1 )p,
tonly in metrms of the number of links, and so is exponential in However, even with the suggstued improvulnerit. the resisltaint lower
unlension of the n-cube. Bulka and Dugan[8)Sgot alower bound bound is sdfl amc tight for p < 0.9 and x > 10. In Section 4 we

:,ei NR of in' A-cube fromsa lower bouandon the reliability of an present a beim lower bound on network reliability wbich gives a
-cube. which in turn is obtained fromi one on an (m-2)-cube, and signtficant timprovement over the results based on the discussed
ýý.unal the cube is small enough (base cube) that its reliability method.

* eevaliaiec exactly. Notm Bulka and Dugan used at C2 a~s the I. Terminal Reliability - An Improved Bound
.e.e for whitch the exact reliability is given as: To imtinove the lower bound TR I(C. p L wie cassider it(A -2)

YR (C2 . P)4, I '(-P )+P' minpaths. selected and ordered using a routng miethod described
below, and then ose a Boolean technique to compute the reliability

BuLka and Dugan's algorithm (8] cov putes the lower bound on vil Nor the ~se i a~2 rimnpaths include the a disiouila pe±'iis
3 f C. in three steps. In the folloing, al 2-1 links con necting used for generalling TM l(C., p). so our lower bound is ugtiotr Furth-~
- s are termied as exterior links ermore, th proposedi method uses the minpaths wo analytxtally c*lcu

Both (A-l)-cubes we operating and i exterior links operaje, late the reliaboiiy widiout enumieratling them~ Lii r*3 (C..p) be the
S 2~2. tithall reliability obtained fromn fths a(*-2) padis. Cznsider the

2 cazinpaths to be tn (at-2) groups, each of which coinsis o( a paths.
TI.P(,.,pl ForI - 1.2.. - ,a-2. and ) 1.2., . A. let P,,, mreprset the

I th path in a gioup of paths G, -In what follows we wensci t the rout
mng algorithm that enumerates the m(A-2) muipaths in C..
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3.1 Routing Algorithm 3.2 Boolean Techniques Coancpl

Any tmnpath from source node 0 to Lerrrujal ntoie 2r-1 Booktan :ecnniques for r•i:abiliry evaluation sia*t a sj._rn of
traverses Pt Lnks in n different dimensions. Nurnoer the dimnsgons products expression for pathsets and convert it nto an equivaent " m
by 0 to i-t. Let P,, be d0a I d.-., where (d,,, d, . d.-J of disjoint products (SDP) expression [11[. Ln the SDP form,, an UP
- 10. 1. - . x -1. denote lhe path from node 0 to node r -i or logical success (DOWN or failu.f state of a 1'tc x is replaced by
obtained by fillt rave'sing a link in dimension d.) then Uaveasing a link reliability p (unreliability q). and the Booian sum (produci) by
link ut dimension 4,, - then uraversing a !ink in dimension d.1,. the arthmetic sum (product). In other words. the SDP expression is

Algorithm interpreted directly as an q•uvalent probability expretssoi of tem=-

1) P, I 0 1 2 3 ,a...l(n-l] a reliability. If F, represents a path idenofier (an UP state of a link
for j. 2 to it do begin in a path P, has I in F,. while a don't ca.'e is represented by 0). the

Path P ,ý. is obtained by traversing dimensions in the order sum of products expression F is ipven by:
given by a left rotate by one of Pa.

end; F ,,F, (6)
2) for i , 2tO -2 do beinfor i - 1 to n- do begin where n denotes the number of muipatds between (s. 01 node pair in

fr -G(V.E). Equaton (6) is modified either canoniWcaly or constr.aovely
P, has the same first trPverse dimension s Pj. to generate the equivalent SOP expression. F(disjoint). The conserv"a-
The Last i-I taversed dimensions of P, am the sam as tve modification is usually preerred, uice i is more efficient com-
those in ,- The remaining n,-- dimensions (ha is the pared with canonical modificaton. where 2' events are rcquired to
2nd to (A•-.1)th dimensions travecrsed) are given by a left determine F(disjoint). (I is the number of links in the netmork.) A
rotate by one of the dimensions in the same positions in simple way to generate mutually disjoint events in Eqjanon (6) is as

P-e,- follows:end;

tnd; F, +,F2 1, F, r3 ,,+ fF2 + . +P7. (,)
The algorithm generates n(n-2) paths with the following proper. where P, denotes a DOWN event of path P, The probability of LP

ties. (operational) for an ith term F, P7 r, ... r_- can be evaluated
Property 1. Paths P,, and P, A are link disjoint, for j * k, using conditional probability d sutndud Boolean operations as:
Property 2. Paths P,, and P,, have (i+1) common links, for i <k. -1
Property 3. Paths P,1 aM P1,, are link disjoint, for, e#. Pr(F,). Pr (r,. r. 1 1 F,)= Pr(FJ f Pr (E').

Observe that G t comprises the it disjoint paths considered for i-1

TRt(C..p ). The 7",(C., p) is computed analytically by using te Her, E, represents a cnditional cube 1111 &-A defines conditions for
concept of Boolean techniques [9,11]. a path ide=nfier F, DOWN ipvtn F, UP (opeational). For the equal-
Example 1. To illusmaie Properties I through 3. consider e C, with ity to bold good, •,'s musa have am--odundant and muwafly dsjoint

source and tertmn•al nodes as s 0 0000 and t * I31I111, rspec- wrm The probability of tde fi evealt Pr(F,) an be detcmrtrined in
tively. Using above algorthm, the vuvious 6(6-2) tannpatds Spoped a smugshorward mannter nce fWaim a asmumed to be ssatiscally
and ordered iam ipven as follows, where the path is listed to the left ledeendent- The vanous wram wshivi Es wdL in genelL "o be
of the a-ow and the nodes visited (excluding the soee an ten-ul disjont 19,11]. This necessiui: making ELi's mu-ually disjoint before
nodes ) ae listed to the night of the arrow, we gwer= tde equivalent pobability expression.
Group M1: 3.3 Improving Lower Bound on Terminai ReiiabilitY
P1,1 :0 1 2 3 4 5 ->0000000001- I-O00011-0011l1-0l1111 (a) Doolean Approach
P,.2: 1 2 3 4 5 0 ->0000-oo IOO 0-001110--lilll0-Illjl0 Let F,, be die path identer for pat P, The sum of products
Pt.I : 234501? 0 > 000100-0011OOL-0111000-111100-111101 expression F for the x(n-2)minpaths is given as,P1.,4 : 3 4 5 0 1 2 *>001000.-011000-111000-111001-111011

P1 5  4 5 0 1 2 3 -> 010000.-II(0-010001-110011ll10l1l F =,F,,J, ;tier I i %n-2. 1 j J t. (8)
Pt:# 5 0 1 2 3 4 -> lO00000-100001-100011-1001l1-101111
Group G2: Using Equation (7). the SDP form for (8) is obtaned as:

P,,: 0234 15 -> 000001.-00101-.M1101-01l101-011111 IFIl F, rL, -,- --F . ...+F7 .1•*"' - ÷.7 . (9)

P.: 134520 -> 000010.-O0100.-Ol00.-llI2l0 -l11l10 Note, the i th o terms in Equation (9) gave die rliability contribution
P2, 2 4 5 0 3 1 -> 000100,.OlOl00.110100-11010l-llll01 of the paths in Gi. Let R, denote the reliability contribunon of G,.
P.4 :3 0 1 42 -> 001000-101000-IOI00-10111-11011 The lower bound on reliability of the C., TR(C.. p), is given as:

p•: 40 1 2 5 3 -> 0l000G•00-010001..0l Oll0l11-110111 ,_

P,: 5 1 2 3 0 4 > 000001-00010-100110-101110-101111 7W (C..p) - .R,. (10)
Group G3:
P,., :0342 1 5 -> 00000l-001001-011001-011101"011111 By Equation (1) and Property I, Rt w I - (i -p')*. For I a 2 aird

: 4 5 3 2 0 -> 000010 l •1f,- i]0010-1110100.-11i110 I < S R. the disjoint expression of, te=m F,, F1, - P . P, Tss
P,: 2 5 0 4 3 1 0 Q000-100100-10010t-110101-111I01 evaluated using condritional probability, standard Boolean operation.
P, :3 0 1 5 4 2 001000-O01001-00O01101011-111011 and Prpero-cs I through 3 as:
p : 4 & 20 5 3 - l0000-010010-Olll0,.Ol01111-1WII
P, :523 1 0 4 -> 100000-100100-101100-101110-101111 Pr(F,,) (11)

Group G4: ?.( ,r '_t4. I F, }I]- (12)

, :04 3 2 1 5 .> 0o00OI-010001-0-l00014-011100• l r .. , -,l' 7,l f (13)
P,. 2  15 4320 0> 000l0.-100010-110010-111010-111110 " " 3
P4 ., :2 05 4 3 1> 0~l00100-MIOI -10101-1 10101 -11)101 pPrF7P . 4, (P7.P P7,)l J14)

P?,:3 105 4 2 -> 001000-001010.001011-101011-I1011 Equation (11) is easily cainputed as Pr(F,,)-p*. Let P. . F
P, :4 2 1 0 5 3 -> 0l0000-OlGl01Ol lO-O0lll01-11011 1 denote the portion of P. remaining after any links in comrtion witr
P,, 5 3 2 1 0 4 -> 1000)-1l0l00-101100-101110"101111 P1 are removed For any kJ < and -. Pt,-P., and P., amr

link disjoint, so EFuaoon (12) is computed as:
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(n-1 )-cube (n-I 1-cuoe

7
TtR3 (C¢•., P)

P 3 10 5 7

TR 3 (C'. P)
F~guO 1Figure 3. A 3-cube C3

F-gr .A 2-model of Figure 2. Two sections of Fgr .A3cb
r-_CjtiO for TR procilem n-cuos Theorem 2. The lower bound on terminal reliability for C..

Pr(17F,) Pr(fF ) ... P(F7,IF,,), (1) TR(Co. p). is computed as

By Property 2. tbe reliability contrbution of (15) is vcn :p) p

-I( where TR" (C-,.1. p) - max (TR2(C..,, p). T7W,(Co,-,, p)).n' (1I -p'-" ). (16) Proof, Obvious. 0

"t cThe equations for lower bound on TR in Equaton (10).
'ulizing the propernes of the selected paths, each probability com- Theorems I and 2 can each be computed in =wm polyinciii in the

ponent of (13) has equal value. Let MG4 denote the probability of dimension of the cube.
each of them. i.e.,

MG. = Pr(,J, .I. sr ) Ik<. 4. Improved Lower Bound on Network Reliability

By Property 2, and recursively utilizing a Boolean id y Let us consider an n-cube C., as two (n-1)-cubes connected by

aBA i -oet + ab r- rsi J2 we obtain: 12' links. We evaluate the lower bound on reliability of a C. from

MG, -3h + p'O.-2 (q + pV.-3 ( ... the known lower bound on reliability of a C.,. The proposed &Igo-

(q +P 0--t) (q +p 0.,)) ... )). (17) nthm divides the pnrblem into three mutually disjoinz cases. In addi-
ton. the events in each case am also mutually disjoint among them-

Simrilarly. (14) is computed as MG,.,. Thus. die rliability conmibu- selves. Thus. the lower bound on rtabiliry can be calculated u the

aon of path P,j is given as: sum of the lower bounds on reliabiiry obtained from the following
,_I three cases.

RP, p no -l -p*'-, ) w(1oi GY--, G...,-' ]. (IS) CASE 1: Both (n-I0-cubes and only one exteror link operate.
,-I The graph model for Case I is shown in Figure 2. Since both C._I's

where MGI - 0. and MG2 - 02 + p3022.. Thus, tde reliability aon. opeate, only one good exterior link is needed to make the two sub-
utbucon of G, is obtained as: cubes combine intoe connected C,. The disjoint exreswor. of CasN

;-I I is given as:
R, = P* n (1 - -) (MG, r' (MG 1.Oil. (191 NtR(C..-,, p . (p+w-.ppq 5pq2 1 -•q+i• . - -)

Example 2. Consider a C& R|n -(I -l p , MG = I ,= -, The events in Case I me all munmlly disjoint once we consider dte
and MG2 = (i p)+p2 (lp-. ByEquadon (17) we obtain: MG, opang exterior Links one at a time. ie, an exteror link operates• M', -p (I...P(q ) +P2.), MG,=. ByEq-u 1 .(q qa.io)). Utiu- when the links previously considered good fail. Since 0 pq $1,

inng Equanon (19), the reliability contributions R, 's are obtained as: Equaton (20) can be reduced to:
'I jSR 3 " P -[ ( P - , , - , ) y (iyw o U G • • • . R C , •pr.( q ' ) ( 2 1 )

2 6;

R) - P" f ( P-'- ) T(MG~y- (AMG•tr . Note, Cas I incudes STc.4.1 (C.) -2.4 ST(C..,)- ST(C'0._
6 3ir muinmum spanning ames.

R. p6 f (1 - pP'') n(AfG 4y- P"G")-

For p ,- CASE 2: All 2D i exteror links operate.
Fo232680.9, one get MG . - 04.687 59, MG2 - 0.18591, M. i n Case 2. a C., is connected if at least one C,_, operates. When all
00236268. and MG, 0.224167. We also obtain R, - 0.989418. R7 exterior links ar good. tte conpuent nodes in the two C.-.'s can be
- 0010038. R - 0.000371. ad R - 0.000037, and hence Equation combined to form an (x-1)-cube, C. ,. in which each patr of adja-
(b,0) gives TRAIX6. 029) u 0.999863. cent nodes is connected by double links. Consider the C, shown in
(b) A 2-gube Model for TR ure 3. Figure 4& gives the gaph representaton for Cas 2. The

Consider the C. constructed of two C.-.'s that ae connected by reliability of the C'._ is given as the lower bound on reliability of a
2Z' Links. We call ftesc links as exterior links, ard the Links within C.,_ with link reliability p2 + 2pq (- I - q2). since the C'._1 is con-
each C,-, as intenor links. nected when it contains at least one woriing spanning ree. which
Theorem 1. Given a bound on TR for C.,_, TR3(C._ 1. p). a 2-cube may have links from either or both C._,'s. Thus. forp' I.-.-q. we
based lower bound on TR is expressed as: have the following expression.

TRI(C.,. p) - Zp - TR3(C._ 1.p) - (pTR(C,._,, p)9. pr". (VR (C,_,. p') - NR (C,.,. p9) (22)

Proof The lower bound on TR of the C., is computed by including Events in Case 2 ae mutually disjoint. In addition. Case 2 is muru-
only two uxtenor links. i.e.. a link thai connects the nodes 0 of the any disjoint from Case 1. The eveits considered in MR(C. -1 . p')
two fn-1)-cubes. and a link which connects the nodes ""'-i in the include the possibilities that both subcubes operate, so we subtrac
subcubes (see Figure 1). Note, the (j. t) for the o-cube i the figure NR 2(C._,.P) to make Case 2 disjoint fomm Case 1. The number of

is Up). ra, and the two exterior links considered wm ('.. ). (1. t1 u)
with link reliability p. The probability of Csi, t,) or (i: c c nfinouni spanning trams used in Case 2, sTc..,C,), is

tivity is given as the lower bound on TR for C.-,. Thus. 01, t2) con- "T(C._) 2O''.
nectiviry is given as the TR for a C, with link reliability for (,,, r,) CASE 3: 2 %;, s 2"'-1 exterior links and one (R -l)-¢ube operate
012 . t 2) gpven it TRC.,,.p) and the other two links have probability Cams 3 is inoactable for large C's., so we compute a lower

of suiccess p D bound on reliability.
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Figure 4. Merging neces !n Cut* C3 for- a lower bound one the ry -i..atdl sopaarang :'er a nove no, oenSainclued in the r thability ev aled so nar. and ,ae a !owe:, Doare o n

reliability for ecri of them. i.e. multiply ft numtbr by p"-j q",
-her'e 8.-L-N*t. Thus. a lower bound on reliaoiliuy expression for

/1' Case 3C ni~4 4 S .kSc,• 1._ST ¢
S3 _7'A..,T (C.)_STC.,.sj(C.)) .p'*'-, 1, ,26)

3 3 3 7"" X','6
7 2 57 Combining all cases.

6 NR(C. ,p) k (2 I>•(22>).<23)-24),•>• 26), (27)

(c) Case 3b, (d) Case 3b, The equation for lower bound on NR in Equation (27) can be corn-
(a) Case 2 (b) Case 3a distance 1 distance 2 puted in arme polynomial in the dimension of the cube.

Table 1 shows the opasons of the exat reliabWy of C3 for
CASE 3A forI - 2*'-l the cases descrbed obtained by CAREL [II, and .the lower bound

Figure 4b depicts the graph representation of Case 3A for a C3, results produced by the proposed alsonthm.
As in example, the figure shows an event in which Unks 8. 9,. ad 10 S. Results and Comparisons
operate while link I I fails. Let an isolated node be defined as a node
in a disconnected subucbe C._i which has a failed exterior link as Tables 2 to 5 show the bounds for 1'R , To z. TR3, a the aght-
one of its links. The C3 is connected if one C, cube operaes and the est lower bound TR for vinous C.'s, t - 3. 4 .... 16 and varnous
isolated node is connected by at least one of its interior links (inks 6 values of P For m - 3. we have exact r6tability values. As expected.
and 7). However, we also have included the case in which the two TR2 is always tighter than TR, since the runpaifis considem'4 in 7R,
(m-I)-cubcs operate. To make this case disjoint with Case 1, we sub- are only a subset of the ones for TR2. The lowev bound ob.ained by
tract N '(C.-, p)'. The reliability conmbunon for this case is given the 2-cube model, TR,. pcforms worse than TR2 for p > 0 A. How-
as: ever, TRs is tighter than TR2 for p -0.6 as shown in Table 3. For

22-' - q( (C._.p) .C._p2 23 0.6cp S0.S, TRI is tigher than TRN for some C.'s. As shown in
.2 .pr- .()(l.-q.) _N•(C I,p) ( Tables 2 to 5, TR (computed by Theorem 2) always provides the best

Case 3A considers STc.A.S (C.) w ST(C.-1) "(0-1)"- minimal bounds for any values of p and a. As the results show, for a S 16

spannig tree. and p 50.6, TR$ is always as tight as TR. and thus it u suggested to

CASE 3B for i - 2"-'-2 use the 2-cube modeL for TR. On the contrary, for p > 0.3. TR2 is

The two isolated nodes can be at a distac one or more. We equal to TR for m- 3, 4, _ 16, and hence, Equaton (10) is suffictent

consider the reliability expression for this case in two gups. t o TA.

The two nodes are at distance 1: Figure 4c pmsots the graph model Table 6 presents the compansons of the best Imnow lower
of this case for C1. The fiure shows the events when links 8 and 9 bounds on MR obtained in [8] with the new low bounds eneraLed
operate., while links 10 and II fail. The lower bound OTexpression for by our proposed technique for a 3. 4 ... , 16. Note, we have used

ths ae W the modified Bulks, and Dugan algonrithm [1, iLe, by replacing T I
2 .L'' '"- q " with Eq-attio (5). A shown in the table., our lower bounds are

q - (-_-"q") -KitR(C,.. p)2) (24) tighter wan the Bulka and Dugan bounds, espc•aly for a > 10 and
where L' is the number of links in C,.-. P < 0.9.
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Abstract

Multistage Interconnection Networks (MINs) provide a good communication medium

between multiple processors and memory modules. Previous reliability evaluation efforts for

MINs assumed that all failures are statistically independent and that no degraded operational

modes exist, though these assumptions are inconsistent with realistic conditions. In this paper,

we relax both assumptions and provide efficient algorithms for terminal, broadcast, and K-

terminal reliability evaluation in the Shuffle-Exchange Network with an extra stage (SENE), a

redundant path MIN. The shock model is used in a modified form to incorporate failure

dependency and multiple operational modes into the reliability evaluation. For K-terminal

reliability, let k = IK1. For an NxN SENE, the algorithms run in time O(log N), O(log N), and

O(k log N). respectively.

1. Introduction
Paralelrcomputers have developed very rapidly in response to the need for high speed

computing in many applications. Several parallel computers, such as [BM's RP3 (Hsu et at.,

1987; Wang et al., 1989), the University of Illinois' Cedar (Konicek et al., 1991), and Purdue

University's PASM (Schwederski er al., 1991), employ a multistage interconnection network

(MIN) to provide a communication medium between processors and processors or shared

memory modules. A MIN consists of N inputs and N outputs and (typically) n stages of
switching elements (SEs), where n = log 2N. An SE is generally a 2x2 crossbar network and

provides either a straight (T-mode) or cross (X-mode) connection. The SEs in one stage are

connected to the SEs in adjacent stages by links that are arranged in patterns. Based on these

patterns, various MLNs are called as Omega, Flip, Indirect binary cube, Modified data

manipulator, baseline, and reverse baseline networks. All these networks are topologically

equivalent (Bermond er al., 1989). To improve the fault tolerance of the Omega network, an

extra stage may be added to provide a redundant path from each input to each output. Thus, if

one path fails due to faulty links and/or SEs, an input can still reach an output through another

path. This type of Omega network is called the Shuffle Exchange Network with an Extra stage

(SENE).

This work was supported in part by the Air Force Office of Sciernufic Rewsrh under grant AFOSR-91-)025.



K-terminal reliability is defined as the probability that a set of working paths ex:s:s

from one specified input to each of a specified set K of outputs. For an NxN MLN and K =

(N), it is also known as terminal (broadcast) reliability.

Previous reliability evaluation algorithms for MINs assumed 2-mode fault models

(working or failed) for each component and statistically independent failures (Bocnng et at..

1989; Vasrma and Raghavendra, 1989; Cheng and Ibe, 1992; Trahan and Rai, 1992). These

assumptions are common in reliability evaluation, as the evaluation problems are intractable for

general networks (Colbourn, 1987). These assumptions, however, fail to adequately model

real-world situations. For example, Davis et al. (1985) and Schwederski et al. (1991)

discussed instances of dependent failures, or fault side-effects, in the PASM. The 2-mode

model leads to an underestimate of the reliability because it does not allow a degraded

operational mode of SEs. The assumption of independent failures leads to an overestimate of

reliability. Recently, some researchers have addressed the problem of incorporating dependent

failure into reliability computations for general networks (Boyles and Sarnaniego, 1984; Lam

and Li, 1986; Le and Li, 1989).

In this paper, we present efficient algorithms for terminal, broadcast and K-terminal

reliability evaluation of an SENE composed of identical SEs, allowing multimode and

dependent failures. The algorithms assume a 4-mode model of an SE: a fully operational

mode, two degraded operational modes, namely stuck-at-T mode and the sruck-at-X mode, and

a completely failed mode. Moreover, we assume chat links are reliable. We modify the shock

model of Boyles and Samaniego (1984) to incorporate dependent failures into the reliability

evaluation algorithms of Trahan and Rai (1992). For K-terminal reliability, let k = IKX. For an

NxN SENE, the algorithms run in time O(log N), O(log N), and O(k log N), respectively.

The layout of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes MIN basics. Section 3

discusses the shock model and explains its application to SENE reliability analysis. Secton 4

presents results of the algorithms for terminal, broadcast, and K-terminal reliability of SENE

and outlines the techniques used to develop them. For brevity, we present the results only.

The derivations and proofs are discussed in (Wang, 1992).

2. Background
The Shuffle-Exchange Network with an Extra stage (SENE) (see figure in Cheng and

rbe (1992)) with N inputs and N outputs is defined to be a MIN with log 2N+t stages of 2x2

SEs. The outputs of SEs in stage i connect to the inputs of SEs in stage i+I by a shuff'e

connection, for i = 0, 1 ..... n-1. Let SEi 4 denote the jth SE in stage i, where 0O: i:5 n and 0

Sj •N/12-1. To help develop a fault model, we consider an SE to be composed of two input

controllers (ICs), two output controllers (OCs), and a central controller (CC). Figure 1

illustrates the structure of an SE. Paths through the network are established by a path request

mechanism in which a CC decides whether the IC should transfer the input to the OC in T- or

Ai



X- connecuon mode.

3. Shock Model and Dependency Analysis
To analyze SE failure dependency, we use a shock model (Boyles and Samaniego.

1984). The shock model and the event based reliability model (EBR..M) proposed by Lain and

Li (1986) are identical. The shock model was defined for 2-mode components. We generalize

its application to include multrmode SEs in our reliability analysis. An extension of the EBRM

to multimode components, the cause based Miulomode model (CBMM), does exist (Le and Li,

1989). Our model, however, is more simply defined as an extension of the shock model or

EBRM than as a restricted application of the CBMM. Further, we can explain our generalized

model in terms of shocks to subcomponents of SEs. Section 3.1 explains the concepts of the

model while its application to SENE analysis is described in Section 3.2.

3.1. SHOCK MODEL

The shock model assumes that statistically independent shocks, which occur with

known probability, cause the failure of network components. When a shock occurs, it causes

the failure of a specific component or set of components. We say that the component or

components are affected by the shock. A shock affecting a single component is called an

individual shock (IS), while a shock affecting multiple components is called an exzernal shock

(ES).
For a network with n components, up to 24-1 shocks may be defined theoretically.

Most shocks, however, may never happen in the real world. Therefore, we need to consider

only those shocks whose occurrence is reasonable in the specified real world conditions.

3.2. SENE FAILURE ANALYSIS

To apply the shock model to a SENE in which SEs may operate in degraded modes, we

wiMl expand the notion of an IS, while leaving the notion of an ES unchanged. Instead of

associating a single IS with a single component, we will associate one IS for each failed or

degraded working mode of a component. Technically, a CC having a stuck-at logic fault can

produce a degraded working mode for an SE. Class I shocks (defined below) model this

scenario.

For ESs. we restrict our analysis to two modes only, so the occurrence of an ES causes

all affected SEs to fail. SEs that are far apart are unlikely to be affected by a single ES. In

general. the classes of ESs that we define are motivated by the failure of one SE causing the

failure of other SEs due to the links connecting them. For shared-memory computers, each

processor reads from or writes to the shared-memory through the MINs and so communicauon

flows in both directions. When the forward (reverse) part of an SE is failed, this SE will send

garbage messages to either one or both of the SEs in the next (previous) stage chat are

connected to it and may cause one or both of them to fail. Hence, we assume that an external



shock causes a failure in adjacent SEs either in the forward direction (towards the network

outputs) or in the backward direction (from fault to network inputs). In a practical design, a

failure of an output (input) controller can create a forward (backward) external shock. Such

dependent failures have been noted in MINs by Davis et al. (1985) and Schwederski er al.

(1991). In the terminology of Schwederski et al., the shocks that we have described above

correspond to fault side-effects with forward reach of 1, backward reacn of 1, and span of 2.

Class 2, 3out, and 3in shocks (defined below) model this scenario.

To help compute the reliabilities, we consider the following classes of shocks. Each

class of shock will affect a certain structured set of SEs. For example, a Class 3out shock

(defined below) will affect an SE and the two SEs to which it is connected in the next stage.

We define such a shock for every SE. Because the structures affected by the same class of

shocks are the same and all SEs are identical, the probabilities that the same class of shock

occur are identical for all such shocks. The probability that each class of shock occurs may be

time dependent. The purpose of our work is to find out a relationship between the probabilities

of each class of shock and the reliability of the whole network.

Clas. Ihok. Exactly one SE is damaged or fails.

A Class 1 shock is an IS that affects only one SE. We modify the shock model as

described above to handle stuck-at-T and stuck-at-X modes of SEs. Let Z11(1f) denote the

shock that affects SEij to be completely failed, let Z1$l,t) denote the shock that affects SEij to

be stuck at T mode, and let Zq( I,x) denote the shock that affects SEi5 to be stuck at X mode.

The probabilities that the three Class I shocks occur are pf, pl. and p., respectively. Let p,,

denote the probability that the three Class I shocks affecting SEiq do not occur, hence, p,, = 1-

C. Exactly two SEs fail simultaneously.

A Class 2 shock is an ES that affects two SEs connected by a link. Four Class 2

shocks affect each SE SEE,, if SEq is not in the input or output stages. These four shocks will

be denoted as Z11(2,k), where k = 1, 2, 3. 4 (Figu,-e 2(a)). If SEij is in the input stage, then

only ZJ(2,3) and Zi,(2,4) affect it. If SE1, is in the output stage, then only Z11(2,1) and

Z(2,21) affect iL Let the probability that a Class 2 shock occurs be p2 and does not occur be q2

= l-p2.

Class 3out shock and Class 3in shock. Exactly three SEs fail simultaneously.

Cla'ss 3out shock.

A Class 3out shock is an ES that affects an SE and the two SEs to which it is connected

by its output links. Each SE in a SENE is affected by three Class 3out shocks denoted as

Zq(3,k), where k = 1, 2, 3, except for SEs in the input and output stages (Figure 2(b)). If SE,1

is in the input stage, then only Z,,(3,3) affects it. If SEE, is in the output stage, then only

Z,i(3,1) and Z,,(3,2) affect it. Let the probability that a Class 3out shock occurs be P30 and

does not occur be q3o= I-,3o.



Class 3in shock.

A Class 3in shock is an ES that affects an SE and the two SEs to which it is connected

by its input links. There are obviously three Class 3in shocks affecting each SE. denoted as

Zij,,4, where k = 4, 5, 6, except for SEs in the input and output stages (Figure 2(c)). SEIj is

affected by only Z1,{3.5) and Z4j(3,6) if it is in the input stage and is affected by only Z1 (3,4) if

it is in the output stage. Let the probability that a Class 3in shock is up be p3i and down be q3i

= 1-P3i-

4. Reliability Evaluation
We now present the results for terminal (TR), broadcast (BR), and K-terminal (KR)

reliability measures. Trahan and Rai (1992) developed a straightforward algorithm for TR and

recursive algorithms for BR and KR of a SENE under assumptions of independent and 2-mode

SE failures. They noted that SENE paths form a simple series-parallel graph for TR and a pair

of intersecting binary trees for BR and KR. To incorporate dependent and multimode failures,

we follow their concept, but must include a careful and much more detailed accounting of the

shocks that may affect the SEs on the paths. Note that a single ES may affect one, two, or

three SEs on the relevant paths.

To compute TR, note the following.

a. For a SENE, there exist two paths from each input to each OUtpUL The o paths share

an SE in the input stage and an SE in the output stage, but are otherwise disjoint.

b. A routing tag can be used to set the connections in switches on a path from an input s to an

output d. If an input number is s = s1s2 ... s. and an output number is d = dld2 ... d., where

s, s2, ... , s. and dI, d2 , ... , d4 are the bits of the binary representation of s and d

respectively, then the routing tag from s to d is r = rlr2 ... r., where r1, r2, ..., r. are given by

ri = si D di, foreach 1 S i5 <n.

Theorem 1. For an input s and an output d in an NxN SENE. the terminal reliability can be

computed using the equation below in O(log N) time.

(PX + 3n 2n
TR(N,s,d) = (pt + o,) i' (Px ÷Pw)"1 q2 (q3oq 3i)

n-I n-I

+ (PC + P',) ,=1 (PX + P' ) •-• g n( _•3oq3i_ )2n

-P, (PI + P") i=1 (px +Pw)i--I qj ~(q3oq3i)'•nl

Based on the structure of the broadcast paths in the SENE (Figure 3), BR can be

computed by a recurrence algorithm. This algorithm is described by Theorem 2.



Theorem 2. For an input s in an NxN SENE, the broadcast reliability can be evaluated using

the equation below in O(log NV) time.
BR(N) = ((pt + Px)P-_ 2p3oq3o )q2 - 3q 3-q3o-'BR,(N).

3where a = p,(q2 .) (q3oq3i), 53 = P/q 2 "q3oq3i, and BR "(N) can be computed by
BR (IN) = a'q3o 2[BR(NI2)I + 2(.t + p 1)p,-IaPN'2BR "*(N/2)

+ -2q3Ofpw(pf+a- IPw + 1) ON-

The base case BR '(4) is defined as
BR'(4) = ((l-pf)2 + 2(ppx + P, + Px - p)(I-pf)

-1 2 6 4 2
+ 2Pw(q 2q3o) ]P1, q2 q30 q3i -

Definition. For K-terminal reliability, we describe each SE on a path from a specified

input s to an output in K as marked.

Theorem 3. For an input s and a set K of outputs in an NxN SENE, where k = IKI, the K-

terminal reliability can be computed by the equation below in O(k log N) time.
KR(KN,s) = [(p, + p. - 2pp,.,qý,)KR,(K,N,s) + p.q•KPZ'(K,N,s)]qq~q,,.

Values for KR,(K,N,s) and KR 2(K,N,s) can be computed by recurrence expressions

according to the different cases enumerated below. The base case for N=4 can be computed by

considering several different cases. For the sake of brevity, the results for the base case are not

enumerated.

Case Ih Only one child of considered SEs is marked.

1- The T mode in these SEs allow working paths from input s to the k outputs, then

KR 1 (K,N,s) and KR,2 (K,N,s) can be computed by

KRj(K,N,s) = (Pt+pw)qj(q3O.q3 i)KRl(KNs)

KR.2 (K,N,s) = [Pt + P )2fKR 2 ( s + 2 (pj + P)(P + p, + a 1 pw -)KRj(K,-!ijJ

qj (q3oq 3i)4.

2. The X mode in these SEs allow working paths from input s to the k outputs, then
KR,(K,N,s) and KR2(K.N~s) can be computed by the equations above, exchanging p,

and p.

Case 11: Both children of considered SEs are marked. Let K1 and K, be the subsets of K that

lie in the left and right subgraphs, respectively.

KRI (KN,s) can be computed by

KRj(K.N,s) =KRj(Ki,2LSIJKRI(Kr,Ž'i.s~I P~q~q3 oqj1 -

KR2(K.N,s) can be computed by

1. If input s can access the right (left) subgraph if considered SEs are set in T (X) mode, then



KR-I (K. N, s) [P 2q-KR,(KI, N§2KR,(KP.,IVSJ

+ 2pxPwqiJKR( K1,Ls KRI(KrL...SJ

+2(Pw (Pf +a -P~,, - iOqj + 1 )KRI(KI, S .fRI(K,L.i1S]

* q2 q3 oq3 i.

2. If input s can access the left (right) subgraph if considered SEs are set in T (X) mode, then
KR2 can be computed by the equation above, exchanging P, and Px-
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Summary and Conclusion. Multistage interconnection networks (MINs) are a widely studied

means of interconnecting processors to memory or processors to processors by stages of switches. In

this paper, we have presented a set of efficient reliability evaluation algorithms for the terminal

reliability, broadcast reliability, and K-terminal reliability problems in shuffle-exchange network with

an extra stage (SENE) MIN with time complexities O(loglog N), O(Iog N), and O(N log N) time,

respectively. For each of these problems, the best previous approaches took time exponential in N.
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1. Introduction

To achieve faster computing speeds imperative for many computer applications, the use of

multiple processors operating in parallel is necessary. Consequently, the reliability of the network

interconnecting these processors is of notable importance, as is the ability to quickly evaluate whether

the network can implement a desired set of connections. The problem of exact reliability evaluation,

however, is computationally in'actable for most reliability measures in general networks. In

particular, the problems of terminal reliability, broadcast reliability, and K-terminal reliability

evaluation are #P-complete (Ball, 1986). K-terminal reliability is the probability that a path exists from

one specified node to each of a specified set K of nodes; broadcast (terminal) reliability is a special case

of K-terminal reliability in which K is the set of all (one) output nodes (node). For some restricted

cases, though, a network offers sufficient structure that the reliability may be efficiently evaluated

(Colbourn, 1987).

Multistage interconnection networks (MINs) are a widely studied means of interconnecting

processors to memory or processors to processors by stages of switches. MINs are also increasingly

used in experimental systems. MINs are an integral part of the design of such large scale projects as

PUMPS, CEDAR, and PASM (Siegel, 1985). Therefore, the problem of reliability evaluation of

MINs is of interest In this paper, we present simple and efficient algorithms for terminal, broadcast,

and K-terminal reliability evaluation of the shuffle-exchange network with an extra stage. For the

reliability problems, we utilize a stochastic model of the MIN in which SEs may fail with a known

probability and links are always working. The terminal and broadcast reliability evaluation algorithms

run within time O(loglog N) and O(log N) for a network of size N, respectively. The K-terminal

reliability evaluation algorithm runs within time O(N log N). Varma and Raghavendra (1989) obtained

similar efficient algorithms for terminal reliability and broadcast reliability evaluation of the Generalized

INDRA network, Merged Delta network, and Augmented C-network.

I I I I I I



The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2. we present definitions and describe

some background results used throughout the paper. Section 3 describes the reliability evaluation

algorithms and analyses their complexity issues.

2. Definitions and Background

Multistage interconnection networks essentially comprise switching elements (SEs) and links

between switching elements. MINs may contain many combinations of switch sizes (Feng, 1981).

For our discussion, we restrict ourselves to shuffle-exchange MINs built from 2-input, 2-output SEs.

Such a shuffle-exchange MIN has N = 2" inputs and outputs and n stages, with each stage comprising

N12 switches. The stages are numbered from I to n. The outputs of SEs in stage i connect to the

inputs of stage i+1 by a shuffle connection, for 1 < i < n. A SENE has n+1 stages, numbered 0 to n.

SEs at the input, stage 0, are labeled/0, I1, ..... IN2.1. SEs at the output stage are labeled O, 01, ... ,

ON/2-.1. SEs at stage i are labeled (i- 1)N12, (i-1)N12 + 1, ... , iN/2 - 1, for 1 < i < n. For the sake of

discussion, assume that the MIN connects N input processors to N output processors.

For any pair of input and output processors, the SENE possesses exactly two paths from the

input to the output. These paths share an SE in the input stage and an SE in the output stage, but are

otherwise disjoint. We will designate the path through the smaller numbered SEs as the upper path

and the other as the lower path. For example, the upper path from input 0 to output 0 contains SEs 10,

0, 8, 16, and 00, while the lower path contains SEs I0, 1, 10, 20, and O0 (Figure 1).

In a SENE, each SE in stage 0, the input stage, is connected to a pair of SEs in stage I. Each

of these SEs is the root of a complete binary tree of SEs of height n whose leaves are the SEs of stage

n, the output stage. The two trees are disjoint, except that the leaves of the trees are identical. (See

Figure 1.) We call the tree (including the leaves) rooted at the smaller numbered switch as the upper

broadcast tree (BTu) and the tree (including the leaves) rooted at the larger numbered switch as the

lower broadcast tree (BTL). Omitting the input stage SEs, the set of upper paths from any input

processor forms the upper broadcast tree, and the set of lower paths forms the lower broadcast tree.



We define the upper network as the set of upper paths from each input to each output, ommaing

the input stage SEs, and we define the lower network as the set of lower paths from each input to each

output, omitting the input stage SEs. Each input stage SE is connected to one SE in stage 1 of the

upper network and one SE in stage 1 of the lower network. Figure 1 depicts the upper and lower

networks of a 16x16 SENE, noting the connections of the input stage SEs and depicting the output

stage SEs in the center. These very regular paths from an input to the outputs offers us the structure

necessary to efficiently solve the reliability and decision problems.

Note from Figure 1 that the upper and lower networks are symmetrical. For a given SE g in

stage i of the upper network, there is an SE g'in the lower network in the corresponding position in

the same stage. Let L(g) denote this SE. For example, in a 16x16 SENE, L(O) = I and L(17) = 21.

For SE h in the lower network, let U(h) denote the SE in the corresponding position in the upper

network, so U(1) = 0 and U(21) = 17 in our example.

Because of the regular connection pattern between stages of SEs, it is straightforward to list thc

SEs on a path from a specified input to a specified output or, to determine the SEs connected to a given

SE j. We refer to an SE k in a stage preceding that of SE j such that a path exists in the fault-free

SENE from SEk to SEj as an ancestor of SEj. We refer to an SE kin a stage foWlowing that of SEj

such that a path exists in the fault-free SENE from SEj to SEk as a descendant of SEj.

We assume that the processor running our algorithm is a Random Access Machine that can

compute addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and bitwise Boolean operaticis in one unit of

time (Trahan et al., 199 1).

For an integer s, let #s denote its representation in binary.

Lemma 2.1. For any SE g in an NxN SENE, the following can be computed in constant time, given

a table T that can be generated in O(log N) time:

(i) the stage i in which SE g is located,

(ii) the pair of SEs in stage i+1 to which the outputs of SE g are connected,

(iii) the pair of SEs in stage i-I connected to the inputs of SE g,
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(iv) for an SE h in a stage preceding stage i, whether SE h is an ancestor of SEj,

(v) for an SE h in a stage following stage i, whether SE h is a descendant of SE j,

(vi) whether SE g is in the upper or lower network, and

(vii) if SE g is in the upper (lower) network, the SE L(g) (U(g)) in the corresponding posiuon in the

lower (upper) network.

Lemma 2.2. For any given input Ij and output Ok in an NxN SENE, the upper and lower paths

from lj to Ok can be generated in O(log N) time.

Terminal reliability (TR) is the probability that at least one path exists from a given input

processor to a given output processor of the network. K-terminal reliability is the probability that at

least one set of paths exists from a given input processor to each processor in a set K of output

processors of the network. Broadcast reliability (BR) is the probability that at least one set of paths

ex;sts from a given input processor to each output processor of the network. BR is a special case of

K-terminal reliability. Network reliability is the probability that at least one set of paths exists to

connect each input processor to each output processor.

In the SENE, each input processor is connected to the input of a single SE in the input stage,

and each output processor is connected to the output of a single SE in the output stage. In the

following, we describe our algorithms based on the input (output) stage SE to which an input (output)

processor is connected, rather than based on the input (output) processor itself.

We make the following assumptions for the reliability problems. Each SE in the input stage

and output stage is always working. Each SE in the other (intermediate) stages is working with

probability p and failed with probability q = 1 - p. Individual SE failure probabilities are statistically

independent. Each link is always working.

We will later show how to relax the assumption that the failure probability of each SE is

identical.
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3. Reliability Evaluation Algorithms

3.1. TERMINAL RELIABILITY

Given the structure of the SENE mentioned above, the TR problem is easily solved. Let 1, be

the specified input and Ok be the specified output. An NxN SENE contains exactly two disjoint paths,

that is, the upper and lower paths, each of length n = log 2N, from lj to Ok. (Note: All logarithms are

taken to base 2 in this paper.) The graph is simply series-parallel. Let TR(N) denote the terminal

reliability of an NxN SENE.

TR(N) = 1 - (I .p log N-I) 2

Theorem 3.1. The terminal reliability of an NxN SENE can be evaluated in O0oglog N) time.

3.2. BROADCAST RELIABILITY

The structure of the SENE allows us to use a recursive approach to evaluating the broadcast

reliability of the SENE. For the BR problem, let Ij be the specified input SE, let A be the root of BTU,

let C and E be the two SEs to which A is connected in stage 2, let B be the root of BTL, and let D and

F be the two SEs to which B is connected in stage 2, where the label of SE C is less than that of E and

the label of D is less than that ofF. (See Figure 2.)

Input Ij may reach all outputs by paths through A only, through B only, or some outputs

through A and the rest through B. We handle each of these cases separately. Case 1 comprises

instances in which A is working and B is failed; Case 2 comprises instances in which A is failed and B

is working; and Case 3 comprises instances in which both A and B are working. Each case describes

a disjoint collection of instances, so the overall reliability will be the sum over the three cases of the

probability that a set of paths exists from Ij to each output in each case.

Case 1. SE A is working and SE B is failed. No paths exist from lj to any inner node in BTL,

so the graph of nodes reachable from ij comprises l,, an edge from lj to A, and a complete binary tree

of height n rooted at A. Exactly one path exists from lj to each output, so every node in the binary tree
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must be working. This tree contains N/2 leaves and N/2 - I inner nodes. The reliability of this case is

as follows.

RA ý(N) =p Iq.

Case 2. SE A is failed and SE B is working. The analysis is analogous to that of Case 1.

R 7iB(N) = p" q.

Case 3. Both SE A and SE B are working. Working paths exist from I, to SEs C, D, E, and

F. Call the outputs O0 through ON/4.I the left half outputs, and call the outputs ON/4 through ON/2.1

the right half outputs. Input li can reach the left half outputs through SEs C and D, and li can reach the

right half outputs through SEs E and F. Observe that the probability PL that 1i can reach all the left half

outputs is equal to the probability PR that Ij can reach all the right half outputs. The probability that lj

2can reach all the outputs is equal to PLPR = (PL) . Evaluating PL reduces to the same broadcast

reliability evaluation problem in a network with half the number of outputs.

RAB(N) = p2(BR(N[2))2.

Putting the three cases together, we obtain the following recurrence for a SENE with N

outputs.

BR(N) = 2pN/2- Iq+p 2(BR(N/2))2.

The base case for the recurrence is BR(2) = 2pq + p2.

Theorem 3,2. The broadcast reliability of an NxN SENE can be evaluated in O(log N) time.

Proof. We precompute pn2"i-l for i = 1, 2, ... , log N in time O(log N). We then evaluate the

recurrence equation in a constant amount of time for each of log N levels of recursion and, so evaluate

the broadcast reliability of an NxN SENE in time O(log N). I

Time O(log N) to evaluate BR is far better than the time complexity of previous algorithms

using the sum of disjoint products method and running in time exponential in N (Botting et al., 1989;
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Rai and Trahan, 1989; Kulkarni and Trahan, 1991). Theorem 3.2 also establishes that the problem of

evaluating the broadcast reliability for a SENE is not #P-complete, as is the case for a general network.

The recurrence obtained for BR evaluation is very similar to recurrences generated by Varrna

and Raghavendra (1989) for BR evaluation of other MINs. Their redundancy graphs for the

Generalized Indra Network and Augmented C Network are very similar to the broadcast tree structure

shown in Figure 2 for the SENE. Their recurrence for BR on the Augmented C Network is almost

identical to that for the SENE.

3.3. DIFFERENT SWITCH RELIABILITIES

We now extend the solution method to two related problems. The first is the BR problem for

the SENE if SEs are allowed different probabilities of working, and the second is the K-terminal

reliability problem. The K-terminal reliability evaluation algorithm will use the BR evaluation

algorithm for different switch reliabilities as a building block.

Suppose that the reliabilities of individual SEs may differ. Let pi denote the probability the SE

i is working. We will follow the previous decomposition approach with the same cases resulting, but

will evaluate the contribution of each case to the total reliability differently. The reliability function BR'

now has two arguments, G, the graph and associated reliabilities, and N, the size of the SENE. Let

GL denote the decomposed graph containing the left half outputs and associated reliabilities, and let GR

denote the decomposed graph containing the right half outputs and associated reliabilities.

The complete recurrence, hence recursive algorithm, for this situation is as follows.

BR'(G,N) = qB flp. + q, rl"Ps + PAPB BR'(GL, N/2) BR'(GR, N12).
seBTU sEBTL

The base case for the recurrence is BR'(G, 2) = PAqB + qApB + PAPB"

Theorem 3.3. The broadcast reliability of an NxN SENE in which each switch may have a different

reliability can be evaluated in O(N log N) time.
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3.4. K-TERMINAL RELIABILITY EVALUATION

K-terminal reliability is the probability that at least one set of paths exists from a given input

processor to each output processor in a set K of size k. BR is a special case of K-terminal reliability in

which set K comprises the set of all output processors; TR is a special case of K-terminal reliability in

which set K comprises a single element. Given an NxN SENE, a specified input 1, and a set K

{oal Ob, ... , Oc), where KI = k, we wish to evaluate the probability that Ii can reach each output 0,

e K. We present two algorithms for computing K-terminal reliability, the first for instances in which

k > log N, and the second for instances in which k _ log N. For these algorithms, the K-terminal

reliability is computed the same way whether switch reLiabilities are the same or different, so for clarity

and generality, we describe the situation in which these reliabilities are different.

Both algorithms start with the same initialization procedure as follows. Set up an initially

empty array B, where element B(g) corresponds to SE g. Array B contains O(N log N) elements. For

each Om r K and each SE g in the upper path or in the lower path from I- to O., mark element B(g).

Each path can be computed in Olog N) time by Lemma 2.2, and there are 2k paths to trace, so this

initialization takes O(k log N) time.

Algorithm KI: k > log N.

To evaluate the K-terminal reliability, execute the algorithm above for the BR problem with

different switch reliabilities, making the following modification. If SE s is marked, then leave its

reliability as p.; if SE s is not marked, then treat its reliability as 1. This modification treats the parts of

the broadcast trees from input Ij that reach only outputs not in K as being completely reliable, so the

result returned by this algorithm is exactly the K-terminal reliability. The time complexity of this

algorithm is O(N log N), as for the different switch reliabilities problem.

Algorithm K2: k < log N.

If an SE g is not marked, then no path from Ij to any output in the set K contains SE g. Note

further that no path from 1j to any output in the set K contains any descendant of SE g because of the

tree structure of the broadcast paths. Therefore, unmarked SEs and their successors will be handled as

whole subtrees without further recursion.
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The same decomposition approach will again be followed, but the contributon of each case to

the total reliability will be evaluated differently depending on whether an SE is marked or not. The

reliability function KR has two arguments, G, the graph and associated reliabilities, and N, the size of

the SENE. For the specified switches SE A and SE B, either both are marked or both are unmarked

because they share the same set of outputs that are descendants in stage n. Let BTu~m (BTLm) denote

the set of marked SEs in BTU (BTL).

The recurrence, and hence recursive Algorithm K2, is specified below.

KR(G, N) = q8  Hp. + qA rip's +PAPB KR(GL, N/2) KR(GR, N/2), if both A and
seBTu , SeBTL.

B are marked;

KR(G, N)= 0, if both A and B are unmarked.

The base cases for the recurrence is KR(G, 2) = pAqB + qApq + PAPB, if both A and B are

marked, KR(G, 2) = 0, if both A and B are unmarked.

The time to evaluate KR(G, N) is the sum of the time to evaluate each of the three terms. The

first two terms may be evaluated in O(k log N) time. The time to evaluate the third term is the sum of

the times to evaluate two KR functions for graphs with N/2 outputs. Thus, the overall time to evaluate

KR(G, N) is as follows.

TKR((N) = 2ck log N + 2TKR(N/2), where c is a constant

log N
= ck •2'(logN-(i-1))

i=1

= O(W).

This time measure is an overestimate, as it does not account for the fact that the size k of the set of

outputs of interest decreases at lower levels of recursion. (The amount of decrease at each level of

recursion depends on the exact set of elements in K.) Since the initialization time is O(k log N), the

overall time to execute Algorithm K12 to compute K-terminal reliability for a SENE of size N is O(.'M).



Theorem 3.4. The K-terminal reliability for a SENE can be computed in O(N minfk, log N))

time.
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